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Kurzfassung
Quality-of-experience (QoE) von über TCP/IP Netze übermittelten, interak-

tiven Applikationen gewinnt zunehmend an Bedeutung. Die QoE solcher App-

likationen wird hauptsächlich von TCP/IP Netzen inhärenten, übermittlungsbed-

ingten Verzögerungen bestimmt. In diesem Kontext identifiziert die vorliegende

Arbeit den Anfrage - Antwort Zyklus als Gemeinsamkeit interaktiver Internet Ap-

plikationen und zeigt dass übertragungsbedingte Verzögerungen diesen Zyklus er-

heblich stören. Anhand zweier prototypischer Anwendungen, interaktive Internet

Telefonie und browserbasierte Applikationen, wird der Einfluss von Verzögerungen

auf die QoE analysiert. Eine Analyse der Oberflächenstruktur von Konversatio-

nen im Kontext interaktiver Internet Telefonie identifiziert kommunikative Prob-

leme und Veränderungen in der Gesprächsstruktur die durch die Verzögerungen

ausgelöst werden. Basierend auf diesen Ergebnissen werden zwei Konversations-

Metriken abgeleitet, die den Einfluss von Verzögerungen auf vermittelte Interaktio-

nen abbilden. Diese beiden Metriken werden als zusätzliche Vorhersageparameter

in eine erweiterte Version des E-Models integriert und es wird gezeigt, dass diese

zusätzlichen Parameter die Vorhersagegenauigkeit des E-Models erheblich verbessern.

Für browserbasierte Applikationen wird eine neue subjektive Test Methodologie

entwickelt, die einen realistischen Ablauf von Web-Browsing Sessions garantiert und

eine Atmosphäre interaktiver flow-experience kreiert. Daten zweier Laborstudien

and eines Feldversuchs zeigen, dass diese Testmethodologie im Stande ist in zwei

verschiedenen Test Kontexten zuverlässige und konsistente Testergebnisse zu liefern.

Bezüglich des Zusammenhangs von Wartezeit und QoE im Kontext von browser-

basierten Applikationen wird die WQL Hypothese postuliert: ”Der Zusammenhang

von Wartezeit und resultierender QoE ist Logarithmisch.” Für File Downloads und

einfaches Web Browsing kann die WQL Hypothese anhand von Daten dreier Stu-

dien verifiziert werden, für den Anwendungsfall komplexen Web Browsings muss sie

aber verworfen werden. Eine nachfolgende Analyse identifiziert praktische Prob-

leme welche die Anwendung der WQL Hypothese auf komplexes Web Browsing

erschweren. Diese Analyse zeigt auch, dass subjektiv empfundene Ladezeiten von

Web Seiten durch den Interaktionsprozess beeinflusst werden und als zusätzlicher

Eingangsparameter für QoE Modelle verwendet werden können. Abschließend wird

ein Qualitätsperzeptionsmodell entworfen, dass Aspekte von Interaktionsqualität in

den Formationsprozess von Qualität inkludiert und Benutzer (Re-)Aktionen anhand

bestimmter Eingangssignale als aktive Ausgangssignale beschreibt.
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Abstract

Quality-of-experience (QoE) of interactive applications transmitted over TCP/IP

networks has recently gained considerable attention, and is mainly influenced by

transmission delays due to TCP/IP’s retransmission characteristic. This thesis shows

that interactive Internet applications share the commonality of a recurring request-

response cycle that is highly vulnerable to such transmission delays. In the context of

two prototypical services, interactive Internet telephony and browser based applica-

tions, the impact of transmission delays on QoE is analysed. In terms of interactive

Internet telephony, a surface structure analysis of delay impaired voice calls reveals

several changes in conversation behaviour caused by the delay. From this analy-

sis, two conversational metrics are derived that capture the influence of delay on

human-to-human conversations. Using these metrics as additional input parame-

ters, an update to the E-Model is proposed that enhances prediction performance

considerably. For browser based applications, a novel subjective testing method-

ology is presented that establishes a realistic flow-experience in the resulting web

browsing sessions. Data from two lab studies and a field trial proves the ability of

this test methodology to provide reliable and consistent results across different con-

texts. In terms of the relationship between waiting time and QoE for browser based

applications, this thesis postulates the WQL hypothesis: the relationship between

”Waiting time and resulting QoE is Logarithmic”. With the acquired data from

the three studies, the WQL is verified for file downloads and simple web browsing.

Contrary, in the context of complex web browsing the WQL has to be rejected. A

following analysis reveals several challenges and practical issues that complicate the

use of the WQL for this service. Additionally, it identifies the subjectively perceived

page-load-time as an interaction based measure of waiting time and promising input

parameter for novel QoE models. Finally, a human perception model, that considers

interaction quality performance aspects in the quality formation process, and that

explains (re-)actions to (conversational) input signals in the form of active output

signals is derived.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Background

One everlasting problem since the formation of the Internet has been the steady

increase of traffic volumes. While in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s capacities in

the wired last mile networks have been the bottleneck which has been eradicated

by high xDSL, cable and fiber-to-the-home penetration (in the western world), the

recent bottleneck is mobile broadband access which is growing at large due to the

fast spread of mobile computing on-the-go, smartphones and tablets [73]. This

growth in sheer (mobile) number of devices additionally introduces a large amount

of small data transmissions at the edge of the network which poses a thread towards

latency and mandated Quality-of-Service for mobile devices [129]. These technical

challenges become especially eminent in the context of interactive web applications

and file downloads, where high latency and long waiting times directly translate into

user annoyance and churn.

From a network provider’s point of view this leads to a highly demanding sit-

uation. On the one hand, traffic volume in their mobile data networks is growing

at large and therefore routing challenges due to latency issues introduced by largely

growing smartphone and tablet traffic get apparent again, which call for invest-

ments in high performance networks. On the other hand economical constraints,

stemming from the highly competitive market with decreasing average revenue per

user (ARPU), are tight in order to stay price competitive. Consequently, opera-

tors have to trade off between investing in their network infrastructure at minimal

costs and in the same moment ensuring sufficiently performing network quality for

satisfying their customer base.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In this context Quality-of-Experience (QoE) is currently receiving an immense in-

crease in interest both from an academic and industrial perspective as a new attempt

to describe the qualitative performance of communication systems and applications

not only in terms of traditional Quality-of-Service (QoS), but to link it as closely

as possible to the subjective perception of the end user. This user centricity is also

reflected in the current working definition of QoE from [1] which reads as follows:

Quality of Experience is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an applica-

tion or service. It results from the fulfilment of his or her expectations with respect to

the utility and / or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user’s

personality and current state. Bridging this user centric concept with the technical

network perspective from operators leads to the following question: Which network

quality (QoS) is sufficient to ensure decent QoE? For answering this question subjec-

tive tests where users experience different quality conditions and subsequently report

on their associated experiences are the key. In terms of QoE research and related

subjective assessment methodologies the QoE domain has so far been dominated by

multimedia services. However, these results and methods are mainly targeted to-

wards ’static’ media experience and signal fidelity (cf. [114,123,126,131]), hence they

do not properly address the growing area of interactive Internet applications. As a

result of this focus on multimedia services, attention in QoE research was focused

on media fidelity as key determinant of QoE and ’new’ impairments of delays and

waiting times and their relation towards QoE have received far less attention. This

represents a major issue as the growing number of interactive Internet applications

are especially prone to delays and waiting times as they deteriorate their interactive

nature which is in turn negatively assessed by the end user of such applications.

From a technical point this set of problems will be further accentuated: (1) By the

increasing use of TCP as transport protocol and the corresponding translation of

packet losses and re-orderings into delays and waiting times on the application level.

(2) Additional latency issues introduced by the large traffic growth in mobile data

networks [129] will impair the networked services.

In order to properly assess and model QoE for these interactive services the two

most important challenges amongst others are: First, the QoE concept and the re-

lated QoE formation process itself has to be broadened to also consider interactive

services, and second novel assessment methodologies addressing the special require-

ments of interactive QoE tests have to be established. Therefore, current QoE for-

mation processes, as described e.g. in [1], have to be extended such that interactions

between two ore more entities, in the context of interactive media experiences, can be
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properly analysed and incorporated. Such experiences are characterised by a (time)

series of input signals and additional interaction processes which are deteriorated by

temporal impairments. However, the interaction process and its deterioration can

be a novel source of information and therefore serve as an additional input into the

quality formation process. Together with the series of media fidelity input signals

such an extended QoE formation process outputs then a holistic QoE for interactive

applications. Furthermore, for gathering QoE results and data for QoE modelling of

interactive applications novel assessment methodologies are needed. Such method-

ologies have to establish realistic interaction processes for the targeted applications.

Only if appropriate interaction processes are established the delay induced degra-

dations of the interactive nature can be sensed, and consequently evaluated by the

test subjects, leading to externally valid results for this application category.

In the context of this thesis, the above discussed research challenges have been

addressed in several research cooperations: with industry partners in the context of

the application oriented ACE project series, and in the context of academic research

through scientific cooperations with academic partners. These cooperations, which

form the background of this thesis, are described in the following sections.



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 The ACE Project Series

The majority of the work contained in this thesis has been conducted throughout

three projects: ACE, ACE 2.0 and ACE 3.0. Together they form the ACE project

series at the telecommunication research center Vienna (FTW)1. These applica-

tion oriented projects have been conducted within the COMET framework, which

is funded by BMVIT, BMWA, and the City of Vienna. In terms of the research

methodology, the ACE projects utilise a strictly user-centric cross-layer approach

towards QoE by taking into account relevant influence factors on network, applica-

tion and user-level. In this context, the author was responsible for voice related work

packages which provided data and analysis results for Study 1, described and dis-

cussed in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the authors work on QoE evaluation in browser

based applications within these projects has led to the development of the subjective

testing methodology introduced in Chapter 4. Based on this methodology, numer-

ous laboratory studies, as well as one field trial on browser based applications have

provided the quantitative data used for QoE analysis and modelling in Chapter 4.

1The projects within this series share the following common aims:
Understanding, measuring and managing quality in communication networks has become a vi-

brant area of applied research. The key reason is that improving service quality directly supports
carriers in winning and keeping customers and reduce churn. However, since customers are also
the ultimate judges of service quality, it is vital for the industry to move beyond traditional QoS
and adopt a more holistic understanding of quality as perceived by end-users. Such a shift towards
Quality of Experience (QoE) raises fundamental questions relating to which QoS parameters are
truly relevant to users of a given service class, how these parameters can be measured and which
quality levels actually define a satisfying user experience.
The ACE project series aims to realise this paradigm shift by investigating the link between tech-

nical network parameters and the customer’s Quality of Experience (QoE) in the context of mobile
and fixed broadband. The ACE projects consist of user-centric as well as network measurement
centric activities which together constitute an integrated approach towards QoE assessment and
measurement for convergent networks and services.
In particular, the currently running project ACE 3 focuses on the following aspects of broadband

QoE: high-speed/LTE scenarios, impact of user terminals (smart devices), convergence, QoE for
Web and Cloud services, VoIP and video (adaptive streaming, IPTV) quality.
Its predecessor, ACE 2.0 addressed the following aspects of mobile broadband QoE: impact of

user terminals (smart devices), different demographics, convergence, QoE for data services (Web
2.0, file downloads, progressive downloads) as well as the relationship between Customer Experience
and QoE.
This description has been acquired from https://ace.ftw.at/about on 05-01-2014
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1.1.2 Research Stays at International Research Institutions

SISCOM International Research Chair: Parts of the work on the WQL hy-

pothesis have been conducted in the context of a research stay of the author as a

visiting researcher at the SISCOM International Research Chair (Prof. Peter Re-

ichl), Universite Europeenne de Bretagne, Rennes, from July to September 2011.

Telekom Innovation Laboratories Berlin: Refinements of the perceptual model

used in Chapter 5 were inspired by several discussions with Alexander Raake, while

the author was working as an external researcher at the AIPA group within Telekom

Innovation Laboratories Berlin from August to December 2013.

The data of the conversational Study 2 and the respective analysis discussed in Sec-

tion 3.2 are the result of a close collaboration between FTW and Telekom Innovation

Laboratories initiated by the author and ongoing since 2009 with mutual short term

visits.

1.2 Scientific Contribution

The scientific objective of this thesis is fourfold: First, a review of related work

towards QoE assessment methodologies for interactive Internet applications is used

to determine shortcomings of current assessment methodologies. From these short-

comings, requirements for the special needs of QoE assessment methodologies for

interactive Internet applications are derived. Second, the interactive target applica-

tion of Internet telephony is analysed from a communication theoretical viewpoint.

The main focus is put on the pragmatic dimension of human-to-human interaction

and its alteration due to transmission delays. Results of this analysis are merged

with identified shortcomings from the first step and used to derive certain interaction

metrics which are captured through subjective experiments and analysed towards

their relation to conversational QoE for Internet telephony. Third, as a second

application web browsing and file downloads are analysed with respect to waiting

times and their relation towards QoE. In order to achieve this, a novel test proce-

dure for browser based interactive applications is derived and used for gathering a

comprehensive dataset for analysis. Furthermore, this data is then used to identify

fundamental relationships between waiting times and QoE for these applications.

Fourth, existing QoE formation models targeted towards static media experiences

have to be extended, such that they incorporate interaction performance aspects
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and account for recurring (inter)actions of the subjects. Together these objectives

will provide answers to the following research question(s):

What impairments on the interactional structure of

interactive Internet applications are caused by the

transmission delay and what is the impact of transmission

delay and these impairments on the QoE of such applications?

RQ1 Which common interaction patterns can be identified in the interaction struc-

tures of different interactive Internet applications?

RQ2 What is the impact of one-way delay on the pragmatic dimension of human-

to-human mediated interaction, and can this impact be quantified in related

interactional metrics?

RQ3 Which interactional metrics can be used to enhance prediction performance

of QoE models for human-to-human mediated interaction and how does such

a model look like?

RQ4 What are requirements for subjective testing methodologies that produce re-

liable and consistent QoE scores for interactive browser based applications?

RQ5 Can fundamental relationships of human time perception be utilised to model

the relationship between waiting time and QoE in browser based applications?

RQ6 How does a human quality perception model look like that incorporates inter-

actional metrics into the quality formation process and that is able to explain

the formation of (inter)actions between interacting entities?

In order to answer these research questions an initial analysis of commonalities

for interactive applications reveals request-response (=interaction act) patterns as

an interaction structure common to interactive Internet applications in general. This

is followed by an analysis how delay and waiting times respectively, impair these in-

teraction patterns. Considering the impairments introduced and their impact on

the interaction process itself interaction performance aspects are identified as im-

portant factors for capturing the influence of delay impairments on the interaction

process. Based on this finding, existing QoE assessment methodologies targeting

interactive Internet applications are reviewed regarding their consideration of inter-

action performance aspects. Furthermore it is revealed which of these aspects are
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not sufficiently covered and which requirements have to be met to properly take

them into account in interactive QoE assessment.

Regarding Internet Telephony existing QoE assessment methodologies analyse

conversational QoE and statistics of the conversational surface structure. However,

they fall short in analysing interaction performance aspects and how these aspects

are altered by delay impairments. To this end communication theoretic consider-

ations regarding the pragmatic dimension of human-to-human communications are

introduced and discussed. Thereby different types of interruptions are identified as

key interaction performance metrics, which are severely impacted by transmission

delays. Through subjective conversational tests and data gathered with these tests

an analysis of conventional surface parameters is achieved and new interactional

metrics are presented. This analysis reveals the impact of delay on these metrics

and additionally shows how these metrics are related to conversational QoE. Fur-

thermore, these results are used to propose an update to the existing E-model,

that incorporates interactional metrics and enhances prediction performance of the

model.

For web browsing and file downloads waiting times are the key influence factor

regarding interactive QoE of these applications. As for other QoE domains the exis-

tence of fundamental relationships is present in related work a (successful) attempt

is made to identify a fundamental relationship between waiting time and interac-

tive QoE which is then proposed as the WQL hypothesis (The relationship between

Waiting time and its QoE evaluation on a linear ACR scale is Logarithmic.). In or-

der to prove this hypothesis reliable QoE data needs to be acquired. As appropriate

test methodologies for web browsing are not available, a respective test procedure

and tasks that allow to acquire reproducible QoE ratings for this service type are

derived and verified. This methodology is then used to acquire QoE data in three

subjective studies. Based on these data the WQL hypothesis can be verified for file

downloads and simple web browsing tasks. For highly interactive web browsing the

hypothesis has to be rejected for numerous reasons which are analysed in detail.

In terms of QoE formation within human subjects, existing models mainly ad-

dress static media signals (in terms of interaction between two or more signal ex-

changing entities). Thereby, they fall short in incorporating interaction performance

metrics, and they do not consider the inter-relation between (input-)signals and fol-

lowing (re-)actions of the users, which influences QoE as well. An extension of

current models of the QoE formation process exemplifies how such interactional

aspects can be gracefully included in existing models.
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Scientific Publications of the Author and their Contribution within this

Thesis

This sections gives an overview of the scientific publications, tutorials and stan-

dardisation related work the author of this thesis actively contributed to. The most

important publications are summarised according to their contribution to the related

chapters as follows.

In the domain of conversational quality and interactive communications the con-

cepts, the work as presented in Chapter 3 is based on, have been published in [2]

where the analysis of conversational surface structure was introduced together with

the unintended interruption ratio (UIR) and [3] where the dataset was presented and

the interruptive (and) intended interruptions rate (I3R) measure was introduced. In

addition, the updated version of the E-model as proposed in [4] has been included

in a new version of ITU-T Rec. G.107 [124].

Chapter 4 is based on result published in [5] where the application of the WQL

to QoE in telecommunication systems was introduced, [6] and [7] described the data

acquired in lab and field studies and presented related results and [8] applied the

WQL to temporal stimuli in the context of browser based applications. Furthermore,

the work on perceptual influence factors in the context of web browsing has been

brought to ITU-T Study Group 12 and has been issued as ITU-T Rec. G.1031 [127],

and the test methodology for browser based applications has led to the release of

ITU-T Rec. P.1501 [128].

The work on QoE foundations and according quality formation used to derive

the model of an interactive quality formation process in Chapter 5 was published

in [1] where the quality formation process for static media signals that served as

basis for the interactive process described in this chapter was derived, [9] refined the

foregoing model of the quality formation process and described in detail the percep-

tional model, which was used for the proposed perception model that explains the

formation of interactional quality features and incorporates (inter-)action between

interactants.

Figure 1.1 provides an overview of all scientific publications in peer-reviewed

conference proceedings, journals and books as well as standardisation contribu-

tions where the author was actively involved while working on this thesis. The

research studies and methodological contributions are classified according to the

major application classes on the x-axis and the related QoE research categories on

the y-axis. Application classes are sub-divided into human-to-human interactions,

human-to-machine interaction and media delivery and QoE research categories are
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Figure 1.1: An overview of peer-reviewed scientific publications , held tutorials and
standardisation contributions from the author. Their respective contribution in this
thesis is indicated with the notion [x]y indicating that the scientific publication [x]
is discussed in Chapter y.

sub-classified into temporal impairments, contributions towards assessment method-

ologies and media fidelity. As can be seen, the major focus of the contribution to the

scientific community has been in the categories of assessment methodologies and the

analysis of temporal impairments. Regarding their contribution in this thesis they

are marked with the the notion [x]y indicating that the scientific publication [x] is

discussed in Chapter y and are additionally marked in red for Internet telephony

related contributions in Chapter 3 and blue for contributions towards browser based

applications in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1.2: Structure of the Thesis

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

The organisation of the thesis is depicted in Figure 1.2. After motivating the focus

of the thesis and describing the scientific contribution of the thesis in the current

chapter, the second chapter reviews the QoE concept with respect to interactive

applications and identifies (interactional) commonalities of interactive applications

as the request-response cycle. Furthermore it discusses how these interactions are

impaired by transmission delays in communication networks. By analysing related

work from psychology on human time perception it is shown that two different

human timing systems do process transmission delays or waiting times depending

on the delay range they fall into. According to these delay ranges, the application of

Internet telephony is selected to study the impact of delay on QoE for delays < 1 s,

and browser based applications are selected to study the impact of longer delays,

as they are typically impaired by waiting times > 1 s. Furthermore, it discusses

existing QoE assessment methods and concludes which challenges and requirements
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for QoE assessment have to be considered to properly assess interactive applications

and to measure interaction related aspects.

Following, in Chapter 3 conversation analytic approaches towards capturing in-

teractivity and relating it to QoE are reviewed, and blind spots and shortcomings

are identified. Based on that, new conversational metrics that are able to identify

the influence exerted by delay on human-to-human conversations are proposed. In

order to apply these new metrics as additional input parameters for QoE prediction

models, subjective tests are conducted which do capture conversational interactiv-

ity measures for these modelling purposes. The result data is first analysed with

respect to interactional changes related to transmission delay, which reveal inter-

actional problems that are not reflected in the conversational quality ratings. In

a second step, this data is used to derive a conversational prediction model that

includes interactional metrics as additional input. A following comparison with a

state-of-the-art model shows that the prediction performance can be increased by

considering interactional metrics as additional input parameter.

The second prototypical application is addressed in Chapter 4 where a novel

QoE assessment methodology is introduced that considers the interactive nature of

browser based applications properly. By comparing results from lab studies with

results from a field trial this novel methodology is verified to deliver reliable and ex-

ternally valid results. In terms of modelling the relationship between waiting times

and QoE the WQL hypothesis is postulated and validated for simple web usage sce-

narios. The attempted extension of the WQL towards more complex web browsing

identifies challenges and practical issues on a perceptual and technical level which

lead to a rejection of the hypothesis for QoE prediction in case of complex web

browsing. However, a thorough analysis of the resulting interactions on the network

and application layer, and respective perceptual events, showed that numerous prac-

tical issues and challenges on a technical as well as on a perceptual level exist. As

a result, the subjectively perceived page-load-time could be identified as an interac-

tional metric, which could be used as potential input parameter for QoE modelling

approaches.

In order to properly include interactivity and related measures into quality forma-

tion models, Chapter 5 identifies five interaction performance aspects that should be

considered in a QoE perception model to capture interaction related impairments.

Following, a perception model is proposed that allows to detect these interaction

performance aspects for interactions between two or more entities. In addition, it

is also able to describe (re-)actions to conversational input signals in the form of
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output signals, which then serve as input signal(s) for the other interacting entity

and vice versa. Thereby, interactional processes between two or more entities can

be explained. This perceptual model is then integrated into an existing model of

the quality formation process that was initially proposed for static input signals.

By this modification, the updated model can be used to describe also interactive

quality formation processes and it considers interaction performance aspects for the

formation of its QoE output.

Finally Chapter 6 summarises the contributions of the work conducted in this

thesis.



Chapter 2

QoE for Interactive Internet

Applications: Background

Taking the subjective view of the end-user into consideration for dimensioning, main-

taining and operating telecommunication networks requires the understanding of

QoE influence factors and the relationships between technical QoS parameters and

QoE. In order to study these relationships and influence factors, subjective QoE

testing and according analyses are needed. Interactive applications are especially

interesting in these respects as they pose special requirements towards QoE assess-

ment methodologies: 1) they have to be designed in a way that the interactive nature

of the targeted application is ensured throughout the QoE assessment. 2) interac-

tion cues have to be monitored and / or recorded in addition to QoS parameters and

subjective QoE ratings. Such data is essential for analysing interaction patterns and

their deterioration due to impairments. Such an analysis is necessary for revealing

additional influence factors and dimensions not captured in conventional test and

analysis methodologies.

First, the present chapter provides a review of the historical development of

the QoE concept and an analysis of the current status of the concept and the re-

lated framework. In the next step, commonalities of interactive applications are

introduced, together with a discussion of different delay ranges and how sensitive

different interactive application categories are to these ranges. In addition two inter-

active Internet applications are selected to serve as prototypical applications for the

analysis of the transmission delay influence on QoE. Furthermore the third section

analyses existing QoE methodologies from standardisation bodies, as well as from

related work and respective analysis methods for their appropriateness to assess

13
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QoE of interactive applications. Based on these analysis, challenges and require-

ments for subjective assessment and analysis methodologies, which have to be met

for a holistic analysis of QoE for interactive Internet applications, are summarised.

2.1 The Concept of QoE1

For a better understanding of the QoE concept it is helpful to make a brief review

of the recent history of communications quality assessment. In the early 1990s, the

notion of Quality of Service (QoS) attracted considerable attention in telecommu-

nications, nurtured by articles such as [173], in which the authors described their

conceptual model of service quality and in which the ultimative instance for the ser-

vice quality judgement was the respective customer. This user or customer centricity

is also reflected in the ITU-T definition of QoS, which underlines the subjective roots

of the service quality concept despite being oriented rather towards the view of a

telecommunications provider or manufacturer:

Quality of Service is the totality of characteristics of a telecommunica-

tions service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs of

the user of the service. [122]

However, contrary to this original definition, most QoS-related work actually focused

on the investigation of purely technical, objectively measurable network and service

performance factors such as delay, jitter, bitrate, packet loss – effectively reducing

quality to a purely technology-centric perspective (cf. [1], [179]). This focus shift

towards network- and system-level performance parameters is also reflected in the

QoS definitions that became dominant in the networking community as the following

QoS definition by the IETF exemplifies:

”A set of service requirements to be met by the network while transporting

a flow.” [75]

Due to this deviance from its subjective focus the concept of QoS got less at-

tractive to domains such as audio and video research, where historically subjective

quality assessment played a major role in comparing, e.g. codec performance. A

1This section is based on original work from the author with adaptions as published in [21],
where he was responsible for Section 3.2 and actively contributed text and figures to Section 3.1
and Section 3.4 and original work from the author with adaptions as published in [9] where he
contributed text and figures throughout the respective chapter.
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countermovement gained momentum which took up the notion of Quality of Expe-

rience, which was introduced in the context of television systems by [147]2. The

notion of QoE was rapidly adopted not only in the context of mobile communi-

cations (cf. [194]) but also in the domains of audio and video quality assessment

(cf. [165,176,186,214]. However, each service type (voice, video, data services, etc.)

tended to develop its own QoE community with its own research tradition. In ad-

dition it has to be noted that some domains do not even use the notion of QoE but

rather use the terms ”subjective quality” or ”user-perceived quality” although using

the conceptual model that goes back to QoE (cf. [60, 62, 103]).

This has resulted in a number of parallel attempts to define QoE (as outlined

in [179, 181]), accompanied by an equally large number of QoE frameworks and

taxonomies (see [149] for a comprehensive overview). However, today the definition

by ITU-T Rec. P.10 (Ammendment 2, 2008) is still the most widely used formulation

of QoE, defining the concept as:

QoE is the overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived

subjectively by the end user. [120]

Note 1: includes the complete end-to-end system effects.

Note 2: may be influenced by user expectations and context.

During discussions at the Dagstuhl Seminar 09192 in May 2009 (cf. [163]) it

was pointed out that among others the notion of ”acceptability” in the above def-

inition, is somehow problematic as the concept of acceptability demands a certain

(usage) context of the service (cf. [6]) to yield reproducible results across different

assessments of QoE or acceptability respectively. In addition, a new definition of

acceptability was proposed as follows:

Acceptability is the outcome of a decision [yes/no] which is partially based

on the Quality of Experience. [163]

In this respect, ITU-T Rec. P.10 captures the essence of QoE by highlighting

some of its main characteristics: subjectivity, user-centricity, and multi-dimensionality.

Particularly concerning the latter aspect, most frameworks and definitions found in

the literature highlight the fact that QoE is determined by a number of hard and

soft influence factors, attributable either to the technical system, the usage context,

2It can not be figured out with 100% certainty who introduced the notion of QoE into the
domain of multimedia quality assessment, however the work by [147] is one of the earliest ones
that used the notion in the same understanding as it is still used nowadays.
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Figure 2.1: QoE influence factors belonging to context, human user, and the tech-
nical system itself.

or the user him/herself (see Figure 2.1). This means that whether a user judges the

quality of, e.g. a mobile video service as good (or even excellent) not only depends

on the performance of the technical system (including traditional network QoS as

well as client and server performance),3, but to a large extent also on the context

(task, location, urgency, etc.), the user himself (expectations, personal background,

etc.), as well as the interaction process with the system (or another user). The

resulting level of complexity and broadness turns reliable and exact QoE assessment

into a hard problem. Indeed, this is also one of the main reasons why, as of today,

the scientific QoE community remains fragmented and has not agreed on a common

QoE definition as well as a unified QoE framework yet.

As one of the most recent initiatives, the COST Action IC 1003 has published

a QoE definition whitepaper to further advance the required convergence process

regarding this subject [1]. Version 1.2 of this whitepaper defines:

QoE is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application

or service. It results from the fulfilment of his or her expectations with

respect to the utility and / or enjoyment of the application or service in

the light of the user’s personality and current state.

3Note that the technical system generally comprises of a chain of components (sender, trans-
mission network elements, receiver) that connect the service provider with the end-user. All these
elements can influence technical QoS (and thus QoE) on different layers, predominantly in terms
of network- and application-level QoS.
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Thus, it advances the ITU-T definition by going beyond merely binary acceptabil-

ity and by emphasising the importance of both pragmatic (utility) and hedonic

(enjoyment) aspects of quality judgment formation4. In addition to QoE influence

factors, the whitepaper also highlights the importance of QoE features, i.e. recog-

nised characteristics of the individual’s experience that contribute to service quality

perception. These features can be classified on four levels: direct perception (e.g.

colour, sharpness, noisiness), usage situation (e.g. accessibility, stability), service

(e.g. usability, usefulness, joy), and interaction (e.g. responsiveness, conversation

effectiveness). The latter one is of particular interest in the context of this thesis

and the following section will further discuss interaction and its relation to QoE.

2.2 Definition of Interactive Internet Applications

and Selection of Analysed Services

In order to clarify how Internet applications can be categorised as interactive, how

QoE of such applications is affected by different transmission delays, and which in-

teractive Internet applications are of particular interest for the aim of this thesis,

Section 2.2.1 discusses which (inter-)actions typically take place via the communica-

tion channel and derives common characteristics which are shared across interactive

applications. Then, Section 2.2.2 discusses delay ranges that typically appear in

communications systems and resulting deteriorations of QoE for interactive applica-

tions. Furthermore, it shows that different human timing systems are involved (for

different delay ranges) in the regulation of interaction behaviour as well as for QoE

formation based on waiting times. Finally, it concludes which interactive Internet

applications are most suitable to identify the QoE impact of delays or waiting times,

respectively.

2.2.1 Characteristics of Interactive Applications5

The discussion in the preceding section revealed that QoE is a pluridimensional con-

cept, which is also reflected in the discussion about influencing factors that is taken

4The definitions of the terms used as well as further details can be found in the QoE definition
whitepaper [1] itself.

5Parts of this section are based on original work of the author with adaptions as published
in [49] where he was acting as the lead author for the respective chapter and contributed text and
figures.
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up in the current Qualinet whitepaper [1]. Despite these insights the framework pre-

sented in the whitepaper still focuses mainly on a single person that experiences QoE

of a certain single stimulus. Thereby it overlooks the important perspective that the

interaction process between different entities (and related problems due to impair-

ments) is a major factor of QoE for interactive services. Traditionally, this new and

essential perspective has been addressed mainly in the context of human-to-human

(H2H) – and, to a lesser extent, human-to-machine (H2M) – communication, while

more recently also machine-to-machine (M2M) aspects have gained rapidly increas-

ing relevance. Therefore, the discussion in this section will follow a rather broad

approach, and discuss the corresponding fundamental concepts and notions related

to the interaction process in an abstract way, including all different basic scenarios,

and thereby address research question RQ1 (introduced in Section 1.2).

As far as underlying technology is concerned, it is mainly the intermediate com-

munication channel – and more specifically its two-way delay characteristic – which

is responsible for the need to distinguish interactive from non-interactive QoE6. Of

course, this delay has a direct impact on the quality perception itself (as shown

by [141] and further discussed in Section 2.2.2), but beyond that it may also mas-

sively influence the information sending or receiving behaviour of the individual

communication partners involved.

The topic of interactivity is a widely used concept which is rooted in several

different research traditions. As the aim of this chapter is the assessment of interac-

tivity and the identification of the effects interactivity exerts on QoE, it is essential

to differentiate between the different phenomena all identically labelled interactivity.

It is common to all understandings of interactivity that interaction can only take

place if certain interactive acts are performed by at least two actors communicating

with each other. Nevertheless, the nature of the interactants (humans, machine,

media) as well as the way how they interact with each other are a crucial point

of differentiation between the existing concepts of interactivity. A classification

along the most prominent categories of interactivity has been proposed by [198],

distinguishing between:

Interactivity as Process is interaction taking place between human subjects where

subsequent messages consist of responses to prior messages or requests in a

coherent fashion. Note that, in principle, the roles of the interactants are

6Also other distortions in the communication channel such as e.g. echo or noise do impact
the interaction behaviour of interactants. However, throughout this thesis the focus will be on
transmission delays.
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reciprocal and can be exchanged freely.

Interactivity as Product occurs when a set of technological features allows users

to interact with the system.

This classification already points towards the different scholar traditions of human

interaction and human-to-system (computer) interaction. Human interaction re-

searchers are rather strict in defining interactivity such as Rafaeli [177]. In their

understanding, true interaction can only take place between human interactants

when their roles (within the interaction) are 100% reciprocal. In contrast, scholars

in human-to-machine interaction are less stringent and talk about interactivity as

soon as interactive actions are exchanged between entities, even if the roles of the

entities are not reciprocally interchangeable. In this chapter, however, the aim is to

analyse the influence of interactivity on QoE for several types of different services

as targeted in this thesis (including both H2H and H2M interaction)7. Hence, the

following definition of interactivity from [49] is chosen as common ground:

An interactive pattern is a sequence of actions, references and reactions

where each reference or reaction has a certain, ex-ante intended, and ex-

post recognisable, interrelation with preceding event(s) in terms of timing

and content.

Without loss of generality, the further discussion throughout this section and the

thesis in general will be restricted to request-response patterns which are considered

to be the common ground for both H2H and H2M interactions8.

Figure 2.2 depicts the fundamental structure of interactive communication, the

request-response patterns. While the x-axis refers to time, one can see requests

(REQ) and related responses (RES) exchanged between a user A and a receiver B

via the intermediate transmission channel with constant one-way delay. Messages

are assumed to exhibit an underlying fine granular structure (for more details on the

dashed circle see Figure 2.3). Requests can be initiated by both sides, and responses

typically follow them in time, however, in certain cases (cf. dashed circle) responses

7However, it is pointed out that the definitions of interactivity are also valid for other interactive
services such as sensory experiences and interactive gaming.

8Human interaction scholars might argue that restricting interaction to request-response pat-
terns is no longer analysis of true interaction but rather analysis of quasi interaction (cf. [177], [156]
and [198]). However, as other services in addition to H2H interaction are targeted in this thesis
it can be assumed that this restriction is adequate for identifying the influence of interactivity on
QoE, for all of these services.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a series of requests and responses throughout an interac-
tion that constitute the request-response pattern

are started already before the end of the request transmission or are interrupted

by additional arriving messages. Eventually, this can even lead to largely different

perceptions with respect to the actual interaction pattern as pointed out in [100],

leading for instance to the distinction between active and passive interruptions. A

more detailed discussion of differing perceptions of interactional realities between

interacting entities will follow in Section 3.1.2.2 and Section 3.1.4.

For a better understanding of the relation between request and related response

and the influence of transmission delays Figure 2.3 depicts in detail what events can

be observed and what timings are related to these events. User (A, top of Figure 2.3)

issues a request which is transmitted to the receiving side (B, bottom of Figure 2.3).

Now, the receiver (B) processes the request and starts responding by sending data to

user (A) again9. In both directions, messages may exhibit a fine granular structure,

which is shown in Figure 2.3 as a sequence of arrows where different thicknesses are

used to indicate the “semantic intensity”10 of the corresponding content. Following

the model outlined in [178], one can for instance assume that the most important

pieces of information (e.g. key answer facts in human conversation or HTML format

9This is the description of an ”ideal” conversation. Self-evidently, it can also happen that the
receiver (B) responds with a request (counter question) as indicated on the bottom of Figure 2.2
right of the red dashed circle with two green boxes where RESB3 is followed by REQB4.

10In that context ”semantic intensity” denotes the amount of semantic information contained
in the response per bit.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of an interactivity constituting request-response pattern
based on [85], [29] and adapted with notions from [178]

instructions in Web traffic) are contained in the earlier parts of a response, while with

ongoing message length, the corresponding information becomes less dense and/or

less important 11. As a consequence, the receiver might be tempted to start her

next action already before the entire message has arrived. While such a behaviour

is typically observed in everyday communication, from an overall system behaviour

it can also very naturally be interpreted as a Nash Equilibrium that maximises the

overall information exchange between both participants [178].

Hence, after a certain time, from the viewpoint of user (A) the transmitted re-

sponse leads to an intermediate rendering result which is considered already sufficient

by the user (this rendering state is defined as ”response comprehensible”). Now user

(A) starts processing the response. However, receiver (B) might keep on responding

(e.g. in case of a long utterance or a heavy web page). After processing the response,

user (A) issues a subsequent request, thereby starting a new request-response cycle.

Here, it is important to understand that the issuing of the follow-up request by user

(A) does not necessarily take place after the complete response has been received

at user (A). He issues the request when he has acquired sufficient information from

11Here it should be noted that this is a description for a prototypical ”normal” conversation.
Natural conversations might deviate to a certain extent, e.g. rhetoric tricks like keeping the payoff
of a joke for the end of the utterance would not adhere to this decline in semantic intensity.
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the (possibly technically incomplete) response and has accordingly processed it12.

The essential characteristic here is a certain relation between the response and a

preceding event (in the simple case only the relation to a single request).

Together with the above definition of interactivity, it gets clear that the request-

response characteristic is a distinct feature of interactivity, which thereby answers

research question RQ1. Considering the differentiation between H2H interaction

and H2M interaction, it can also be said that in terms of the receiving side (B), the

nature (human, machine, etc.) of the entity answering the request is not essential

for establishing an interactive request-response pattern, which makes it applicable

to both interaction types and respective applications.

At present, the Internet applications enlisted in Table 2.1 are considered to

share this interactivity related characteristic13. In the following section typical delay

ranges in communication networks and their impact on interactive Internet applica-

tions are discussed.

2.2.2 Interactivity and Delay Impairments16

Delays introduced along the communication chain are a major issue for other above

mentioned interactive Internet applications, as these delays increase the response

time (cf. Figure 2.3) and thereby strongly deteriorate the interactive process of the

entities which further leads to worse QoE as a result of these disturbances. The

degree of deterioration introduced (by the delay) into the interaction process also

depends on the interactivity inherent to the application considered. For instance,

browsing through a simple online photo album has a very low degree of interactivity,

and delay impacts the response time just once per picture view (which is not a

12This model is based on observations of interactions in H2H communication as reported in
[2, 3, 52], where users were interrupting the other person frequently, and observations of H2M
interaction where similarly, users while web browsing [8,10] were navigating further on a web page
through clicking on a respective link before the web page was fully loaded. This lower bound of
sufficient information (for issuing a subsequent request) might be defined in two ways: 1) with
a relative or absolute amount of information (e.g. 70% of rendered screen area, or fully rendered
screen) 2) based on the considerations from [178] where the bound is reached after the entropy of
user (A) gets smaller than the entropy of the response of user (B) in order to maximise the amount
of information exchanged

13The enlisted applications are only a snapshot valid while writing this thesis and might be
subject to future changes and other upcoming applications.

14This type of streaming is also referred to as progressive download.
15This type of streaming is also referred to as progressive download.
16Parts of this section are based on original work of the author with adaptions as published

in [29] where he was acting as the lead author for the publication and contributed text and figures.
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Category Applications

Audio
Streaming (UDP, RTP) vs. Streaming (HTTP)14

Telephone services (VoIP), multiparty telephone conferencing
Video and

Audio-Visual
applications

Streaming (UDP, RTP) vs. Streaming (HTTP)15

Videotelephony (dyadic / multiparty)
Video-conferencing (dyadic / multiparty)

Browser based
applications

Web-Browsing
File downloads

Cloud
applications

Cloud Gaming
Remote Folder Access
Remote Desktop Access
Online Office Applications (MS Office 365, Google Docs)

Online games
Several types of games that connect through the internet such
as first person shooter, massively multiplayer online games etc.

Table 2.1: Overview of current interactive Internet applications

big impairment in this case), compared to cloud gaming where the response time

adds up for every of the numerous request-response patterns and timing of game

actions is critical. Therefore, despite the communality of these applications as being

interactive, the sensitivity of the applications towards delays can strongly differ. A

categorisation of different delay ranges and respective sensitive applications for these

ranges is given by [116] and shown in Figure 2.417.

From this categorisation one can see that time sensitive applications such as real

time human-to-human communication over IP (VoIP, video telephony, online doc-

ument sharing combined with audio- or videoconferencing) are affected by delays

below one second. Therefore, they demand communication networks that ensure

transmission delays in a range below one second in order to guarantee a distur-

bance free interaction process. In contrast, applications such as web browsing or file

downloads are impaired by delays larger than two seconds (cf. [62, 167, 182]).

These different time ranges of delay impairments are not only related to different

applications but they are also related to different human timing systems used for

the processing of the request-response pattern within the (human) user as described

in [69]. These are, millisecond timing for delays below one second and interval timing

17The differentiation between error tolerant and error intolerant applications is not further
discussed in this thesis as TCP/IP and its property of reliable packet delivery does not introduce
packet losses but these losses are translated into delays.
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Figure 2.4: Recommended delay categories for different applications from [116]

for delays above one second up to hours as shown in Figure 2.5. The circadian

timing system relates to long-term QoE or service QoE as discussed in [99,159] and

is therefore not considered in this thesis. The existence and applicability of these

different timing systems is of particular interest as the processing of delays and

their relation to human (interaction) behaviour as well as the sensation of delays

(or waiting times) differ for the different timing systems as numerous psychological

studies have shown [55, 56, 83].

The main difference is that the millisecond timing system processes timings on

a sensory and automated (= unconscious) basis, whereas the interval timing system

is based on conscious processing of time [69]. Therefore, in case of the millisecond

timing, transmission delay is not directly sensed by human interactants (as it has

been shown in qualitative results for voice communication reported in [2, 3], where

interactants were complaining about the inattentiveness of the other interlocutor but

they were not able to name a communication system deficiency). Despite the lack

of conscious awareness of the delay the human sensory system reacts on it through

automated processing (i.e. unconsciously). In case of human interactants involved

in human-to-human communication, the interaction behaviour can be unconsciously

altered which creates certain communicative problems as unintended interruptions

or double talk. These unconscious behavioural changes and delay induced problems

influence the subjective quality impression of the interactants in turn.

On the other hand, for delays above one second the human body utilises the
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Figure 2.5: Overview of the human internal timing systems (that are involved in
the processing of transmission delays) and time ranges in which the timing system
applies as well as error ranges that apply for each of these timing systems, taken
from [69] and adapted towards behavioural description for each timing system.

interval timing system to process the wait or slowdown of interactions. In case

of human-to-human mediated interaction, delays above one second lead to severe

changes in the interaction behaviour (as will be shown in Chapter 3) which plays a

dominant role in the user sensation of the problem with the communication system,

therefore the (conscious) processing of delays or waiting times above one second can

be left aside for such services. In contrast, for applications that naturally involve

longer delays in their interaction process such as file downloads or web browsing, the

time elapsed after a request is sent can easily exceed one second, without compro-

mising QoE and the interactive process respectively (cf. [62,182]). In such cases the

delay impairment will exert influence on the interaction process, which can still be
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processed unconsciously, but the human interactant will also consciously process the

delay or waiting time respectively, and will incorporate this conscious experience in

his QoE judgement. For the conscious processing of waiting times psychological re-

sults on the relation between waiting time and user satisfaction, as reported in [200]

or [93] will be of interest and will be further reviewed in Chapter 4.

In terms of perceived interactivity as a result of delays or waiting times the

classification by [157] is interesting in the light of the different timing systems and

their related time ranges as discussed above. The classification shown below (cited

by [167] from [157]) enlists three time ranges of response times (i.e. delays) and

how interactivity is perceived for these three time ranges in the context of human

computer interaction:

0.1 s is about the limit for having the user feel that the system is reacting instan-

taneously, meaning that no special feedback is necessary except displaying the

result.

1.0 s is about the limit for the user’s flow of thought to stay uninterrupted, even

though the user will notice the delay. Normally, no special feedback is neces-

sary during delays of more than 0.1 s but less than 1.0 s, but the user does lose

the feeling of operating directly on the data.

10 s is about the limit for keeping the user’s attention focused on the dialogue.

For longer delays, users will want to perform other tasks while waiting for

the computer to finish, so they should be given feedback indicating when

the computer expects to be done. Feedback during the delay is especially

important if the response time is likely to be highly variable, since users will

then not know what to expect.

These ranges and the related perceptions of interactivity are inline with the

insights regarding conscious and unconscious processing of delays and waiting times

respectively in the context of human timing systems, and confirm the relevance of

separately analysing delays below one second and above one second.

Nevertheless, QoE is not automatically linked with these times as there are also

other influencing factors to be considered, such as service or application, expecta-

tions etc., as discussed in Section 2.1. As a further consequence, QoE evaluation

methodologies have to be properly designed to capture the delay influence for the ap-

plication under study and have to consider the timing system involved (and thereby

also consider conscious or unconscious processing of delay impairments). In order
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to keep the problem space manageable in this thesis, a selection of services to be

targeted has to be done. Ideally, these applications have to deal with delays re-

lated to the above mentioned timing systems of millisecond timing and interval tim-

ing. Therefore, the following two applications will serve as prototypical applications

throughout this thesis:

Internet Telephony as example application for unconscious alteration of the in-

teraction process involved in human-to-human mediated voice communication

over IP which is strongly affected by below one second delays, thereby falling

under the processing of the millisecond timing system

Web Browsing serving as a representative of applications adhering to the WIMP18

interaction paradigm that typically deals with delays or waiting times above

one second, and therefore will be subject to processing by the interval timing

system.

For both of these applications waiting times and delay impairments respectively, and

their influence on QoE perception will be analysed. Furthermore, inclusion of inter-

action process related measures into current QoE frameworks and QoE prediction

models will be reviewed. In this respect, the following section will review existing

QoE assessment methodologies regarding their ability to establish interactive pro-

cesses for the selected applications, and their capabilities to acquire measures of the

interaction process which can be used for identifying interactional problems.

2.3 QoE Assessment Methodologies19

The central question for QoE research and engineering is how to operationalise

the concept in terms of performing reliable, valid, and objective measurements.

This challenge is framed by the overarching questions ’How can we quantify QoE

and how can we measure it?’. Since inclusion of the end-user’s perspective is the

defining aspect of QoE, conducting measurements merely on a technical level (e.g.

by just assessing conventional end-to-end QoS integrity parameters) is not sufficient.

Thus, QoE assessment methodologies are needed that act as translator between a

18The acronym WIMP denotes ”windows, icons, menus, pointer”, a style of interaction using
these elements of the user interface.

19Parts of this section are based on original work from the author with adaptions as published
in [21], where he was responsible for Section 3.2 and actively contributed text and figures to
Section 3.1 and Section 3.4.
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set of technical (QoS) and non-technical (subjective and contextual) key influence

factors, interaction performance indicators, user perception, and ultimately, user

experience. QoE assessment methodologies can be categorised into subjective and

objective quality assessment methods.

As the focus of this thesis is on subjective QoE evaluation methodologies, iden-

tification of additional influence factors, and their relation to QoE, objective as-

sessment methodologies will not be discussed. Regarding further information on

objective quality assessment methods, the interested reader is pointed to a compre-

hensive overview of such methods in [21], [160, 163, 165, 174].

Subjective quality assessment methodologies are based on gathering information

from human assessors (frequently referred to as ’test participants’ or ’test subjects’)

who are exposed to different test conditions or stimuli during the process. In general,

a panel of assessors is presented with various system parameterisations or media

qualities (e.g. different downlink bandwidths, different transmission delays, or audio

clips encoded using different settings) which lead to some form of explicit, or implicit

response. In most cases, quantitative methods derived from neighbouring disciplines,

such as psychophysics and psychometrics are used to obtain information regarding

assessors’ judgment in the form of ratings that describe their perception of the

respective quality experienced ( i.e. QoE, cf. [163]). In addition, qualitative methods

such as focus groups, interviews, or open profiling [197] are used, particularly in order

to find out which influence factors or features contribute to QoE and how [145].

Subjective tests are typically conducted in a controlled laboratory20 setting and

require careful planning in terms of which variables and influence factors need to be

controlled, measured, and monitored. To this end, recommendations like ITU-T Rec.

P.800 [114] and ITU-T Rec. P.805 [121] provide detailed guidelines regarding choice

of test conditions, rating scales, room setup, as well as sequencing and timing of

the presentation. The typical result of a subjective test campaign are the individual

assessors’ ratings which are aggregated into so-called mean opinion scores (MOS).

The MOS expresses the average quality judgment of a panel regarding a certain

test conditions, the related overall quality experienced or the specific quality along

a certain quality dimension (e.g. picture quality) [120]. It is based on an ordinal

five-point scale: (1) bad; (2) poor; (3) fair; (4) good; (5) excellent. Note that most

test designs rely on absolute scales (like the aforementioned five-point scale), but

20In addition to the lab, field trial methods for conducting studies under real-world conditions
[166], [6] as well as cost-effective crowdsourcing methods [72,108] have become popular in subjective
QoE assessment.
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also relative Differential MOS (DMOS) or continuous methods are being used (see

ITU-R BT.500 for details). An overview of existing standardised methodologies

within ITU is given in Figure 2.6.

none

Figure 2.6: Existing subjective QoE assessment methodologies standardised by
ITU-T, taken from [125].

For the majority of assessment methodologies the MOS has become the de facto

standard metric for QoE, a development that lead to considerable debate (cf. [61,

110, 134, 144]) on how QoE should be measured over the last decade. Beyond the

controversial use of ordinal grades for computing averaged scores, this debate is also

nurtured by the fact that assessors’ judgments are influenced by various user- and

context-related parameters due to the pluridimensional nature of QoE. Therefore,

a number of authors have proposed to complement subjective QoE ratings with

alternative measures free from distortion by user opinion [68, 81, 101, 134, 138, 144,
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154, 197, 213]. Such objective QoE measures [68, 144] can be task performance21,

physiological indicators22, or user behaviour in general23. In the light of interactive

Internet applications user behaviour measures are of particular interest as they also

take the interaction process itself into account which is deteriorated by transmission

delay as already discussed in Section 2.2.1. Hence, certain user behaviour measures

can be used to derive or compute interaction performance measures and thereby

identify disturbed interaction behaviour due to temporal impairments.

Summarising, subjective QoE assessment methodologies for interactive Internet

applications face certain challenges in terms of QoS requirements, interaction be-

haviour and related content. Within those the most crucial ones are

• fertilising interaction over certain time spans, and

• tracking of interaction cues.

Considering these requirements, standardised assessment methodologies as well as

related work is discussed in the following two sections for the two prototypical ser-

vices VoIP and browser based applications.

2.3.1 Subjective Speech QoE Assessment Methodologies

For speech QoE assessment two different approaches for QoE assessment can be dif-

ferentiated: listening quality tests and conversational quality tests, whereas the lat-

ter ones can be further sub-divided into methodologies where the (quality) evaluating

subject is not involved in the conversation and just follows a recorded conversation

passively by mainly listening and answering some contentual questions regarding

the recorded conversation, and methodologies where the quality evaluating subject

is actively involved (speaking with another interlocutor) in the conversation.

The most widely used assessment approaches are listening (or: listen-only) tests

as described in [114]. Typically, these tests utilise a number of short speech samples

(approx. 5 s duration), that have been previously recorded and contain a certain set

of audible impairments. The test subjects are then asked to listen to the samples

and issue a QoE rating for each sample. Such tests allow for the evaluation of

a large number of different test conditions within short durations. However, this

gain in execution speed results in a considerable loss of external validity and QoE

21E.g. quality and speed of goal completion [144].
22E.g. heart rate, skin conductance [154, 213]. These are often used to assess emotional states.
23E.g. speaker alternation rates, cancellation rates, viewing times [81, 101, 138].
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dimensions evaluated. Therefore, the acquired subjective scores mainly represent

the signal (or system) fidelity only. This is based on the fact that listen-only tests

by their nature do inherently neglect the context of interactive conversations and its

dynamics. Thereby, they fail to include the interaction performance aspects which

play an essential role in human-to-human interaction as shown in [101] and reviewed

in Section 2.2.1.

In order to overcome these shortcomings, conversational test methodologies have

been developed. The aim of conversational speech QoE assessment methodologies is

to include the interactional context and interactional impairments caused by trans-

mission delay into the gathered QoE ratings. As already mentioned above, they

can be sub-divided in active and passive conversation tests. For passive (listen-

ing) conversation tests tow different approaches do exist: The approach described

in [115] uses recorded samples of, e.g. echo impaired conversations, which include

signals from both end points. A slightly different approach is proposed by [211] were

simulated conversations are created from short term samples (5 s to 6 s) in a way

that a meaningful dialogue of 1min to 2min is rendered. For both approaches the

resulting samples then contain a conversational structure and can include double

talk as well as speaker interruptions and following speaker changes. The subjects

then listen to the recorded conversations (comparable to non-interacting bystanders

in normal conversations) and issue their respective QoE ratings. The methodology

proposed in [211] also includes questions to the listening subjects. The questions are

related to the content of the preceding sample(s) and have to be answered verbally

by the listeners. This enhances the attention of the subjects as well as their sense

of involvement in the recorded conversations. Passive conversation tests address

certain limitations of listening tests and partially cover interactional deficiencies in

the conversational structure as well , such as double talk, interruptions and speaker

changes. However, they fall short in incorporating the effects of transmission de-

lay on the conversational structure and are not able to consider human adaptation

strategies used to compensate delay induced conversational problems.

Active conversation tests as described in [113, 121, 162, 176, 183] (cf. Figure 2.6)

overcome these limitations. The main aim of these kind of tests is to establish a

(real) conversation between two or more subjects24. For initiating such conversations

several different scenarios have been defined in [121]. From these, the most promi-

nent ones are: 1) short conversation tests (SCT’s), which aim to mimic everyday life

24As the focus of this thesis is n dyadic interaction over VoIP the remainder of this section
concentrates on scenarios for two interlocutors
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situations such as travel arrangements, or ordering food from a delivery service over

the phone. In their practical implementation each of the interlocutors is assigned

a certain role in the dialogue (e.g. (A): hotel reception desk, (B): tourist searching

for a free room) and is then asked to interact with the other person upon this role,

and 2) random number verification tests (RNV’s) where both subjects receive first

a table with numbers, and are then asked to verify which of the numbers in the

table on their side (A) do match with the numbers in the table of the interlocutor

on the other side (B). For both scenarios the signals of the interlocutors are then

transmitted over the system under test and impairments to be tested have to be

inserted in real time. After finishing a scenario both subjects are then asked for

their QoE ratings on certain scales. One criticism for these kind of conversation

tests is that the subjects direct too much attention to the conversations itself [211],

hence less attention is left for properly assessing quality features of the conversa-

tion. However, they feature a high degree of realism by considering transmission

delays, accounting for different usage situations through different tasks involved,

and capturing interlocutors’ conversational behaviour adaptations. Thereby they

capture communication dynamics and are hence the only methodologies that allow

to properly address the impact of transmission delays in the interactional context.

Despite all these theoretical advantages, current methodologies for active con-

versational tests treat some of these variables as pure experimental variables and

only measure user perceived quality on a certain (MOS) scale. Thereby they fall

short in considering interaction performance aspects (cf. Section 2.2.1) which could

be obtained by additionally measuring conversational surface parameters. Such

conversational surface parameters can be used to quantify communication problems

induced by transmission delay and can give valuable information about the interac-

tional state of the conversation, usage situations (e.g. degree of interactivity), and

user characteristics as shown in [101] [2, 3]. Combining such measures with percep-

tual quality scores would constitute a big step towards covering the dimension of

interaction performance addressed in Section 2.2 to a larger extent. In that respect,

Chapter 3 will give a comprehensive overview on related work regarding conversa-

tional surface parameters and new approaches taken by the author to overcome the

neglect of the interactivity dimension.
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2.3.2 Subjective Web QoE Assessment Methodologies

In general, the termWeb QoE stands for the Quality of Experience of interactive ser-

vices that are accessed via the browser and based on the HTTP protocol [35]. In con-

trast to audio and video quality assessment methodologies, where several accepted

and even standardised testing methodologies exist (cf. Figure 2.6), there is far less

guidance in terms of proper testing methodologies for Web QoE. Concerning browser

based applications, it has been widely recognised that in contrast to the domains

of audio and video quality, where psycho-acoustic and psycho-visual phenomena are

dominant, end-user waiting time is the key determinant of QoE 25 [60,167,202]. The

longer users have to wait for the web page to arrive (or transactions to complete),

the more dissatisfied they tend to become with the service.

Another main difference towards existing audio and video QoE assessment method-

ologies focusing on static media experiences is the interactive nature of the task

and related user behaviour. Typically, the user does not issue a single request

which is then answered by a short single media experience while web browsing, but

rather goes through a series of such request and responses. Figure 2.7a depicts two

request-response patterns involved in web browsing where T1 + T2 or T3 + T4 re-

spectively, characterise the waiting time for one page view. A web session, however,

consists of several of such waiting times which are typically of different length (cf.

Figure 2.7b). In that respect several web studies show that these waiting times are

embedded in an interactive flow of page views (cf. [193,210]). Even new pages with

plentiful information and many links tend to be regularly viewed only for a brief

period. Thus, users do not perceive web browsing as a sequence of single isolated

page retrieval events but rather as a flow experience (cf. [193]). Understanding these

differences in usage behaviour is essential for deriving realistic assessment method-

ologies for these applications. The notion of flow implies that the quality of the web

browsing experience is determined by the timings of multiple page-view events that

occur in a certain time frame during which the user interacts with a website.

Therefore, a testing methodology for web browsing QoE must ensure that such

request-response patterns are issued throughout an evaluation. In order to achieve

this goal, two different approaches can be distinguished: 1) a defined number

of requests or 2) a defined duration of one web session. Approach 1) as used

in [86, 119], [35] demands two requests and subsequent responses and page views

as depicted in Figure 2.7b (therefore addressing just a subset of page views of a

25In Chapter 4 this hypothesis will be tested.
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Figure 2.7: a) Waiting times related to request-response patterns in web browsing
[119] and b) a web session as series of page views with different waiting times.

whole web session as indicated by the zoom beam in Figure 2.7). After comple-

tion, the user is then prompted for his quality rating on an absolute category rating

(ACR) scale. The independent variables here are the T1 + T2 and T3 + T4 waiting

times. Contrary, approach 2), which was utilised by the author in [5–8] uses pre-

defined session times. For each session the user is asked to execute a certain task

on the given webpage while network parameters (e.g. downlink bandwidth, round

trip time) are varied as independent variable. After the session time is elapsed, the

quality rating is gathered. Whereas approach 1) considers the overall session time as

independent variable against which the MOS are plotted, approach 2) uses network

level parameters as independent variable which then influences the waiting times for

each request-response pair, respectively.

While the former approach allows exactly controlling waiting times, the latter

approach guarantees a more realistic flow based web browsing experience for the

user, resulting in a series of waiting times (cf. Figure 2.7b) the user is exposed to.

In Chapter 4 it will be shown how these different approaches can be jointly used

to explore the influence of waiting times on Web QoE, and to understand what

additional perceptual phenomena can thereby be identified.
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2.4 Challenges and Requirements for QoE Assess-

ment Methodologies for Interactive Internet

Applications

The discussion in the preceding sections have shown that it is important to include

interaction performance aspects into QoE modelling and analysis. Accordingly, QoE

assessment methodologies have to consider these aspects. Therefore, they must 1)

use interactive scenarios for QoE assessment and 2) they have to provide additional

measures of interaction performance that can be used for analysing the influence of

impaired interaction on QoE in addition to currently considered influence factors.

Reviewing the concept of QoE in Section 2.1 has clearly underlined the pluridi-

mensional nature of QoE which is widely acknowledged. However, it also became

clear that the interaction process of interactive applications is not yet adequately

recognised nor instrumentalised in related QoE frameworks. Section 2.2 identified

the request-response pattern as a commonality of the interaction process across in-

teractive applications that is deteriorated by delay impairments. Furthermore, it

was shown that two different delay ranges can be distinguished in terms of human

perception of time related stimuli or impairments respectively, hence these differ-

ent delay ranges exert different influences on the interaction process. Two example

applications have been selected to represent these different delay ranges, namely

Internet Telephony and Browser based Applications. Finally, the review of exist-

ing QoE assessment methodologies in related work and standardisation comes to

the conclusion that existing methodologies do not sufficiently consider interaction

related aspects. Whereas in the case of Internet telephony, testing methodology

facilitating interactivity exists but not satisfactory considers characteristics of the

conversation process itself, in the case of browser based application current method-

ologies fall short in establishing an interactive flow experience that facilitates the

interactive process for, e.g. web browsing.

To sum up, these results lead to the following requirements regarding subjective

QoE assessment methodologies for the identification of the delay impact on QoE for

interactive Internet applications:

Interactivity is crucial for the targeted example applications. Therefore, assess-

ment approaches have to ensure that the resulting task execution throughout

an evaluation session adheres to the request-response pattern and establishes

a certain level of interactivity.
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Interaction Performance Metrics have to be captured and properly analysed to

understand changes and interaction defects caused by delay in case of Internet

Telephony.

Flow Experience has to be established for a high degree of realism in Web QoE

assessment.

Waiting Time can either be a singular (response time) experience of an application

or appear in a series of page views as multiple response times. How waiting

times in either of these two approaches relate further to the overall QoE has

to be analysed for identifying the relation between waiting time and QoE.

Within the context of this thesis, these requirements will be met as follows:

in Chapter 3 subjective tests will be conducted based on scenarios that facilitate

certain conversation interactivity levels, and the resulting interaction process will be

thoroughly analysed by means of conversational surface structure analysis. Then the

gathered measures will be used to derive QoE prediction models that incorporate

interaction related metrics. For web browsing as second target application covered

in Chapter 4, first a subjective testing methodology that ensures flow experience

and related interactivity levels will be derived and verified. In the second step, this

methodology will be used to identify the relation between waiting time and QoE.

Finally, the gathered data is utilised to derive a model of QoE for web browsing as

a function of the waiting time.



Chapter 3

Internet Telephony

In the telecommunication industry the impact of transmission delays on customer

satisfaction has been a constantly recurring topic of interest. However, the interest

towards the impact of delay from the research community was modest compared to

research on the impact of degradations such as packet-loss, jitter, noise, and codec

distortions on user-perceived voice quality. In Figure 3.1 delay related scientific

publications as reactions to technological changes in the 1960’s, early 1990’s and

around 2000 are depicted over time. It can be seen that the introduction of different

transmission technologies as well as the extension of distances telephone calls were

transmitted over, which led to severe changes in the transmission delays, has led to

scientific work addressing related conversational quality problems1. However, a large

share of these studies was devoted towards the impact of transmission delay on user

satisfaction or conversational speech quality. Although approaches have been made

to statistically describe changes in communication behaviour and related parameters

due to transmission delays, they fall short in understanding the root causes of these

changes or they did not consider important parameters such as interruptions in their

analysis. As a result there are only a few QoE prediction models published that do

consider delay and conversational parameters.

The aim of this chapter is to address the lack of analysis for conversational qual-

ity and related models under delay influence by providing, 1) a reliable evaluation on

how transmission delay affects Quality of Experience (QoE) of voice communications

in different controlled conversational contexts, 2) analyse the impact of transmis-

sion delay on conversational surface structure, 3) introduce two new conversational

1The initial introduction of telephone systems and a first increase in transmission delays in
the 1920’s and 1930’s is not included in this figure as respective publications are not know to the
author

37
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metrics that capture the delay influence for feedback cues e.g. interruptions in order

to address research question RQ2 (introduced in Section 1.2), and 4) to present an

updated version of the E-model that considers interactivity metrics for QoE predic-

tion (thereby addressing research question RQ3, introduced in Section 1.2), and 5)

to define new thresholds for acceptable transmission delays based on aforementioned

conversation analytical results for scenarios of different interactivity.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 reviews related work in the field

of speech quality and conversational parameter extraction and introduces two new

metrics that capture the delay influence in human mediated conversations. Sec-

tion 3.2 describes the experimental setup used to quantify the delay impact on QoE

for certain conversational scenarios. Conversational quality results of our study as

well as the analysis of the conversational surface structure and the newly introduced

metrics are then presented in Section 3.2.3. Finally, Section 3.3 proposes an ap-

proach to use two of the newly introduced interactivity metrics for QoE prediction

in a modified E-model and Section 3.4 concludes the achievements of the chapter

and presents delay guidelines for conversational voice services.

3.1 Background: Perceived Quality, Conversational

Analytics and Communication Theory

The influence of delays on user behaviour and perceived quality in telecommunica-

tion systems has been mainly studied from two different viewpoints: 1) The conver-

sational quality viewpoint which attempts to analyse the relation between conver-

sational quality and underlying transmission delays and 2) A conversation analytic

approach that tried to understand how human interaction behaviour changes due

to transmission delay. Although some of this work includes both viewpoints to a

certain extent, none really deepens the interrelation between both viewpoints. A

rough classification of the related work is shown in Figure 3.1. The allocation of

related work towards the categories was done according to the category of results

the specific related work contributed. Therefore, related work that is categorised

as quality centric might also discuss conversation analytic aspects and is therefore

listed in both categories. The publication dates show that three waves of related

work are present. The first wave around the 1960’s was triggered by the availability

of geostationary satellite communication links and the concomitant long transmis-

sion delays. The second wave in the early 1990’s was a reaction to the introduction
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Figure 3.1: Categorisation of related work on the influence of delay in telecommu-
nication systems along analysis methods and year of publication

of digital signal processing equipment, ATM technology and the uprise of mobile

communication networks, all of them being suspected to introduce additional delays

in the transmission chain. The last wave of related work started around the mid

2000’s has been induced by transmission delay related problems arising from VoIP

systems caused by imminent characteristics of packed-switched networks such as

varying packet delivery times dependent on the packet routing.

The overarching categorisation is performed along the two dimensions of quality

centricity, where the main focus is on the relation between transmission delay and

perceived conversational quality further discussed in Section 3.1.1, and conversation

analytics centricity, where the focus of the mentioned publications is the change

of interaction behaviour due to the transmission delay further elaborated in Sec-

tion 3.1.2. The latter dimension is further subdivided into different approaches of
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conversation analytics2. Contributions from related work towards understanding the

influence of transmission delay on conversational quality and conversation behaviour

are discussed in the following two sections.

3.1.1 Impact of Delay on Perceived Quality

Initial work on the relation between transmission delay in presence of echo and user

acceptance has been conducted by [143, 185]. The authors assessed the acceptance

of long transmission delays in test circuits over a number of weeks through counting

the number of rejected calls for each delay condition. In their first study [185] they

analysed the relation between delay and call rejections (the rejection rate is related

to the more widely used acceptance rate as: RAcceptance = 1 − RRejection) in case

of echo afflicted transmission channels. In this study the rejection rate of delay

impaired calls was considerably high. Even for 100ms one-way delay approximately

12% of the calls were rejected ranging up to a rejection rate of about 34% for the

600ms condition. The latter study [143] analysed the same relation between delay

and acceptance with the difference that the test circuits did not induce talker echo3.

The results showed a considerably decreased rejection rate. In numbers, the rejection

rate for the 300ms one-way delay condition dropped down to 0% and the rejection

rate for 600ms one-way delay were well below 5%. Inline with these findings are the

results from [105] which didn’t show a severe change of quality ratings (on a 5-point

scale) for one-way delays up to 600ms in echo-free conditions.

Although these studies represent first steps towards assessing the influence of

transmission delays and give insights in the relation to conversational quality or

closely related measures, they can not directly be compared to the related work

discussed in the remainder of this section for the following reasons: the results

reported in [185] and [143] do not measure conversational quality nor was a task

assigned to the participants, hence the established interactivity between different

participant pairs might have severely fluctuated and thereby influenced the delay

sensitivity of different conversations. In contrast the study in [105] uses already

certain conversational scenarios ranging from free conversation to jointly solving a

puzzle to facilitate constant interactivity levels, however it falls short in analysing

2The notion conversation analytics is used throughout this thesis as I want to clearly distinguish
the quantitative approaches towards the analysis of conversations (as used in this thesis) from
qualitative conversation analysis as introduced by [187] and used in social sciences.

3This was achieved by using 4-wire circuits in contrast to normal 2-wire circuits as used in the
first study. (cf. [143])
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the results with the scenarios (and hence differing conversational interactivity) as

influencing variable and summarises ratings of all different scenarios in one overall

conversational quality measure. Due to this methodological differences these results

are not included in the comparison of related work presented in the following and

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.

Another point raised by the comparison of results between [185] and [143] is the

negative influence of echo. In case of echo in conjunction with transmission delays

the call rejection rate was substantially higher compared to calls without echo in

the transmission system. Similar results have been shown by [98] where the authors

compared conversational quality of delay impaired conversations with and without

echo and showed that conversations with echo were rated significantly worse than

conversation where no echo was present. These results show that echo influences

conversational quality strongly as described in [118], [124] and overlays other effects

of transmission delay on the conversational process. Due to this strong negative

influence of echo in the presence of transmission delay, only echo-free communications

circuits and related work will be considered in the remainder of this thesis.

In terms of recent speech quality measures such as mean opinion scores (MOS)

as defined in [121], seminal work on the effect of delay on perceived conversational

quality of telephone systems was performed by [141]. The authors assessed the

perceived quality of different conversational scenarios for different delays and delay

detectability thresholds, respectively. Their results show that delay detectability

thresholds of untrained participants were up to 1120ms (one-way delays) depending

on the conversational scenario. In contrast, their obtained perceived conversational

quality results were surprisingly much more delay sensitive across highly interactive

scenarios and dropping by 0.4MOS points up to 1.0MOS for moderate transmission

delays of 125ms and 250ms already (cf. Kitawaki (random number verification,

RNV) and Kitawaki (read numbers) in [141] and Figure 3.3). This means that the

participants were not able to detect certain delays but did rate these conversations

critical in their perceived quality scores. Such a result might be explained by the fact

that the participants were not able to name the degradation (delay) but nevertheless

were (unconsciously) aware of conversational problems when issuing their ratings.

Contrary, a similar study by [136] presented results where transmission delays of

up to 600ms were rated only slightly worse in terms of conversational quality by

0.1MOS. One could argue that these differences can be based on differences in the

conversational interactivity inherent to the scenarios used for the tests. However,

this is not the case for these two studies as both utilised comparison and verifica-
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Figure 3.2: QoE (MOS) vs. transmission delay from related work for SCT and free
conversation scenarios of comparable conversational interactivity

tion tasks respectively, which are assumed to establish rather high conversational

interactivity levels in the resulting test conversations.

In order to consider scenario related differences in results from related work,

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 depict only results of scenarios with comparable conver-

sational interactivity levels. In addition, both figures show conversational quality

estimates from the E-model [124] which is the most widespread model that takes

transmission delay into account for its predictions. Before comparing the results

within scenarios it is important to mention that the technical setup of all these

studies differed to a certain extent. Therefore, the absolute values of the results can

differ due to different configurations such as used codec, loudness ratings etc. which

induce an offset in terms of MOS. Nevertheless, the gradient of the resulting rating

curves and the related drop in conversational quality between low and high delay

values should be comparable.

The results in Figure 3.2 show conversational quality ratings obtained with sce-

narios of mid to low conversational interactivity such as short conversation tests

(SCT) or free conversations (FC). The results showing the strongest negative in-

fluence of transmission delay are the ones reported in [141] and [4]. Both of them

show a difference between the conversational quality for the lowest and highest de-
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Figure 3.3: QoE (MOS) vs. transmission delay from related work for RNV and
comparison task scenarios of comparable conversational interactivity

lay level in the range of 1.7 to 1.9MOS points with the results in [4] being the only

results reporting such a negative influence since the introduction of VoIP services.

For the other results one can roughly distinguish two more groups, with the results

from [175] and [176] being generally lower rated across the delay range compared

to the results from [101], [98], [106], [2] and [130]. As mentioned above already,

these offset differences might have been caused by different technical settings of the

studies. But the more important comparison between these two groups is that the

conversational quality drop between the lowest and highest delay setting is consid-

erably lower as aforementioned in the range of 0.1 to 0.9MOS. In terms of variance

between slightly different conversation scenarios of similar interactivity it is interest-

ing to see that the results by [101], which were acquired with four different scenarios

(SCT, interactive short conversation test (iSCT), asynchronous short conversation

test (aSCT) and free conversation), do yield comparable differences in conversational

quality between the lowest and highest delay setting. Therefore, it can be concluded

that scenario related differences within these results do not account for the strongly

diverging conversational quality ratings in Figure 3.2.

In a similar fashion as the related work for the low to mid interactivity in Fig-

ure 3.2, Figure 3.3 compares conversational quality results from related work which
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were obtained with conversation scenarios that induce high conversational interac-

tivity in the resulting conversations. Within these results one can distinguish two

groups of results based on their differences in conversational quality ratings be-

tween low and high delays, The first group is constituted by the results reported

in [141], [4] and the text comparison results in [130] and shows a difference of about

1.5 to 2MOS between lowest and highest delay setting. Group 2 contains the re-

sults from [136], [101], [2] and the RNV scenario from [130] with differences only

in the range of 0.1 up to 1.3MOS. In comparison to Figure 3.2 it is obvious that

these higher interactive scenarios show a stronger influence of transmission delay on

conversational quality. The results from the first group do even get close to the con-

versational quality estimates from the E-model [124] which are indicated with the

solid red line. However, the differences of the results within the highly interactive

scenarios themselves are still considerable.

Attempts to consider the impact of different interactivity levels and the relation

to quality on MOS scales has been taken by [4], [100, 130]. Whereas the first study

was mainly focusing on the impact of delay on interactivity rather than quality

(and is therefore discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2.3), the latter two publications

introduce models of the form MOS = f(delay, interactivity) for conversational

quality prediction. The linear model used in [130] was only used to prove the

influence of delay and conversational parameters on the quality ratings and was not

intended for high prediction performance of conversational quality. In contrast, the

model presented in [4] proposes a modification of the E-model that takes into account

conversational parameters (and thereby reaching beyond conversational interactivity

alone) and yields good prediction performance results. It will be further discussed

in Section 3.3.

From the above discussion it can be concluded that considering conversational

interactivity levels through differentiation of conversational scenarios (and hence

conversational interactivity levels established) can not explain the strongly diverging

impact of transmission delay in the related work on conversational quality. This

discrepancies can be explained with the following five influence factors:

I: the training of the test subjects might exert a strong influence on the acquired

results of the respective study, e.g. the participants in [141] experienced delay

effects on communications quality for about thirty minutes in the training

phase and were therefore proficient in detecting delay impairments.

II: the experience of the test participants with transmission delays and their abil-
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ity to detect related problems can play an important role, e.g. a part of the

participants in [141] were trained experts and employees of the laboratory the

tests were conducted in.

III: the perceived nature of the impairment might not be directly ascribed to the

quality questions asked in the study. This can be of particular importance

for the delay impairment as test subjects often ascribe conversational prob-

lems caused by delay to the personality or the affective condition of the other

interlocutor.

IV: the time span between the experiments and the change in telephone systems

in the meanwhile (mobile phones, VoIP) may have altered the expectations

and experiences of subjects participating towards more delay tolerance in the

more recent studies.

V: it is well known that the results of subjective tests depend on certain influence

factors such as task execution, briefings, demographic variables etc.

Whereas the latter two factors can not be quantified a posteriori very well nor

can they be out-ruled for upcoming studies, the factors I to III can be tackled

by considering the course of the conversations itself rather than solely relying on

methodologies that use ACR scales only. By tacking the resulting conversation

structure into account further information about the conversational behaviour of

interactants can be acquired which will help in understanding the causes of strongly

diverging conversational quality results.

Therefore, conversation analytic approaches which set out to deeper analyse the

impact of delay on the surface structure of conversations will be discussed in the

following section.

3.1.2 Conversation Tests and Delay Impaired Conversations

The impact of transmission delay in telecommunication systems has not only trig-

gered conversational quality centred research but has also resulted in the interest

of the changes in interactant behaviour due to the delay impairment which lead to

a number of approaches how to study this behavioural change. While the related

work in the previous Section 3.1.1 is rather homogeneous, the different approaches

in conversation analytics are more diverse and are therefore sub-categorised into task

performance, conversational surface structure and interactivity related approaches
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(cf. Figure 3.1) accordingly. As some of the related work discussed within this

section addresses more than one category its contribution is discussed in each sub-

category separately.

3.1.2.1 Task Performance

Task performance as a measure of the impact of certain influence factors has been

widely used over decades in psychology (cf. [152]), sociology (cf. [142]) or usability

research [168]. Typical task performance measures are task completion time, com-

pletion rate, error rate, error frequency, error probability or recognition rates. Such

measures can be utilised in management studies where task performance is studied

under the influence of e.g. goal setting, motivation or feedback as described in [82]

or in group sociology where the task performance of the group can be influenced by

group cohesion or leadership organisation in the group [142]. In speech communica-

tion research, intelligibility is a widely used task performance measure for assessing

the quality of spoken dialogue systems [158].

In the context of mediated interaction the underlying assumption is that task

performance is related to the ability of the communication system to ensure ap-

propriateness of communicative interaction between the interactants. If different

impairments hamper the proper interaction between the interlocutors the efficient

completion of the given or implicit communicative task can not be sustained. Ex-

amples of such impairments are e.g. noise, which impedes intelligibility of the speech

signal on the receiver side and thereby increases error rate for word recognition tasks

or packet losses which leads to dropouts and hence lost information that might be

necessary for the successful task completion. Theoretical considerations suggest that

long transmission delays in the communication path can e.g. cause delayed arrival

of interruption cues which then leads to longer completion time as longer utter-

ances are exchanged. Another effect of transmission delays can be that floor control

through speech pauses is elongated as each speaker tends to wait longer until taking

the floor when collisions due to transmission delay have happened before.

In terms of studies on task performance and their relation to transmission delays

the authors in [185] have conducted a study on call rejection rates due to trans-

mission delays where they analysed the relation between call duration and rejection

rate. They showed that increasing call duration (caused by increased transmission

delays) led to an increasing number of rejected calls. Duration is a prototypical task

performance measure, however as they didn’t set a certain task for the analysed calls
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this duration measure was affected by the different call purposes and the involved

test subjects in addition to delay induced lengthening of the calls. Hence, insights

from their results regarding the relationship between call duration and transmission

delay cannot be gained.

Another approach towards task performance as measure for the impact of delay

is reported in [146]. There, the authors defined the efficiency of a conversation with

respect to the number of words needed for the completion of a visual comparison

task: the less words were used the more efficient they labelled the conversation.

Transmission delay decreased efficiency (hence task performance) of the conversa-

tions significantly for one-way delay of 900 ms compared to the 0 ms and 300 ms

conditions. Between 0 ms and the 300 ms condition there was no statistically dif-

ferent number of words used for completing the task. Similarly to [185], the authors

in [141] utilised a duration related measure: The ratio of completion times with delay

to completion time without delay of certain tasks, termed conversational efficiency.

Their finding was that conversational efficiency dropped with rising transmission

delays and that no saturation of this effect was visible up to 1000 ms one-way delay.

Although these examples prove that transmission delay has a negative impact on

task performance they fall short in identifying which conversational problems and

conversation behaviour changes were caused by the delay and have led to the drop in

task performance. Therefore, the following section focuses on the actual conversation

structure and its alteration by transmission delay to get a deeper insight into the

conversational problems caused by this impairment.

3.1.2.2 Conversational Surface Structure

Initially the analysis of human conversations has been used in ethnology and soci-

ology for analysing social interaction of human beings in everyday encounters (not

limited to mediated communication) and has been developed further into the re-

search approach of conversation analysis as introduced by [187]. In this context

conversational surface structure can be defined as follows:

Conversational surface structure: is the sum of observable or measurable inter-

action cues and interaction behaviour between two or more human interactants

during the course of interaction.

By definition this concept includes all types of interaction cues that can take place

in embodied communication such as verbal, non-verbal, visual, tactile, olfactory

etc. cues. In the context of this section which is targeted towards mediated voice
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communication the considered cues will be limited to verbal and non-verbal cues

conveyed in the acoustic channel (= vocalic interaction cues4).

In the context of telecommunications initial work on the analysis of conversa-

tional surface structure has been conducted by [64, 65]. In these studies the author

statistically analysed sojourn times of certain conversational states such as: talk

duration, double talk duration, mutual silence time etc.. In addition he also anal-

ysed the probabilities of state transition in order to use these results for a statistical

model of human telephone conversations as reported in [66]. By verifying predicted

conversations of his model with human conversations he identified differences for con-

versational state and transition probabilities when transmission delay was present

in the telephone system. Therefore, in [67] he applied his framework to the anal-

ysis of delay impaired speech in echo-free telephone circuits. The obtained results

show statistical significant changes in sojourn times for certain states such as double

talk and mutual silence for both delay conditions of 300 ms and 600 ms one-way

delay. Also transition probabilities between states differed between the delay im-

paired conditions. Another finding reported by him was the fact that the remote

speaker B was experiencing the local speaker A different than speaker A actually

behaved as a consequence of the transmission delay. This is an important insight

in terms of analysis methodology as it emphasises the importance of analysing each

interlocutors subjective conversational reality as a result of the delayed transmission

channel. In a similar fashion [105] analysed sojourn times of conversational states in

delay impaired conversations up to 600 ms one-way delay. Contrary to the results

from [67] he didn’t find any statistical differences between conversations without

delay and delay impaired conversations.

Another conversational state related measure was reported in [189,204], defined

as the ratio of the duration the participants actively speak or listen to the total call

duration termed conversational efficiency5. Naturally this measure decreases over

time with increasing mutual silence due to delay, hence giving not much more insight

into changing user behaviour than mutual silence itself. In addition the authors have

also defined conversational symmetry (cf. [189,204]) as the ratio between maximum

and minimum silence as perceived by an interlocutor throughout a (delay impaired)

conversation, with conversational symmetry = 1 for ideal communications. The un-

derlying rationale of this measure is that speaker alternations (equal to turn taking)

4A more detailed discussion on vocalic interaction cues can be found in [53] and [133].
5Despite its naming this ratio is not related with task performance and the conversational

efficiency measure from [141] discussed of in Section 3.1.2.1
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are affected by delay. Hence, the more constant this takes place the less distorted

is the conversation. A major drawback of this ratio is the fact that mutual silence

and conversational pauses respectively naturally diverge throughout a conversation

and are also dependent on interlocutor behaviour and preferences, e.g. any kind of

misunderstanding in the conversation can cause long mutual silence periods which

will then lower the conversational symmetry measure without transmission delay

being the cause. An additional problem is the fact that conversational symmetry is

only computed for the conversational reality (=mutual silence period for speaker A,

cf. Figure 3.4) of one interlocutor, which is not affected by delay, and it does there-

fore not consider the conversational reality of the counterpart (= arriving mutual

silence period at speaker B, cf. Figure 3.4) which can strongly deviate due to the

transmission delay. Furthermore, it does not consider interruptions in the human

interaction process, which are an essential feedback cue for floor control and turn

taking. Therefore, also this measure is not very useful to determine the influence

of delay on conversational and turn taking behaviour in particular. An in depth

discussion regarding interruption based measures will follow in Section 3.1.3.

In their work on interactivity of delay impaired conversations [100, 101] (dis-

cussed in detail in Section 3.1.2.3) also analysed conversational states and state

transition probabilities for delays up to 1000 ms. Additionally they conducted the

analysis for several different conversation scenarios, namely random number verifica-

tion (RNV)6, short conversation tests (SCT)7, asymmetric short conversation tests

(aSCT)8 and free conversations (FC) (cf. [100, 101]). Significant changes were only

reported for the RNV scenario with decreasing talk duration 9 and increasing mu-

tual silence for delay increases from 200ms to 350ms and longer. In order to better

capture the subjective perception of conversational events by the interlocutors the

authors introduced active interruptions and passive interruptions which they de-

fined as follows: ”in an active interruption, a participant interrupts the speaker who

is currently talking. In contrary, a passive interruption denotes the event of being

interrupted by another participant while talking myself.” (cf. p.57 [101]). These

two measures account for the subjective conversational reality of the related speaker

6People have to match two lists of numbers through conversation.
7Interlocutors go through information desk scenarios with both sides having certain information

which has to be exchanged.
8In contrast to the SCT scenario one person holds all information and the other person has to

request this information (therefore asymmetric) in this scenario.
9termed speech activity in [100, 101] but changed to talk duration for comparability issues to

the results of [67].
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(and therefore have to be computed for each speaker separately). Nevertheless, both

of these measures do not analyse the result (in case of an active interruption) of the

interruption on the other interlocutors side nor if the initiation of the interruption

was deliberately issued by one of the speakers or was caused by transmission de-

lays (in case of a passive interruption). How these measures can be further used to

accomplish such an analysis is discussed in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.2.3 Interactivity

The inter-relation between a conversation’s degree of interactivity and its vulnerabil-

ity to transmission delays has been widely acknowledged and (implicitly) addressed

in tests conducted in [141,216], where the different scenarios used (implicitly) estab-

lished different degrees of interactivity in the resulting conversations. The obtained

results revealed the vulnerability of higher interactive conversations (in [141] the

RNV, the ’comparison of cities’10 and the ’reading numbers in turns’11 tasks were

highly interactive). However, interactivity as influence factor has for a long time not

been explicitly addressed and analysed in conversational quality related research.

Fundamental work on the measurement of interactivity and its relation to con-

versational quality and delay impairments has been conducted by [100–102, 180].

In a first step they developed metrics for the measurement of interactivity and in

a second step they analysed the influence of delay on conversations of different

interactivity on the dimensions of conversational quality and conversation surface

structure. For the measurement of conversational interactivity they invented three

different approaches, namely: conversational temperature (which relates thermody-

namical principles to human communications), entropy (which is based on a speaker

turn model, cf. [101]) and the speaker alternation rate (SAR, represents the number

of speaker alternations per minute, cf. [101]). By comparing the results of these

three different approaches they came to the conclusion that SAR can be used as

a simple and efficient metric providing a meaningful representation of interactiv-

ity [101]12. Recent work in [130] has taken up SAR as an interactivity measure used

for modelling conversational quality when transmission delay is present. Further [4]

uses a slightly altered version of SAR [4] to extend the E-Model [124] and improve

10In this task lists of cities had to be matched instead of numbers as in the RNV.
11Here no matching of numbers had to be achieved but the numbers had to be read in an

alternating fashion.
12The surface structure and quality related results from the studies conducted within the frame-

work of this thesis are discussed in Section 3.1.2.1 and Section 3.1.2.2
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its prediction performance.

The related work discussed in this section has shown, first that higher interactive

conversations are more vulnerable to transmission delays than conversations with

low interactivity levels, and second that interactional levels of conversations can be

measured. Furthermore, the interactivity metric SAR proposed by [100, 101] can

be efficiently used for comparing interactivity levels of conversations and is used for

analysing conversational data in this thesis in Section 3.2.3.3.

3.1.3 Communication Theory based Considerations13

The above mentioned conversation analytical approaches (cf. Section 3.1.2) do make

use of several communication theoretical assumptions without explicitly mention-

ing them nor providing a theoretical framework justifying the analysis along certain

communication theoretical dimensions. E.g. the statistical description of conver-

sations as used by [65] or [100] might be subscribed to the syntactic dimension

of human communication processes. Therefore, a brief review of communication

theoretic considerations will reveal how the analysis of delay impaired conversations

and related conversation analytic approaches are framed in communication theoretic

dimensions.

Based on the division of the field of semiotics (as being the study of signs and

sign processes) into the three dimensions of semantics, syntactics, and pragmatics,

the authors in [206] have proposed to transfer these divisions to the field of human

communication (which can be considered as a special case of sign exchange). By

doing so they came up with the following dimensions and related examples:

Syntactics deal with problems of message transmission, like, e.g. codes, channels,

capacity, noise, redundancy and other technical and statistical properties of

the transmission system

Semantics refer to the meaning of messages exchanged, and require mutual agree-

ment about the meaning between sender and recipient.

Pragmatics describe the influence of the communication process and the trans-

mission system on the behaviour of all participants.

13Parts of this section are based on original work from the author with adaptions as published
in [19, 53]
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From these examples it seems obvious that the targeted analysis of interlocutor

behaviour and its alteration due to (disturbed) communication processes is strongly

related to the pragmatic aspects of human communication and that this dimension

is most relevant for the analysis of delay impaired conversations. However, a clear

division between this three dimensions is not straight forward as there exist several

interrelations between them. It is not a goal of this thesis to strictly separate ap-

proaches according to these dimensions but the presented work will focus mainly

on pragmatic aspects of the communication process. Therefore, the questions arises

if the conversation analytic approaches discussed up to now address the pragmatic

dimension, or if they rather lean towards the other two dimensions of syntactics

and semantics. Applying the dimensions strictly according to the examples in Sec-

tion 3.1.2.2, one could for instance assign the results of [65,66] also to the syntactic

dimension as it analyses statistical properties of the communication. On the other

hand, the application of this statistical description to delay influenced conversations

as in [67, 100] and the analysis of changes in the statistics caused by transmission

delay can be ascribed to the pragmatic dimension. This example shows that conver-

sation analytics per se are not automatically tackling the pragmatic dimension and

one has to properly select interaction cues that are relevant for this dimension and

for the identification of delay impairments respectively.

How to select the most important interaction cues? From a communication

theoretical point of view a communication system can be treated as a cybernetic

system [205]. Its desirable state is a stable equilibrium also termed homeostasis
14. As a system (e.g. two interlocutors communicating) will never be in a total

homeostasis the system control unit (the human interlocutors) is always concerned

with trying to reach such an equilibrium by using feedback signals. In terms of

human communication, feedback is twofold as it serves for turn taking as well as

for interrupting the other interlocutor. Hence, properly distinguishing between turn

taking feedback and system stability feedback is difficult. However, if the system

gets disturbed e.g. by transmission delay feedback cues consequently increase to

establish homeostasis again. Therefore, feedback cues such as interruptions and

their influence on the communication process can serve as a measure of the delay

induced disturbance.

From this discussion and the results from related work discussed in Section 3.1.2

one can conclude that a majority of the conversation analytic approaches from the

related work does not directly tackle the relevant pragmatic dimension of human

14Homeostasis: self regulation of the communication system
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communication, nor feedback related interaction cues. Most of the discussed ap-

proaches focuses on a description of certain conversational state probabilities and

an analysis of probability changes due to the delay impairment. In this respect, the

work of [100, 101] is a positive exception as the authors also utilised feedback cues

such as active and passive interruptions for identifying the delay impact on conver-

sations. The advantage of these measures is their ability to successfully express how

interruptions are perceived in the conversational reality of each interlocutor. How-

ever, they do not reveal how delay impacts the arrival of these active interruptions

on the receiver side or which passive interruptions are caused by the the delayed

transmission channel. Therefore, two novel metrics are presented that consider this

delay related interruptions in the forthcoming section.

3.1.4 New Conversational Metrics (UIR, I 3R)15

Previous sections have already made evident that it is important to consider the sub-

jective conversational reality of each interlocutor (cf. Section 3.1.2.2, Section 3.1.3)

and that this can be achieved by the active and passive interruption metrics intro-

duced by [100, 101]. Active interruptions occur when an interlocutor (B) starts to

speak, while he can still hear his counterpart (A) talking. In contrast, a passive

interruption occurs when an interlocutor (A) becomes interrupted by the (delayed)

arrival of a counterpart’s (B) utterance which was issued by B. Additionally the

discourse about the role of interruptions as feedback cues and how they are used

to control distorted conversations from a conversation theoretical point of view (cf.

Section 3.1.3) has underlined that an analysis of interruption related metrics is

promising to understand the destructive nature of the delay impairment.

However, it has also been shown that the active and passive interruption metrics

do not differentiate between interruptions caused by the technical system’s delay

and natural interruptions issued by the interlocutors. In order to overcome this

differentiation problem the unintended interruption rate (UIR) has been introduced

15The new metrics introduced in this section are based on original work by the author with
adaptions as published in [2], [3]
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Figure 3.4: Unintented Interruptions Rate UIR

in [2] which is defined as follows and depicted in Figure 3.4:

The UIR is based on the rate of passive interruptions that interlocutors

experience during a conversation. However, it counts only those passive

interruptions which were actually caused by delay, thereby excluding all

occurrences of active interruptions that were deliberately caused by an

interlocutor.

While interruptions can be introduced by the delay, as in the UIR case, the

opposite case can also come to pass: Deliberate interruptions of an interlocutor

are not able to interrupt the other interlocutor due to the time shift caused by the

transmission delay. Thus, the ability to interrupt the other interlocutor is hampered.

To express this in a quantitative was, the interruptive (and) intended interruptions

rate (I3R) has been introduced by the author in [3] and [15].

The I3R captures interruptions which are intended by one speaker and,

despite the interfering delay, manage to interrupt the other speaker.
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A graphical representation of I3R is shown in Figure 3.5. As a result of this defi-

nition, the I3R feature behaves contrary to the UIR with increasing delays as less

intended interruptions arrive properly timed at the opposite interlocutor.

The advantage of these conversational metrics is their ability to differentiate

between disturbances introduced by the system’s transmission delay from interrup-

tions deliberately issued by one speaker in order to interrupt the other. Thereby,

being to the best of the author’s knowledge, the first work analysing these delay

induced conversational defects and providing an answer to research question RQ2.

The relevance of these metrics, for truly understanding conversational behaviour

changes and conversational QoE for delay impaired conversations, will be discussed

in Section 3.2.3.4.

In terms of the practical implementation of these definitions, synchronised record-

ings of both speaker signals and the actual one-way delay for each transmission path

are needed. The recordings are first converted to talk spurts by using voice activity

detection, and in a second step each speaker’s interactional reality is reproduced by

shifting the talk spurts according to the transmission delay. For each speaker it can

then be determined if he was (passively) interrupted (e.g. passive interruption of B1B

in Figure 3.4), and if this interruption was caused by an active interruption (=in-
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tended interruption). If no active interruption (as the 1st unintended interuption by

speaker A in Figure 3.4) caused this interruption in the other speaker’s conversa-

tional reality, it was an unintended interruption. Furthermore, the two interactional

realities also allow to identify if an active interruption (2nd intended interruption

that interrupts utterance B2A in Figure 3.5) in reality A interrupts the same utter-

ance (B2B in Figure 3.5) in reality B, and hence constitutes an interruptive (and)

intended interruption.

3.2 Subjective Experiments16

The aim of the conversational studies described in this section is twofold: First, they

should provide subjective conversational quality ratings and second, they provide

synchronised audio recordings of the delay impaired conversations. Such synchro-

nised recordings allow the computation of the aforementioned conversational param-

eters as well as the computation of the introduced metrics and a detailed analysis of

their behaviour under delay influence. The acquired dataset consists of two studies:

Study 1 was conducted in the i:Lab premises of FTW in Vienna whereas Study 2

was conducted in the lab facilities of Telekom Innovation Laboratories in Berlin.

3.2.1 Technical Setup

In both studies, subjects were seated in two separate, acoustically treated rooms and

connected through a VoIP system as depicted in Figure 3.6. Both facilities were set

up according to [114,121]. For Study 1 participants utilised VoIP clients on standard

consumer grade laptops in conjunction with monaural headsets, whereas in Study

2 the participants were using Snom 870 VoIP telephones for conversation. In both

setups it was ensured that no echo was perceivable in the transmission path even for

long delays. In order to gather recordings of both interlocutors, their speech signals

were captured synchronously by microphones placed in front of the participants on

their tables and stored on a centralised server. These synchronised signals were then

used for the extraction of the respective talk spurts. For the transmission delays

first the minimum achievable delay was measured and then complemented with

16This section is based on original work from the author with adaptions as published in [2],
[3], [4]. In terms of test execution, the author has setup and supervised the tests in Study 1 and
contributed actively to the preparations of Study 2 which was executed at Telekom Innovation
Laboratories in Berlin. All results and their analysis as shown and discussed within this section
have been computed by the author.
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Figure 3.6: Testbed at FTW’s i:Lab

adjustable delays from the network emulator in order to achieve the delay settings

as depicted in Table 3.1. In order to examine delay ranges where severe degradations

occur for sure we decided to expose users to one-way delays up to 1600 ms.

3.2.2 Tasks and Test Procedure

In order to assess different degrees of conversational interactivity, test subjects were

asked to accomplish different scenarios. We chose the scenarios based on the recom-

mendations in [121,162] and according to the degree of interactivity they introduce

in the conversation (cf. [101]). Based on these results the short conversation tests

(SCT) was chosen as a low conversational interactivity task whereas the random

number verification (RNV) task represented high conversational interactivity.

While the SCT and the RNV task were performed in both studies, the random

number verification timed (RNT) task was only performed in Study 2. Scenarios of

the latter type were considered for a prize written out for the fastest and most cor-

rect pair of conversation partners. Hence, the participants were encouraged to finish

the scenario as fast as possible. The rationale behind this decision was that the

introduced time pressure would foster even higher interactivity and trigger higher

sensitivity for transmission delays within the test participants. The task sheets pro-

vided to the participants were identical for both studies. Within one test session
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participants experienced five different delay conditions, ranging from 100ms up to

1600ms in order to span a decent range of transmission delays, for each scenario as

described in Tab. 3.1.

After arrival the subjects were informed regarding the procedure and the nature

of the scenarios. In order to acquaint them with the scenarios, they were asked

to practice each scenario type with the lowest delay setting (100ms) in a warm-up

condition. After completing the warm-up conditions we followed up with the dif-

ferent delay conditions. Subsequent to each test condition (approx. 1 to 3 minutes,

depending on the time needed to complete the task), participants were asked to rate

the integral perceived quality of the system on a 5-point absolute category rating

(ACR) scale ranging from 1.0 (bad) to 5.0 (excellent) according to [114]. In Study 2

the RNTs were clearly indicated so that participants were always aware of whether

the current scenario counted for the competition or not.

In Table 3.1 an overview of the used scenarios the user demographics and the

technical settings for each study are given.

Study 1 (FTW) Study 2 (T-Labs)
Number of subjects 34 48
Mean Age of subjects 23.15 (SD=3.36) 30.44 (SD=8.36)
Female/ Male F: 11 / M: 23 F: 24 / M: 24
Network VoIP + NetEm VoIP + NetEm
Codec G.711 G.711
Subject Nationality Austrian / Spanish German
Conversational Tasks SCT1, RNV1 SCT2, RNV2, RNT
Delays[ms] 100,200,400,800,1600 100,225,425,825,1625

Table 3.1: Experimental conditions and locations of both studies

3.2.3 Result Analysis

The analysis of the gathered dataset is structured as follows. Starting with a discus-

sion of the subjective quality ratings and their differences in Section 3.2.3.1, a de-

scription of qualitative observations regarding the task execution and resulting con-

versations will be given in Section 3.2.3.2. Furthermore, certain conversational states

and their changes due to the introduced delay will be analysed in Section 3.2.3.3.

The impact of transmission delay on the feedback abilities of the interlocutors via

interruptions and the changes of interlocutors’ interruption behaviour will be finally

discussed in Section 3.2.3.4.
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3.2.3.1 Quality Ratings

Figure 3.7 shows the obtained MOS values for both studies and all used conversation

scenarios versus the transmission delay introduced. Surprisingly, the subjective

ratings for identical scenarios differ strongly. Although external factors were kept

as close as possible as described in Section 3.2, the resulting MOS ratings differ

up to 1.6 MOS (in case of the SCT scenarios at 1600ms delay) for the same delay

settings and same scenarios as shown in Figure 3.7(a). This was unexpected as we

put considerable effort into making the setups as close as possible via using the

same technical settings as well as identical instruction materials for the subjects.

Of course there are further factors that can influence subjective results (cf. [162])

in general such as e.g. scale usage due to preceding expectations, rating behaviour

based on demographic properties etc. Taking such an offset due to scale usage into

account one can subtract the offset values from the best conditions and thereby

”normalise” the ratings (for the normalised plot in Figure 3.7(b) the SCT scenario

from Study 1 was used as baseline for normalisation). Doing so reduces the maximum

MOS difference down to 1.3 MOS in case of SCT and 0.9 MOS in case of the RNV

scenario as depicted in Figure 3.7(b). Both these differences are still considerably

different on a statistically significant level, therefore differences in the conversational

quality ratings due to scale usage can not be the cause in these cases.

The conclusion from the quantitative ratings is that a significant difference in

quality ratings for same scenarios at identical delay values exists even in the case of

normalised ratings, hence the subjective testing methodology is not producing suffi-

ciently valid results (which is not assumed as the used methodology has been proven

over decades to produce comparable results across different labs) or the conversa-

tional behaviour and the conversational interactivity respectively must have been

different between the studies. In order to better understand the differing conversa-

tional behaviour that arouse in the two studies (which has been the most probable

root cause of these differences), it is essential to quantify the conversational be-

haviour of interlocutors and thereby identifying conversational problems that have

been caused by the delay impairment, which are obviously not captured in conven-

tional a posteriori quality ratings on ACR scales as recommended in [114]. A first

glance on potential conversational problems that can emerge is given in the next

section and will be followed by a detailed conversation analytic discussion of differ-

ences in interaction performance aspects and their potential effect on the subjective

quality rating behaviour of the subjects.
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Figure 3.7: Subjective quality ratings (MOS) for different transmission delays as
acquired in Study 1 and Study 2 for (a) and normalized to the ratings of SCT1 for
(b).

3.2.3.2 Qualitative Analysis

Due to the strong differences in subjective quality ratings as reported in the preced-

ing Section 3.2.3.1, a qualitative analysis of the recorded conversations has been done

to understand if differences in the conversational behaviour were present despite the

identical instruction material.

The qualitative analysis of the RNV scenarios reveals that different task exe-

cution for RNV scenarios has resulted in different conversational behaviours. In

Study 1 the resulting conversations of the RNV1 scenario were well structured (as

intended) but still contained elements of natural speech behaviour. These elements

were introduced by the frequent use of conversational shortcuts which were not

prevented by the test supervisor. Such conversational shortcuts aggregated several

numbers from the task sheet in one utterance, contrary to the intention to use one

utterance per number, forcing the other participant to interrupt in case of deviating

numbers. Contrary, in the RNV2 scenario the supervisors did not allow such conver-

sational shortcuts which resulted in more structured conversations. This qualitative

finding will also be visible and discussed in the quantitive conversational surface

structure metrics shown and discussed in the following subsections. For the SCT

scenarios such differences are less pronounced. The only perceivable difference is a

slightly faster pace of the conversation among Study 1 speakers. A natural explana-

tion of such a difference could be the different demographics in Study 1 compared to

the demographics of Study 2. However, this behaviour could not attributed to Aus-
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trian or Spanish group affiliation but rather to the individual interaction behaviour

of certain interlocutor pairs. The subsequent sections will mainly focus on the delay

influence on the conversational conversational parameters and metrics but will also

refer to the qualitative findings reported in this section.

3.2.3.3 Conversational States and Speaker Alternation Rate

For the computation of the different conversational surface parameters discussed in

this section the speech activity over time of both interlocutors is needed. Generally,

this is referred to as talk spurts. Talk spurt information has been extracted from

the synchronised recordings of participants’ speech by using an long-term-spectral-

envelope voice activity detector (LTSE-VAD) as described in [153]17. The most

relevant parameters for the extraction of conversational talk spurts are described

in Table 3.2 below, all other parameters were kept at their default values. For the

computation of the conversational parameters and metrics described in Section 3.1.2

and used in the remainder of this chapter, we shifted the synchronised talk spurts

according to the amount of delay set for the respective condition (cf. Figure 3.4 and

Figure 3.5).

Parameter Setting
minimum vocal duration 200 ms
minimum silence duration 100 ms

frame length 25 ms

Table 3.2: Parameterisation of the LTSE-VAD algorithm used for the computation
of talk spurts.

The initial conversational parameter analyzed is the speaker alternation rate

(SAR) introduced by [100] as a measure for the degree of conversational interac-

tivity. Figure 3.8 shows that for RNV and RNT the speaker alternation rate is

significantly higher than in the SCT scenarios, thereby confirming the higher in-

teractivity introduced by these conversational scenarios. Furthermore, the SAR is

higher for the RNT task compared to RNV2, especially for lower delay values con-

firming the effectiveness of the competition appeal. In terms of differences between

the labs it is visible that the random number verification scenarios conducted in

the T-Labs vicinities (RNT and RNV2) resulted in a considerably higher SAR. This

17An implementation of the algorithm was kindly provided by one of the authors.
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is in line with the qualitative observations reported in Section 3.2.3.2 and provides

evidence of different task execution.
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Figure 3.8: Speaker alternation rate (SAR) vs. one-way delay

In terms of delay influence the scenarios are differently impacted. While the ran-

dom number verification scenarios are strongly impacted by increasing transmission

delays, as the interlocutors have to wait longer for their opponent to respond, this

is not the case for the short conversation tests. This is explained by the natural

ability of human subjects to cope well with delay in case of close-to-natural conver-

sation scenarios such as SCT. However, changes to other conversational parameters

such as mutual silence as can be seen from Figure 3.9 show that human adaptation

induces certain changes in conversation behaviour also in case of the SCT scenarios.

The probability of mutual silence (MS) increases for all scenarios with rising delays.

Interestingly, the state probability of double talk (DT) is not really affected by the

delays but rather determined by the scenario and the lab the test took place in.

This indicates once again the influence of scenario and different task execution (cf.

Section 3.2.3.2) on the resulting surface structure of the conversation.

Although the discussed conversational parameters do render the influence of

delay in a quantitative manner (in case of SAR and MS ), they do not give deep

insight in the changes of the conversational interaction process and how feedback

cues are impacted. Therefore, the next section discusses the influence of transmission

delay on interruption related conversational metrics.

3.2.3.4 Interruptions

Within the discussion in Section 3.1.3 it has already been shown that feedback cues

such as interruptions are especially interesting for the analysis of the delay impact.
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Figure 3.9: Mutual silence (MS) and double talk (DT) vs. one-way delay

In this section such changes in conversational interruption behaviour due to delay

are discussed.

The Active and passive interruption rates (AIR, PIR) introduced by [100] and

discussed in Section 3.1.2.2 are depicted in Fig. 3.10. It is evident that for the

AIR the speaker behaviour changes for the RNV scenarios such that the interlocu-

tors attempts to interrupt the opponent are decreasing with increasing delays. This

means that the subjects do adapt their conversational behaviour such that they

issue less interruptions and rather wait for conversational pauses to take the floor.

For the random number verification scenarios this behaviour is reasonable as it is

a very structured scenario which allows completion even without the use of inter-

ruptions. On the other hand, the SCT scenarios which are closer to conversational

speech as the RNV2 and RNT scenarios show only moderate changes in the AIR

behaviour (except for SCT1 at 1600ms), thereby suggesting that the interlocutors

do not change their (active) interruption behaviour strongly in case of delay. Also

for RNV1 this holds partially true, hence proving that the conversational shortcuts

used there (cf. Section 3.2.3.2) resulted in a conversation behaviour closer to normal

conversations compared to RNV2. The PIR as shown in the lower plot of Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.10: Active (AIR) and passive interruption rate (PIR) vs. one-way delay

expresses the interruptions an interlocutor experiences from the opponent being ei-

ther intentionally issued or being caused by the delay. As discussed above for the

AIR, the random number verification scenarios are more affected by the delay than

the SCT scenarios.

Both of these metrics do not capture which AIR’s at the sender side arrived

(despite the delay) properly at the other receiver side nor which PIR’s received were

deliberately issued (hence being AIR’s). To overcome these limitations the new

metrics introduced in Section 3.1.4 are discussed in the next paragraph.

An incorporation of above mentioned critic towards the PIR metric is achieved in

the unintended interruption rate (UIR) metric. This metric counts only unintended

interruptions caused by the transmission delay, which can be identified by detecting

passive interruptions on the receiver side B which have been issued on the sender

side A while the sender was not hearing speaker B speaking and were therefore not

actively intended by speaker A but caused by the transmission delay induced shift

of utterances.

The lower plot in Figure 3.11 shows the relationship between transmission delay

and UIR. For the SCT scenarios as well as the RNV1 the UIR rises with increasing

delays, meaning that the interlocutors get (subjectively) interrupted more often

although the opponent is not interrupting more often as is shown in Figure 3.10
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with the AIR rate. Also for this metric it is apparent that the random number

verification scenarios are less affected by the delay impairment due to given speaker

change structure of the scenario.
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Figure 3.11: Interruptive (and) intended interruption rate (I3R) and unintended
interruption rate (UIR) vs. One-Way Delay

In a similar fashion the I3R metric identifies which actively issued interruptions

(AIR’s) reach their goal, hence manage to interrupt the opposite interlocutor. Its

behaviour for increasing delays as depicted in Figure 3.11 reveals the fact that the

delay decreases the ability to successfully interrupt the other interlocutor for all

scenarios, thereby proving that also this metric is able to capture the destructive

nature of delay on the interlocutor’s ability to successfully issue feedback backchan-

nels. Its effect is differently pronounced for the two scenarios with being stronger

for the random number verification scenarios.

However, one might argue that the interlocutors also adapt the amount of delib-

erate interruptions they issue as shown with the decrease of the AIR in Figure 3.10.

In order to consider this argument the I3Rs are related to the respective AIRs in

a next step. This ratio I3R
AIR

provides information of the interlocutors ability to

interrupt the opponent intentionally and how this ability is influenced by the trans-

mission delay. A ratio of 100 % means that all active (and intended) interruptions

fulfill their purpose and interrupt the other interlocutor. Obviously this ability is
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highest for the lowest delay setting and an increase in delay reduces the amount of

AIR’s that reach the opponent successfully. While this is steadily decreasing for the

close-to-normal conversations it drops harshly for the RNV2 and RNT conversations.

Both metrics, the I3R and the I3R
AIR

show that they are a powerful tool for analysing

the success of the possibility to interrupt the opposing interlocutor. Additionally,

both metrics are able to capture differences in interactivity between the scenarios, as

well as the influence of the transmission delay. Therefore, they qualify to serve as an

additional input for QoE prediction models. In the following section an update for

the E-model considering these two parameters as additional input will be proposed

and analysed in terms of prediction performance.
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3.3 Interruption Metrics, Delay and Their Im-

pact on Conversational QoE18

The by far most popular model for the estimation of the influence of transmission

delay on conversational quality is the E-model [124] standardised by the ITU-T as

G.107 which is commonly used for network planning. It incorporates a large num-

ber of influence factors ranging from codecs over terminal parameters, expectation

factors to transmission parameters like echo path loss, packet loss and (last but not

least) transmission delay and predicts conversational speech quality. For the pre-

diction of conversational quality it utilises the transmission rating scale also called

R-scale (cf. [124]). The R-scales summarises all type of degradations in order to

obtain the resulting conversational quality value R as follows:

R = R0 − Is − Id − Ie,eff + A (3.1)

With R0 representing the basic signal-to-noise ratio, IS as simultaneous impairment

factor summarising all impairment factors occurring simultaneously with the voice

transmission (e.g. loudness, quantisation distortions etc.), Id represents impairments

caused by delay and echo, the effective equipment impairment factor Ie,eff repre-

senting impairments caused by low-bitrate codecs and impairments due to randomly

distributed packet loss, and the advantage factor A that enables consideration of us-

age contexts and related expectations towards conversational quality, respectively

(cf. [124]).

In the context of this thesis the factor Id is of particular interest as it accounts

for delay related impairments in the E-model [124]. It can be further decomposed

into:

Id = Idte + Idle + Idd (3.2)

where Idte denotes the impairments caused by talker echo, Idle denotes impairments

caused by listener echo and Idd expresses the impairments caused by echo-free delay.

18The E-model modification and its description as presented in this section is based on joint
work on conversational quality from Alexander Raake, Janto Skowronek, Katrin Schoenenberg
and the author with adaptions as published in [4]. The E-model modification was proposed by
Alexander Raake. Modelling of the relationship between the interruption metrics and the extended
E-model parameters sT and mT has been done by the author. In terms of data acquisition for
modelling through subjective tests, the author has set up and supervised the tests in Study 1 and
contributed actively to the preparations of Study 2 which was executed at Telekom Innovation
Laboratories in Berlin.
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As the former two impairments have not been introduced in the experiments they are

considered to be zero in the following modelling process. The factor Idd contained

in Equation (3.2) (cf. [124]) is calculated as follows19:

Idd =
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with

X =
log10
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Ta

100

)

log10(2)
(3.4)

where Ta is the mean one-way delay on the transmission path. However, (3.3) does

not take into account any conversation related parameters in its estimation of the

delay impairment. As a result the predictions of the current E-model are pretty

conservative and therefore do not predict conversational quality very accurately as

shown in [16], [96, 98, 106, 162, 175]. For the conversational quality ratings acquired

within the framework of this thesis the respective MOS scores have been trans-

formed to the E-model R-scale according to the formula given in [124] and further

recalculated to Idd′ values according to the following formula from [4]:

~Idd′xx,scen = ~Rxx,G.107 + ~Iddxx,G.107 −
~Rxx,scen (3.5)

With xx indicating the test lab (xx ∈ [FTW,T-Labs]) and scen indicating the test

scenario (scen ∈ [SCT,RNV,RNT]). Here, ~Idd′xx,scen is the vector for the impairment

values for the given lab and scenario to be used for model development, with each

entry representing one delay condition. ~Rxx,G.107 is the vector with the predictions

provided by the current version of the E-model for the different delay conditions, and
~Iddxx,G.107 the respective delay-related impairment factor vector and ~Rxx,scen being

the to the R-scale transformed quality ratings from the respective tests conducted

in the context of this thesis (cf. [4]). An example of the difference between the

predictions and the real values is shown in Figure 3.13

In order to enhance the prediction performance of the E-model for Idd (cf. Equa-

tion (3.1)) it has been updated with two additional parameters mT and sT in [4]20

19In order to stay conform with the E-model we directly utilise the formulas as given in [124]
20In the ITU-T Study Group 12 general meeting on December 12th 2013 this update of the

E-model has been approved by the general assembly of Study Group 12 and will be in force from
2014 onwards.
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versus Idd’ values for different conversational scenarios acquired in Study 1 and
Study 2 (shown as colored diamonds).

shown in Equation (3.6), where mT denotes the minimal perceivable delay and sT

is the delay sensitivity21 of the conversation (cf. [4]). The modification is chosen in

a way that for the values of mT = 100ms and sT = 1 the E-model modification is

compatible to the actual version of the E-model in terms of Idd prediction, thereby

ensuring conservative estimation of conversational quality for its use as transmission

planning tool (cf. [4]).

Idd′ =
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21in this context delay sensitivity indicates the vulnerability of the considered conversation to
transmission delays, with sT=1 denoting very high vulnerability and sT = 0.1 denoting that the
conversation is barely delay sensitive.
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with

X =
log10

(

Ta

mT

)

log10(2)
(3.7)

Based on this E-model modification respective sT and mT values for all scenarios of

Study 1 and Study 2 have been derived through least squares curve fitting for the

given function in Equations (3.6) and (3.7) (shown in Table 3.3). The results and

the respective R2 and RMSE values are shown in Figure 3.14. It can be seen that

the inclusion of these two additional parameters in Equation (3.6) can considerably

enhance prediction performance to R2 = 0.92659 and RMSE = 3.9625 compared to

the prediction performance for the current E-model of R2 = 0.3048 and RMSE =

12.1629.

Scenario mT sT
SCT1,G.107 extension 16.48 0.21
RNV1,G.107 extension 135.29 0.44
SCT2,G.107 extension 144.42 0.41
RNV2,G.107 extension 120.07 0.72
RNTG.107 extension 116.90 1.01

Table 3.3: mT and sT Parameters for IDD’ prediction of the different conversational
scenarios. Calculated with least squares fitting of the function given in Equations
(3.6) and (3.7).

Although this E-model modification enhances prediction performance as shown

above it still does not take into account conversational interactivity and related

surface structure parameters for the selection of respective sT and mT parameters.

In order to close this gap the I3R and I3R
AIR

are used and related with sT and mT

following the approach in [4]22.

The modelling procedure includes the following steps: First the mean values for

the I3R and I3R
AIR

across the delay values have been calculated as mean(I3R) and

mean
(

I3R
AIR

)

. In a second step the sT and mT values have been plotted against

these mean values followed by the third step of again least squares curve fitting with

respectively chosen logarithmic and exponential functions. The functions for the

curve fitting have been chosen based on the supposed relations outlined in the rela-

tion between the mean values of the interruption metrics and the model parameters.

22In [4] the corrected speaker alternation rate (SARc), a surface structure measure introduced
by Katrin Schoenenberg in [3], has been used for this relation. The achieved prediction performance

will be compared to the prediction performance with I
3
R and I

3
R

AIR
at the end of this section.
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Figure 3.14: Idd’ predictions from the extended E-model based on least square curve
fitting results for mT and sT in Equation (3.6) and (3.7) for different conversational
scenarios)

.

The candidate functions for the curve fitting of sT were:

sT = α · eβ·interruptionmetric + γ (3.8)

sT = α · log(β · interruptionmetric) + γ (3.9)

with the same candidate functions also used for mT. After determining the coeffi-

cients for the chosen functions, as shown in Equations (3.10) - (3.13) for the two

interruption measures, the respective sT and mT values for each scenario have been

calculated and used to compute the respective Idd’ values of the E-model modifi-

cation which are shown in Figure 3.15 together with their prediction performance

measures. The respective base functions were chosen according to the resulting sta-

bility and reasonability of the resulting predictions for sT and mT. E.g., the choice

of the exponential function (cf. Equation (3.8)) in Equation (3.10) is based on the

resulting asymptotic behaviour of sT for high I3R values.

It can be seen that the computation of mT and sT based on the mean(I3R)
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Figure 3.15: Idd’ values calculated with the E-model modification from Equa-
tion (3.6) and (3.7) and their prediction performance measures. The sT and mT
parameters used for these plots have been calculated with Equations (3.10), (3.11)
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(
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)

for (b) for all

scenarios.
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values of the different scenarios yields the best prediction performance with R2 =

0.89424 and RMSE = 4.7563. This holds also true when compared to the results

from [4] where the speaker alternation rate corrected (another surface structure

measure, introduced by Katrin Schoenenberg in [3], not discussed in details in this

thesis) was used to derive sT and mT for the E-Model modification given in equation

(3.6) and (3.7) and achieved R2 = 0.8623 and RMSE = 5.4263.All of these results

show that incorporating conversational surface structure measures for predicting Idd’

enhances the prediction performance considerably compared to the performance of

the current E-model with R2 = 0.3048 and RMSE = 12.1629.

sT(I3R) = 16.4935 · exp(−1.1452 ·mean(I3R)) + 0.2676 (3.10)

mT(I3R) = 93.6729 · log(5.4785 ·mean(I3R)) + 7.8719 (3.11)

sT(

I3R
AIR

) = −0.8505 · log(−10.9674 ·mean

(

I3R

AIR

)

) + 2.8946 (3.12)

mT(

I3R
AIR

) = 40.8847 · log(16.8528 ·mean

(

I3R

AIR

)

) + 24.4774 (3.13)

3.4 Conclusion and Lessons Learned

This section summarises the insights given and results provided by the newly intro-

duced conversational metrics, arguing for updated delay thresholds in conversational

speech services. Finally, it discusses the results obtained with an E-model modifica-

tion that utilises the mean(I3R) measure to incorporate the conversational reality

of the analysed conversation into conversational quality prediction.

3.4.1 Appropriateness of New Interruption Metrics to Cap-

ture the Delay Impact on Conversations

The communication theoretic discussion at the beginning of this section has mo-

tivated the significance of the pragmatic dimension of human communication and

underlined the importance of interruptions as feedback cues in disturbed human

conversations. In a second step, two new metrics have been introduced that are able

to differentiate interruptions that were deliberately issued by the interlocutors, or

have been introduced by the delay induced shift of utterances. These two metrics

represent an answer to research question RQ2.
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The UIR expresses the number of passive interruptions at the receiver side that

were induced by the transmission delay and were not issued as intended interrup-

tions by the sender. This is supplemented by the I3R, which captures interruptions

deliberately issued by one interlocutor (in order to interrupt the opponent) and

manage to successfully interrupt him despite the transmission delay. As a third

step these measures have been applied on a dataset of two conversational lab stud-

ies. The results reveal that both measures are able to give additional insight into

the conversational interaction process, the impact of delay on the ability to issue

feedback cues and how conversational disturbances are introduced by delay.

In addition it has been shown how the ratio of I3R to AIR provides valuable

information about the interlocutors ability to interrupt the opponent intentionally

and how this ability is influenced by the transmission delay.

3.4.2 Updated Delay Thresholds

The work presented in this section has successfully shown that a quantitative anal-

ysis of the conversational surface structure can be used to identify the impact of

transmission delays in mediated communication systems on the human communica-

tion behaviour itself. This constitutes a new aspect that helps to better understand

the conversation process which gives a deeper insight into conversation dynamics

than the current quality assessment approaches that are only based on a posteriori

assessment of conversational quality through ACR scales. Due to the gained insights

into the delay impaired conversation process the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. There are clear differences between the SCT and RNV scenarios in terms of

delay impact on their conversational structure.

2. Different task execution of identical scenarios can be identified by the conver-

sational metrics. In RNV1 conversational shortcuts and natural conversation

elements have resulted in a lower grade of delay sensitivity for this scenario.

3. In case of the random number verification scenarios certain parameters and

metrics (PIR, I3R, ratio of I3R to AIR) do decrease strongly from the lowest

delay condition of 100 ms to the 200 ms condition already. This means that

the conversational behaviour and the interruption abilities of the interlocutors

are severely degraded already for 200 ms one-way delay.

4. For the SCT scenario, the analysis of the conversational parameters and met-

rics for the close-to-natural conversations, as in the SCT scenario, reveals the
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ability of human interlocutors to cope with high transmission delays by adapt-

ing their conversation behaviour. Therefore, no clear saturation point of the

curves can be identified.

Based on the above mentioned conclusions in terms of conversational behaviour

under delay influence the following thresholds for telephone systems are proposed:

Highly interactive conversations: The obtained results suggest to keep the re-

strictive 150 ms delay requirement from the original E-model

Normal / Free conversations: There is no evidence that transmission delays up

to 800 ms have a strong negative impact on the resulting conversational

structure.

These proposed delay thresholds are in line with numerous results reported in

literature such as [98] [106] [101], [136], [175] and [130] where it has been shown that

the currently recommended delay threshold of max. 150ms from [117] is far too con-

servative for a broad range of conversation scenarios ranging from low interactivity

to high interactivity. It has also to be noted that the strong influence of transmis-

sion delay as indicated by [117] has been only seen in the results from [130, 141]

and in case of the RNT results presented in this thesis which confirms the validity

of the above claim to relax the strict delay requirement regime for casual and free

conversations.

3.4.3 New Interruption Metrics as Model Factors

In terms of conversational quality prediction under transmission delay, it has been

shown that an E-model modification can yield considerable better prediction per-

formance, by incorporating two additional parameters sT and mT in the calculation

of the delay related degradation Idd of the E-model.

In a second step it has been shown that these two parameters can successfully

be computed by using conversational surface parameters such as mean(I3R) and

mean
(

I3R
AIR

)

, with mean(I3R) yielding the best prediction performance. This suc-

cessfully answers research question RQ3, and demonstrates that conversation ana-

lytic metrics can be used to capture the delay sensitivity of interactive conversations

and that the related information can be used for improving prediction performance

of conversational quality models.



Chapter 4

Browser Based Applications over

HTTP

In the past decade the Internet changed information retrieval processes of most peo-

ple. The most widespread mean of informations access have since been web browsers

(referred to as browsers in the remainder of this chapter). Technically speaking, in-

formation retrieval in browsers is characterised by a request – response scheme (as

introduced in Section 2.2) where the user issues a request for a search result, a web

page, a file download and so forth. Typically, the response to these requests is not

instant but rather delayed to a certain extent (influenced by the type of request

and the type of desired response). As a result, user-perceived quality is largely dom-

inated by these response times or waiting times, respectively (cf. [62], [182]). An

illustration of response times and waiting times respectively has been provided in

Figure 2.3 in Section 2.2. Such waiting (time) for information is a recurring issue

in browser based applications since their adoption. A citation within [137] puts an

experience of early World Wide Web (WWW) adopters in the middle of the 1990s

in a nutshell by asking “Tired of having to make coffee while you wait for a home

page to download?”. This reminds of the growth of waiting times in Europe dur-

ing the afternoon when the American users became active; users associated WWW

with “World Wide Wait” [190]. In the meantime, the early-afternoon problem lost

importance due to massive worldwide installations of server and network capaci-

ties. Today, we are facing other slowpokes such as overloaded terminals and access

networks, or ineffective service chains.

In order to identify and model the influence of waiting times on QoE for browser

based applications, this chapter discusses QoE assessment approaches, results from

76
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related work, and the related shortcomings in Section 4.1. To overcome the iden-

tified deficiencies, Section 4.2 proposes a novel QoE assessment methodology that

considers the interactive nature of the targeted applications. In a further step this

methodology is used in a series of three user studies to collect a set of QoE train-

ing data for modelling purposes. Section 4.3 discusses fundamental psycho-physical

relationships between QoS and QoE and how such relationships can be utilised for

Web-QoE modelling. In Section 4.4 a logarithmic relationship is applied for mapping

waiting times to QoE. The results prove that such a mapping is feasible for simple

scenarios. A detailed discussion on shortcomings and challenges related with more

complex scenarios concludes this chapter and thereby lays out a further roadmap

for modelling requirements and improvements.

4.1 Related Work on QoE for Browser Based Ap-

plications1

The importance of limited waiting times for successful e-commerce was investigated

already in the early days of the Web. Results from [217] postulate an 8 s limit of

page download time to be kept in order to avoid user churn. In the study [62], users

were given tasks in a web-shop with deliberate additional delays. Most interesting

are some citations of user reactions, such as

If it’s slow, I won’t give my credit card number.

This is the way the consumer sees the company...it should look good, it

should be fast.

As long as you see things coming up it’s not nearly as bad as just sitting

there waiting and again you don’t know whether you’re stuck.

You get a bit spoiled. I guess once you’re used to the quickness, then you

want it all the time.

Obviously, waiting times affect user trust into the system and the company behind

it, and can easily become showstoppers once money gets involved. Furthermore,

decreases in waiting times increase user expectations on performance. Based on

1This section is based on original work from the author with adaptions as published in [3,5–7,50]
where the author actively contributed text to the related work sections of the publications.
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the knowledge and experience of how quick responses could be given, subsequently

growing waiting times are perceived as particularly disturbing.

In the context of browser based applications and waiting times, a number of

guidelines exist. E.g. [116] defines maximum waiting times for such applications,

unfortunately without empirical evidence on how violations of these guidelines do

impact user perception. [167] gives similar recommendations about which waiting

times are acceptable to facilitate perceived interactivity of interactive web applica-

tions. A major problem with such guidelines is the fact that neither the data used

deriving them nor the methodologies used to derive this data are known. Another

issue with guidelines of that nature is their frequent change which raises questions

regarding their validity for long term planning of application needs. An example

are the guidelines reported by [87, 97, 182] that postulated waiting times of 8 s as

acceptable in 1999 and adapted this threshold to 4 s in 2006 and furthermore down

to 2 s in 2009. Certainly, human expectations change over time depending on the

experiences they encounter in everyday usage of the Web. Nevertheless, the afore-

mentioned changes seem pretty drastically considering relatively stable evaluation of

waiting times in related domains like time perception psychology (cf. [94]). There-

fore, such guidelines are of limited use for deriving QoE models.

One step further towards real data describing the influence of waiting times on

QoE are studies as reported in [62, 89]. They expose users to certain waiting times

in the context of web browsing and assess their attitudes and quality perception

respectively. In a similar way, studies like [80, 92] tried to quantify the influence of

time fillers or design characteristics on the evaluation of waiting times.

The major problem with all these results is the fact that they are 1) derived with

strongly diverging assessment methodologies and are therefore hardly comparable

across each other, 2) the measures and scales used can often not be translated or

compared to MOS, which is commonly used in the QoE community, and 3) the pro-

cedures they exposed their subjects to do often not consider the interactive nature

of the application they try to evaluate. However, reliable and realistic assessment

methodologies are a key element for gathering valid data for QoE modelling pur-

poses. In the following section, existing assessment methodologies will be reviewed

and their shortcomings identified.

QoE Testing Methodologies for Browser Based Applications In order to

reliably assess QoE for browser based applications, appropriate testing methodolo-

gies are required. Surprisingly, scarce guidance regarding assessment methodologies
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for Web QoE exists in related work as well as in standardisation. Concerning sat-

isfaction scales used, early studies such as [61,62] have introduced measures of user

satisfaction (3-point scale) and acceptability for web services. Later studies such

as [172,188] have mainly utilised this satisfaction scale and extended it to a 5-point

scale. Recent work on Web QoE [119], [112] and [192] has converged so far that

utilisation of the MOS methodology and ACR scales from video and speech quality

assessment (cf. [114]) has emerged as a de-facto standard for Web QoE evaluation.

That such an adoption is reasonable has been proved by [5] where we2 showed that

such a transfer of scaling methods to new service categories is valid, even if the

nature of the experience is different.

Although such an adoption holds true for utilised scales, this is not the case for

test procedures itself. In contrast to the audio and video quality domains where

psycho-acoustic and psycho-visual phenomena are dominant, temporal phenomena

such as waiting times and latency characterise QoE of data services. As a result,

this difference demands alternative approaches for measurement procedures and fore-

closes transfer of test procedures from audio and video quality test methodologies.

The above mentioned studies [61,62,112,172,188,192] as well as the study conducted

for gathering the modelling data for [119] utilised a very simple page view proce-

dure where users were requesting a single web page and waited for the page to load

or two successive page loads thereby establishing a single or dual request-response

action (cf. Figure 2.7 in Section 4.2). Although such a basic test procedure fulfils

the reproducibility requirement, it falls short in establishing a realistic browsing

experience for the test user. Data regarding web browsing behaviour as reported

in [148,208] shows, that in terms of page views median values range between 3 to 17

page views per session, and session time values range between 150 s and 405 s, for

different web pages. These values prove that a simple search task with single or dual

page views, as used by above mentioned studies, does not reproduce real web brows-

ing behaviour well. In addition, such a procedure does not reflect the flow based

interactive nature inherent to web browsing as shown by [193]. In their work they

identified five factors that contribute to flow experience in web browsing. Amongst

speed, attractiveness, ease of use, challenge (content of the website), interactivity

has been shown to have a causal relationship with flow experience.

In this section we have discussed that a major drawback of existing assessment

approaches for Web-QoE are the test procedures the subject has to go through

2The author was co-author for this publication and actively involved in the test setup and data
analysis of the test data.
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before issuing the quality rating. In the following section a novel test procedure and

related tasks that address these issues are introduced.

4.2 Subjective Experiments3

The purpose of the two lab studies (A and B) and the field study (C) described in

this section was: 1) the verification of an appropriate subjective testing method-

ology for interactive browser based applications in order to provide an answer to

research question RQ4 (introduced in Section 1.2), and 2) the acquisition of data for

answering research question RQ5 (introduced in Section 1.2) regarding the relation-

ship between waiting times and QoE for browser based applications. Therefore, this

section discusses first a novel test procedure developed by the author for conducting

QoE tests for browser based applications. In a second step, test setups used for data

acquisition are described as well as experimental conditions and user demographics

of all three studies are reported. Finally, example results are discussed regarding

their reliability and external validity.

4.2.1 Novel Subjective Testing Methodology and Related

Tasks

Due to the high complexity of real world web browsing in terms of numerous load

times and page views per web browsing session we decided to include two different

test procedures with related differences in browsing complexity in the studies. This

is helpful for the analysis and modelling stage, as one can first work on the lower

complex scenario, and with the learnings from this scenario one can then further

analyse the more complex ones. For file downloads and simple browsing tasks the

procedure described in [119] and for the more complex web browsing tasks a novel

test procedure described in the following section were used. As discussed in Sec-

tion 2.4 and the preceding section a test procedure for assessing QoE in browser

based applications should meet the following requirements:

• Being close to real web browsing where people are browsing and interacting

with web pages in order to acquire certain information. The procedure they go

3This section is based on original work from the author with adaptions as published in [3,5–7,50]
as well as subjective experiments conducted within the ACE and ACE 2.0 projects at FTW. The
author was responsible for the test design, test supervision, data analysis and parts of the technical
setup.
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through within this methodology should ensure that people get into a browsing

or flow experience mode rather than a pure page loading mode.

• Subjects should be exposed to a certain QoS level over a time period rather

than for one event, in order to experience several request-response cycles for

the subjective evaluation.

• Certain tasks for each technical condition should stimulate the interaction

between the web site and the subject for each test condition.

• The content, e.g. the web site should be interactive and has to provide a

sufficient number of sub-pages, such that the subject can browse through the

web site over several conditions without getting bored.

To meet these requirements, the tasks given to the subjects are important as they

structure the subjects behaviour and the given length of the technical conditions

after which the subjects issue their retrospective quality rating. Thereby, tasks

strongly contribute to the first three requirements mentioned above. Hence, the

following four principal tasks associated frequently with nowadays web usage are

reasonable for subjective test of Web QoE:

• Browsing through an online photo album and selecting the favourite five pic-

tures of personal taste.

• Browsing through a certain section (politics, sports etc.) of an online news

page.

• Searching for vegetarian / Italian / Mexican etc. recipes on an online recipe

database.

• Searching for a selection of five hotels one would choose in a given city.

Each of these tasks allows the subjects to interact with the given website for a

certain time and throughout certain different technical conditions by varying the

tasks slightly (e.g. changing the photo album for choosing the favourites, changing

the news section etc.). In terms of session length, these tasks lead to web session

durations of approximately 180 s, which is inline with results from [148,208] where it

was shown that web session durations range between 150 s and 405 s. Furthermore,

they ensure that a sufficient number of user clicks (= interactive acts) is performed

and that the user experiences several different load processes throughout a web
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session. After a session, the subjects are asked to rate their overall quality experience

on a 5-point ACR scale as described in [114] and depicted in Table 4.1.

The major advantage of these tasks and the test procedure compared to the one

described in [119] is that they establish a certain level of interactivity, which is one of

the factors contained in the flow model of web browsing in [193]. Furthermore, the

proposed tasks represent typical search and browsing tasks the subjects experience

in their daily web routines. Thereby, they guarantee ease of use and give the subjects

a sense of control about their actions, which are important factors of flow [170,193].

The use of real web pages and the amount of information available, makes sure that

users can select content that is interesting to them and thereby prevents boredom.

All together these tasks induce four factors from the flow model of web browsing

as described in [193]: interactivity, ease of use, attractiveness (through the selected

content, described in the next section) and challenge (also through realistic content

with sufficient amount of information). The fifth factor of the model is speed, which

is the independent variable for these experiments.

Grading Value Estimated Quality Perceived Impairment

5 excellent imperceptible
4 good perceptible but not annoying
3 fair slightly annoying
2 poor annoying
1 bad very annoying

Table 4.1: ITU-T 5-point scale for Absolute Category Rating [114]

4.2.2 Test Content

Another source of influence in media related user tests is always the content used.

This holds true for web content as well and ranges from low complex websites with

only one or two visual elements to highly complex ones where a multitude of visual

elements in different modalities is present (textual, visual, audio-visual). A cate-

gorisation of content has been achieved in [70] and is performed best according to

technical page complexity. The complexity of a webpage can be captured best by the

number and size of objects fetched to load the web page and also the different Inter-

net media types (also referred to as multipurpose internet mail extension (MIME)

in [88] e.g. image, javascript, CSS, text) across which these objects are spread.

For user tests it is important to use content which is properly programmed for out-
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ruling bad (web) development as source of influence (except it is the varied factor).

In addition, attention has to be pointed towards the stability and performance of

the server infrastructure of the used websites such that malfunctions through a test

session can be minimised or detected.

For the content within the lab studies A and B we chose a representative set of

web sites (photos, news, web 2.0, e-commerce) according to the above reasoning,

namely: a customised photo album site using page sizes of approx. 250 kB (single

photo view) and 500 kB (album view), spiegel.de, expedia.de as well as chefkoch.de.

For the download scenarios, larger files (mp3, zip) ranging from 2.5 MB to 10 MB

were used, and users asked to download the respective files and listen to them, or

to unpack the zip file and view the contained pictures within.

The related tasks for above mentioned content are shown in Table 4.2. Similarly,

users in study C were asked to provide ratings while web browsing and while down-

loading mp3 files (with a mean size of 5 MB) which were made available to them

for the duration of the trial. For all the tests described in this section, monitoring

of server and Internet performance of the network was achieved by passive network

monitoring and a posteriori throughput estimation for the respective network set-

tings. Thereby, we were able to identify server as well as delivery network related

malfunctions.

Task description Abbrv.
“Please browse through an online photo album and select your
favourite five pictures”

PIC

“Try to get an overview of the current news in the given section” NEWS
“Search for three recipes you would like to cook in the given sec-
tion.”

COOK

“Please browse through the hotels in ....... and select five you would
like to stay in”

TRA

“Please download the given file” DL
“Please go to the next picture / start a Google search query on ...” PLT

Table 4.2: Subjects were asked to execute different tasks for each technical condition.
The waiting time or downlink bandwidth was manipulated between the technical
conditions.

4.2.3 Test Facilities and Study Setup

Studies A and B used a traditional lab setup, where the participants were performing

web activities on a laptop connected to test servers and the Internet via a network
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emulator (EMU). Monitoring of important application level performance parameters

as objective page-load-time (PLT) was achieved through a browser plugin on the

client laptop. The testbed architecture is depicted in Figure 4.1.

Uplink Emulator Downlink Emulator

Figure 4.1: Technical setup of the two lab studies (study A and B).

We manipulated either the network throughput by limiting the downlink band-

width (DL-BW) or directly manipulated the page-load-time (PLT) via Java scripts

embedded in the respective web pages. In the case of web page load processes the

page-load-time is defined as follows:

PLT is the time elapsed between the URL-request (e.g. caused by a click on a link)

and the finished rendering of the Web page, as depicted in Figure 2.7 b).

Each lab study lasted for approx. two hours incl. briefing, training conditions,

de-briefing interviews and a break of roughly 10min in the middle of the test. For

web browsing tasks and manipulated DL-BW, the test operator set different net-

work conditions to be experienced, remotely started a browser session with the

corresponding website, asked the user to perform a certain task and triggered elec-

tronic rating prompts after each condition. The condition durations from starting

the browser session until the display of the electronic rating prompt varied from task

to task as follows: In case of the free browsing tasks (PIC, NEWS, COOK, TRA

from Table 4.2 the condition duration was approximately 180 s. For the PLT condi-

tions, the users were asked to click through three pictures or to issue the requested
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search queries and were prompted for their ratings immediately afterwards, hence

condition durations were in the range of 5 s to 30 s. Finally, for the file download

conditions (DL), the rating prompts were triggered after the file was successfully

downloaded, therefore the condition durations ranged between 5 s to 300 s depend-

ing on the chosen downlink bandwidth.

Study A Study B Study C
Number of subjects 26 32 17
Age of subjects Mean= 35.42 Mean=28.39 Mean=30.51
Female/ Male F: 10 / M: 16 F: 15 / M: 17 F: 8 / M: 9
Environment Lab Lab Field
Indep. Variable DL-BW DL-BW, PLT DL-BW
Service DL DL + Web DL + Web
Year 2009 2011 2010

Table 4.3: Demographics and Experimental Conditions of the three Web QoE Stud-
ies.

In contrast to studies A and B, study C was carried out in the field. To this

end, we used the 3G HSPA network of a leading Austrian mobile operator to enable

subjects located in the city of Vienna to access the Web (see Figure 4.2). In order to

emulate different network conditions, the IP traffic of trial participants was routed

via our network emulator (EMU). The emulator shaped each user’s traffic according

to different parameter sets which automatically changed every 30 minutes. Thus,

participants experienced different quality levels and submitted their quality ratings

in everyday contexts. In addition, we captured the network traffic (through the

tracing Probe (TRC)) of each user in order to be able to measure e.g. the actual

throughput the user was able to utilise, and thereby control the technical validity of

the set parameters at the EMU. This was needed for study C as in the field setting

the wireless link is subject to severe fluctuation in terms of throughput, RTT etc.

as result of varying channel conditions. In cases where this a posteriori analysis

yielded throughput estimates different (=lower) than the according parameter set

for this time slot, we re-binned the related QoE rating to the corresponding true

throughput condition.

Naturally, in the field setting task execution was slightly different compared to

the lab. In terms of file downloads we asked the users to download three mp3

files of their choice per day from an online music portal they could access for free

with an account provided by us. They were instructed to issue a rating at the
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Figure 4.2: Technical setup of the field trial (study C).

end of the download via a custom application (ACE Feedbacker) executing on their

laptops which forwarded the feedback to a central data collection server. The ACE

Feedbacker application installed on the user laptops at the beginning of the test was

running in the background, only showing up as icon in the system tray with two main

tasks: First, it was monitoring the CPU load as well as the free memory available

to the system in order to detect performance problems with the user laptop, and

second, after clicking the icon it opened the questionnaire, recorded the user’s quality

ratings and forwarded them to the central data collection server. In case the user was

not issuing enough ratings (the goal was three ratings a day per application which

equals six ratings in total) the application reminded the user to issue the rating with

a minimal invasive tooltip to the icon in the system tray. Download time as well

as achieved throughput was extracted by the passive monitoring traces. Regarding

web browsing we asked the users to access three times a day one website out of

a portfolio of their favourite ten websites for approximately 3min (=180 s) and to

issue a respective rating through the ACE Feedbacker. In total we aggregated six

ratings on average per user and per day, totalling to approximately 130 ratings per

user over a period of three weeks. The ratings were then correlated with QoS data

characterising the network conditions the user experienced in the last three minutes
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prior to issuing the rating. In cases where the network conditions didn’t match with

the parameters set through the EMU (due to e.g. bad wireless conditions) the ratings

were assigned to the appropriate technical parameter settings for the data analysis.

The demographic data of the subjects for each study is depicted in Table 4.3.

4.2.4 Verification of the Novel Subjective Testing Method-

ology

The results shown in this section are used to verify if the proposed test methodology

produces reliable and valid results. An in depth discussion and analysis of the results

in terms of QoE modelling follows in section Section 4.4.

Due to the different study environments 1) the lab (study A and B) and 2) the

field (study C) we are in the fortunate position to compare the data gathered in

the lab settings to the data gathered in the field. Such a comparison is of interest

regarding the question of external validity of lab tests in the domain of browser

based applications. In our case it was particularly interesting to compare the test

methodology as used in the lab with results from users in their natural environment

(which was considered to provide results of highest external validity).

The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 4.3. In case of web brows-

ing the results are pretty coherent as can be seen from Figure 4.3(a) with more or

less congruent rating curves across all downlink bandwidth settings. Regarding file

downloads shown in Figure 4.3(b) the comparison is not that straightforward as we

were using different file sizes in the lab and field environments. In case of file down-

loads, file size also has a certain influence on the resulting ratings which is explained

by differing expectations regarding download times for different file sizes. However,

the MOS ratings for the 5.5 MB file size (as used in the field study) does not lie

in between the 2.5 and 10 MB ratings from the lab study as one would naturally

expect. The most plausible explanation for this divergence is that file downloading

in fact is a very simple, straightforward waiting task. In general, the perception of

waiting times strongly depends on one’s current attention span as influenced by task

and situational context [191]. In the field study C, participants were in their natural

environment exposed to several sources of distraction, whereas in the lab study A

and B they had to wait and stare at screen until the file was downloaded and were

not distracted at all. Therefore, users subjectively experienced waiting times to be

longer which resulted in worse MOS ratings in the lab study. This is inline with

findings from human time perception literature where subjects perceived temporal
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active web browsing ((a) across all websites) and file downloads (b).
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stimuli to be shorter when other concurrent stimuli were present [56, 191].

These results prove that lab studies, despite their lack of naturalness and the

neglection of a multitude of influence factors, are able to provide valid results in case

of an immersive task like web browsing. For file downloads, as a very strict waiting

time task, results from lab tests can not be straightforwardly transferred to real life

situations due to contextual influences. In Section 4.4.1 I will further analyse if the

underlying (logarithmic) relationship between waiting time and QoE holds true, but

with different parameters due to contextual influences.

Another finding within these results is the difference in rating behaviour be-

tween the two services. Web browsing ratings are rather moderate for very bad DL-

BW conditions (2.82MOS for DL-BW = 64 kbit/s) and go into saturation around

4.3MOS from ca. 512 kbit/s onwards already. In contrast, file downloads are ranked

far lower around 1.25MOS for the low throughput conditions and continuously rise

up to the highest DL-BW condition without showing a clear saturation point.

Summarising, these example results have verified that the subjective test method-

ology introduced delivers reliable and consistent results for web browsing across dif-

ferent contexts, and thereby provide an answer to research question RQ4. This also

suggests that the achieved immersion and interactivity of the novel test methodol-

ogy creates usage situations in the laboratory, that are comparable to real life usage

situations ,as experienced in the field trial, in terms of QoE perception. In contrast,

the results for file downloads as plain waiting time task show that such a (static)

assessment approach is prone to strong contextual influences. Furthermore, it has

been showed that a difference in rating behaviour between web browsing and file

downloads exists. Additionally, a result presentation mode including MOS as well

as rating distribution information has been shown that gives comprehensive insights

in user’s QoE ratings beyond plain MOS plots.
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4.3 Modelling QoE for Browser Based Applica-

tions by Identifying Fundamental Relation-

ships between QoE and QoS4

Together with the increasing interest in QoE related research, also the modelling of

fundamental relationships between QoS and QoE has received considerable atten-

tion(cf. [5, 8], [74, 86, 109, 192]). Fundamental relationships originate from the area

of psychophysics where the main aim is to identify the relation between a physi-

cal stimuli (that can be sensed through human sensory organs) and the subjective

perception of this stimuli with respect to its intensity. A major advantage of such

fundamental relationships is that the interdependence between the stimulus and the

subjective experience is constant and well described with a mathematical expression.

Therefore, these relationships represent simple, unified and practicable formula ex-

pressing a mathematical dependency of QoE on network- or application-level QoS.

They are thus applicable to online in-service QoE monitoring of QoS-related prob-

lems (e.g. as part of parametric planning or packet-layer models), enabling QoE

management mechanisms that build on QoS monitoring [86]. Two prominent cate-

gories of such relationships which have been frequently observed in practice and have

been discussed within QoE research are logarithmic and exponential relationships.

Within the following two sections related work on these relationships used for QoE

prediction models will be discussed.

4.3.1 Logarithmic Relationships – The Law of Weber-Fechner

A number of QoE experiments have identified relationships of the form

MOS = α · log(β ·QoS) + γ (4.1)

between QoE and QoS, be it in the context of web browsing (cf. [119] and [112]), file

downloads [5] with waiting times as impairment or VoIP services [203] with packet

losses as impairment.

Systematic studies of these observations [5], [181] revealed that these logarithmic

relationships can be explained by the well-known Weber-Fechner Law (WFL) [207],

4This section is based on original work from the author with adaptions as published in [5,8,21]
where the author actively contributed text to the respective related work sections, was involved in
the test execution and performed the data analysis and modelling.
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which in itself represents the birth of psychophysics as a scientific discipline of its

own. In essence, theWFL traces the perceptive abilities of the human sensory system

back to the perception of so-called ”just noticeable differences” between two levels

of a certain stimulus. For most human senses (vision, hearing, tasting, smelling,

touching, and even numerical cognition) such a just noticeable difference can be

shown to be a constant fraction of the original stimulus size. For instance weight

estimation experiments have shown that humans are able to detect an increase in the

weight of an object in their hands if this is increased by around 3%, independently

of its absolute value. This is expressed by the differential equation

∂Perception

∂Stimulus
∼ −

1

Stimulus
(4.2)

As direct conclusion, the resulting mathematical interrelation is of a logarithmic

form and can be used to describe the dependency between stimulus and perception

over several orders of magnitude [207]. Where this dependency holds in the domain

of QoE, typical stimuli have been shown to be waiting and response times as well

as audio distortions, i.e. application-level QoS parameters directly perceivable by

the end-user. Additionally, logarithmic relationships of the postulated form have

not only been observed in the domains of psychophysics and perceived network

performance, but also in the field of economics [181].

4.3.2 Exponential Relationships – The IQX Hypothesis.

The second example is the so called IQX hypothesis (exponential interdependency

of Quality of Experience and Quality of Service) [86, 109] which describes QoE as

an appropriately parametrised negative exponential function of a single QoS im-

pairment factor. To demonstrate this mapping, iLBC-coded speech samples were

sent over a network emulator that introduced packet losses. The resulting degraded

samples were recorded and served, together with the original versions, as input to

the PESQ algorithm (ITU-T Rec. P.862),which automatically calculates the corre-

sponding QoE in terms of MOS values [107]. As a result the authors observed an

exponential relationship of the form MOS = α · e−β·QoS + γ between packet-loss

and speech quality scores. The underlying assumption is that within a functional

relationship between QoS and QoE, a change of QoE depends on the actual level of
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QoE [86], implying the differential equation

∂QoE

∂QoS
∼ −(QoE − γ). (4.3)

which has an exponential solution.

Both types of relationships confirm the general observation that users are rather

sensitive to impairments as long as the current quality level is already quite good,

whereas changes in networking conditions have less impact when quality levels al-

ready are fairly low. However, they differ in terms of underlying assumptions: the

WFL relates the magnitude of QoE change to the current QoS level, whereas the

IQX hypothesis assumes that this magnitude of change depends on the actual QoE

level. Furthermore, the WFL mostly applies when the QoS parameter equates to a

signal- or application-level stimulus directly perceivable by the user (like latency or

audio distortion), while the IQX applies in cases of QoS impairments on the network-

level which are not directly perceivable (e.g. packet loss). However, this is only an

observation from the related work and not based on empirical analysis. In order to

prove this difference to be valid, one would have to translate QoS impairments not

directly sensible to sensible impairments and then compare the two approaches in

terms of prediction performance, which goes beyond this thesis. Therefore, this is

only a side note to a further interesting question. Taken together, both relation-

ships have been found helpful in explaining or obtaining new insights from passive

measurements [192] and in the context of studying web applications and waiting

times [74], [8]. Within the following section it is shown that QoS in IP networks can

often be put on a level with waiting times and how this relates to QoE.

4.3.3 QoS equals Time for Browser Based Applications

The two foregoing sections have showed that fundamental relationships like the IQX

hypothesis or the WFL are able to describe the relation between technical stimulus

(QoS) and the resulting subjective experience (QoE). To achieve the aim of mod-

elling QoE for browser based application based on fundamental relationships, it is

important to identify the input stimulus. Foregoing discussions in previous chapters

have already defined waiting times as dominant factor for the user experience. Nev-

ertheless, other QoS parameters like packet losses or packet re-ordering are also well

known to impact user perceived quality for IP-based services [63,103,176]. Therefore,

this section explains why such other QoS parameters do not have to be considered
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for the targeted application category.

Browser based applications have in common that their implementation utilises

the HTTP protocol on the application layer, as well as the TCP protocol on trans-

port and network layers, respectively. The HTTP protocol is based on a request-

response pattern between server and client. Hereby, the term ’client’ denotes an

instantiation of the browser software at the end user device. For the end user, this

request-response pattern results in a certain amount of waiting time. For example,

when the end user requests a web page in her Internet browser, it takes some time

until the web page is downloaded, rendered and displayed at the end user device.

Below HTTP, the TCP protocol offers reliable transport of data between the client

and server in general. In case of insufficient network resource issues, the protocol

ensures that the end user receives all data requested by queuing strategies in case of

insufficient throughput, packet re-transmission in case of packet losses or increased

buffering in case of packet re-ordering [71]. The result is that those network im-

pairments are perceived as waiting time by the end user (cf. [150]). Due to the

increased use of HTTP in media delivery (e.g. audio and video streaming) also these

kinds of services are nowadays affected by such temporal impairments in the form

of rebuffering or stalling events (which are in turn waiting times again). In contrast,

the occurrence of signal fidelity distortions as introduced by e.g. packet losses is

declining. Therefore, waiting times are also a predominant impairment on the pre-

sentation layer for these kind of services, beside other temporal degradations such

as varying video or audio quality as a result of adaptive streaming services [196].

However, as this is out of scope for this chapter the focus will be on waiting times

for browser based applications. As the close relation between QoS and waiting time

has been discussed above, the following section will analyse related work from psy-

chology in terms of time perception and waiting times and their relation to user

satisfaction.

4.3.4 Time Perception in Psychology

Work on human time perception covers a wide range of temporal perspectives on

human behaviour (see [95] for a comprehensive review). This includes time estima-

tion, perception of durations, the underlying timing systems in the human brain etc.

The aim of this section is to outline certain characteristics of human time perception

and carve out its parallels to quality perception in QoE. Furthermore, fundamental

psychophysical relationships of human time perception are discussed, and it is shown
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Figure 4.4: Perceived duration vs. objective duration from [191].

how they relate to fundamental relationships discussed in Section 4.3.1.

A recurring characteristic of human perception in general is the difference be-

tween the subjectively perceived nature of a signal or stimulus and its objectively

measured value. Also in human time perception it is widely acknowledged that

(subjective) perception of a duration should never be assumed to be accurate with

respect to the actual duration. Whereas actual duration reflects objective time, per-

ceived duration reflects subjective psychological time, which is susceptible to varying

degrees of distortion. When users do gauge durations, they are more likely to rely on

mental estimations rather than objective measurements [55, 95, 191] as depicted in

Figure 4.4. The reasons for this mismatch between subjectively perceived duration

of an event and its actual duration are manifold and a selection of influence factors

is discussed below.

By its nature, time cannot be a direct stimulus, it is a certain duration between

electrical stimuli signals of the nervous system. This requires the transformation

from physical signals into a electrical signals in the nervous system via a sensory

organ. Due to the different (temporal) properties of different sensory organs, the

temporal resolution differs for stimuli of different modalities. E.g. auditory stimuli

are more precisely processed on a temporal level compared to visual or tactile stimuli

[94]. Regarding stimuli duration perception it has been found that auditory marked

intervals are perceived longer than visually marked ones [91,151]. In addition to the

modality of the stimulus, its complexity has also a certain impact on the perceived

duration, with highly complex stimuli being perceived longer.
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Another characteristic of temporal stimuli is the effect that there are instances in

which the second of two identical intervals is perceived as being much shorter than

the first one, an effect known as the time-shrinking illusion [58]. These differences

and characteristics of temporal stimuli have to be considered in the relation between

waiting times and QoE and are especially interesting in the context of browser based

applications. While for simple file downloads or low-complex web-sites the stimulus,

or the duration perceived by the user until delivery is straightforward attributable,

higher complex web-pages do inherit several of the above addressed characteristics,

e.g. their loading behaviour constitutes a complex stimulus due to the number of

different objects rendered in parallel after issuing a request for a new page. Also

the interactive nature of web browsing and the numerous request-response patterns

can be associated with the time-shrinking illusion as mentioned above.

In the context of interactive applications, system response times do not only

contribute to the user’s perceived quality of the system but also add to the felt

interactive nature of the system. Regarding this perceived interactivity, three im-

portant limits for subjective response times (i.e. waiting times) are distinguished

in [167], with response times < 0.1 s giving an instantaneous feeling of system reac-

tion, for response times up to 1.0 s the user’s flow is not interrupted and for repsonse

times > 10 s user’s attention is lost (cf. Section 2.2.2). However, user satisfaction

or user perceived quality is not automatically linked with these times as there are

also other influencing factors to be considered such as service or application used,

related expectations etc.

For analysing user satisfaction based on perceived duration, [191] states that this

is only meaningful when the perceived duration is compared to a tolerance threshold.

If the perceived duration is shorter than the tolerance threshold, the user interprets

that as fast and decent. Conversely, if the duration is perceived as longer than the

tolerance threshold, the user interprets the duration as slow and insufficient. The

value of this tolerance threshold is influenced by the context, personal factors, past

experiences etc. (cf. [191]). Putting that into the QoE context it is obvious that

this is congruent with the formation of subjectively perceived quality as described

in [1]. An example for the context influence of the duration threshold reads as

follows [191]: A ten-minute wait for a person who is already 15 minutes late for

an important meeting is excruciating. The same ten-minute wait for a person who

has already waited three days for a package to arrive is trivial. This also shows the

importance of the relation between stimulus and stimulus change for user satisfaction

with a service, and bridges to the principles of psychophysics and human perception
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and its relation to QoE as described in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2. Therefore,

the following section discusses psychophysical principles in human time perception.

4.3.5 Fundamental Relationships in Human Time Percep-

tion

Similar to the approaches for the relation between QoS and QoE discussed above,

psychophysical principles in human time perception have been studied in [83]. The

author identified a ratio between the magnitude of the time estimation errors and

the duration of the sample length to be estimated, and attributed this finding to

Steven’s Power Law [195]. Successive work by [55] extended these results and added

other models including the Weber-Fechner-law, while [93,139] set out to identify the

minimal achievable error for time estimation based on the aforementioned models.

They came to the conclusion that the relationship between estimation error and

stimulus length is constant, which is essentially a version of Weber’s law where

the estimation error (termed Weber Fraction) is equivalent to the just noticeable

difference already discussed in Section 4.3.1. Extension of these results to time

related problems in other disciplines such as medicine [200] or consumer behavior

research [56, 218] has proven that these logarithmic relations can be successfully

transferred from psychological lab studies to real world problems. Of particular

interest to our problem is the work of [56], which shows that for the subjective

evaluation of waiting times on a linear scale a logarithmic relationship does apply.

These results prove that fundamental relationships of a logarithmic form, as dis-

cussed in Section 4.3.1, are also prevalent in human time time perception. Therefore,

the following section will postulate a related hypothesis in the context of browser

based applications.

4.4 Verifying the WQL Hypothesis in Browser

Based Applications5

As previous sections have shown that waiting time is the key determinant of QoE

for browser based applications, and the aim of this chapter is the identification

5This section is based on original work from the author with adaptions as published in [5,8,29,
35] where the author actively contributed text, was involved in the test execution and performed
the data analysis and modelling.
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of a relationship between QoE and waiting time, the following “WQL hypothesis”

quantifying the relationship between waiting time and QoE is postulated:

WQL: The relationship between Waiting time and its QoE evaluation on a linear

ACR scale is Logarithmic.

This section sets out to verify this hypothesis with the data gathered in the

subjective experiments described in Section 4.2. In a first step the WQL postulated

above is applied to relatively simple scenarios of file downloads and simple web

browsing in Section 4.4.1 and data from related work in Section 4.4.2. In a second

step more natural and complex web browsing is analysed with respect to the WQL

and related challenges with other upcoming influence factors in the complex browsing

case in Section 4.4.3.

4.4.1 File Downloads and Simple Web Browsing

In order to prove the WQL hypothesis, a logarithmic fitting has to be applied to

the MOS data of the respective results. This is achieved as follows: The mean

opinion score (MOS), i.e. the average over the subjective ratings for the same test

condition, is plotted depending on the pre-set waiting time t with markers, while

the logarithmic curve fitting QoE(t) according to the WQL is plotted as solid or

dashed line. For the fitting, we use a logarithmic function with two parameters a

and b which are derived by minimising the least square errors between the fitting

function and the MOS values.

QoE(t) = α · ln(t) + β (4.4)

Figure 4.5 depicts the results of the file download tasks from studies A and B

in which a 2.5MB and a 10MB file were downloaded by the users. In addition

the results from the field trial (study C) are shown for 5.5MB. The measurement

studies were conducted in 2009, 2010 and 2011, respectively. It can be seen the

same waiting time results in significantly different MOS scores depending on the file

size. For example, a waiting time of 38 s for the 2.5MB files yields a MOS of 2.75

whereas the MOS of the 10MB files was 3.58 for the same waiting time. This can

be explained by the fact that the expectation dimension of QoE (cf. [79]) interferes

here. If people do know that the file size is large, they have different expectations

regarding the respective download time to expect. As this expected time is longer

in case of the 10MB files compared to the 2.5MB files, the ratings for the 10MB
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Figure 4.5: Download of files of various sizes obtained in three subjective user studies
conducted in 2009 (study A), 2010 (study C) and in 2011 (study B), respectively
(DL task).

files are better. A further discussion on expectations and their influence on waiting

time evaluation can be found in [56]. Another influence of altered expectations, due

to the context the user was situated in, is visible for the 5.5MB slope of the field

trial (study C). In this case, the users issued better ratings then users did for the

10MB files and same download times in the lab environment. This can be explained

by the user being more relaxed on download times in his normal environment and

possible distraction side activities. Nevertheless, also in this example the logarithmic

relationship holds true with RMSE = 0.1506, just the parameters a and b as used in

Equation (4.4) are different. Details of the the logarithmic fitting and its goodness

of fit in terms of coefficient of determination can be found in Table 4.4.

For the case of simple web-page views the stimulus for the WQL is not the

waiting time until the file has downloaded but the page-load-time (PLT) which was

manipulated for these tests. Figure 4.6 shows the result for manipulated page-load-

times (PLT task). The subjects were asked to view several pictures or to perform

certain Google search queries. In both cases the request for the next picture and the

search result were delayed for a certain time, respectively. The user study for the

’picture load’ task was repeated in study A and B. In addition, a ’photo’ task has
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file size year coeff. D logarithmic fitting function
2.5MB 2009 0.98 QoE(t) = −1.14 ln(t) + 6.83
2.5MB 2011 1.00 QoE(t) = −1.12 ln(t) + 6.89
5.5 MB 2010 0.97 QoE(t) = −1.14 ln(t) + 8.58
10MB 2011 0.98 QoE(t) = −1.68 ln(t) + 9.61

Table 4.4: DL task: Logarithmic fitting parameters and coefficient of determination
(D) for download of files (see Figure 4.5).

been conducted which differs from the ’picture load’ task in the technical realisation

of the instrumented waiting time. For the ’picture load’ (and the ’search’) task, the

HTTP requests were delayed, while for the ’photo’ task the HTTP response instead

of the HTTP request was delayed. However, this does not lead to observable dif-

ferences from the end user’s point of view. These results show that the ratings do

coincide with the logarithmic fitting pretty well – except for the lowest load time

t = 0.18 s for the ’picture load 1’ task in Figure 4.6 (the data point marked with the

red arrow). We explain this by the fact, that the two shortest time settings (0.18 s

and 0.44 s) are already sufficiently convenient, such that the lower value does not

lead to a far better waiting time evaluation. This means that QoE reaches satura-

tion for small waiting times and that the WQL hypothesis only applies above the

saturation point, i.e. for noticeable waiting times. This is in line with psychological

time perception literature stating that waiting times below 0.5 s of waiting time are

differently evaluated in term of user satisfaction [95]. Therefore, the parameters of

the logarithmic curve fitting are derived without considering user ratings for waiting

times below 0.5 s. Then, the RMSE is about R = 0.0446. All logarithmic fittings

and goodness of fit values are reported in Table 4.5.

task coeff. D logarithmic fitting function
Picture Load 1 1.00 QoE(t) = −0.80 ln(t) + 3.77
Picture Load 2 1.00 QoE(t) = −0.63 ln(t) + 3.58
Search Task 0.98 QoE(t) = −0.88 ln(t) + 4.72
Picture Load Task 0.99 QoE(t) = −1.00 ln(t) + 4.73

Table 4.5: PLT task: Logarithmic fitting parameters and coefficient of determination
(D) for loading times of pages (see Figure 4.6).

For all logarithmic fittings shown in this section it has to be noted that the

maximum value that can be reached by mean opinion scores is MOS = 5, therefore
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Figure 4.6: User satisfaction for various constant page-load-times (PLT task).

the predictions can only range between MOS = 1 as lower bound and MOS = 5 as

upper bound.

4.4.2 Data from Related Work

Figure 4.7 shows results from related work reported in [169] where waiting times

were used as stimuli for different applications and respective QoE ratings on an

ACR scale were gathered.

Task coeff. D logarithmic fitting function
Web 1.00 QoE(t) = −1.19 ln(t) + 5.23
Voice 0.99 QoE(t) = −1.61 ln(t) + 5.90
E-Mail Text 0.99 QoE(t) = −1.42 ln(t) + 5.64
E-Mail Attached 0.99 QoE(t) = −1.27 ln(t) + 6.03
Download 1.00 QoE(t) = −1.14 ln(t) + 5.57

Table 4.6: Logarithmic fitting parameters and coefficient of determination (D) for
data from [169] as depicted in Figure 4.7.

The tasks used in this study were instrumented as follows:
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Figure 4.7: Results from [169] with logarithmic fittings applied as described in
Table 4.6 supporting the WQL hypothesis, i.e. logarithmic relationship between
MOS and waiting times, for several waiting time impaired services.

Web: Subjects were asked to press the start button for a web site access, end the

time was manipulated until the top page was displayed on the screen. Waiting

times were: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 20 [s].

Voice: In this task the call setup time (CST) was manipulated and the subjects

were a posteriori asked for their perceived satisfaction with the CST. The

CST’s used were: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 [s].

E-Mail Text / Attached: The subjects were asked to send a plain text E-Mail or

an E-Mail with an attached file, and the time from pressing the send button

until the E-Mail transmission was completed was manipulated. The instru-

mented waiting times were: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 20 [s] for the

plain text E-Mails and 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 40, 45 for the E-Mails with

attachment, respectively.

Download: For this scenario the time from pressing the downlink button until the

file download finished was instrumented. The used waiting times were: 5, 7,

9, 11, 15, 20, 30, 40 [s].
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The download and web scenarios are comparable to our previously shown results,

whereas voice and e-mail related waiting times were not used in our studies. In order

to compare their results, logarithmic fittings adhering to Equation 4.4 have been

included. Also these results can be closely approximated by the shown logarithmic

fitting as described in Table 4.6 with a RMSE = 0.0669, hence verifying the WFL

as well.

Summarising, our results show that the relationship between waiting time evalu-

ation on a linear ACR scale and its respective waiting time can be predicted via the

proposed logarithmic function, with goodness of fit values ranging from D = 0.97 to

D = 1.00 and root mean square errors from RMSE = 0.1506 to RMSE = 0.0446 (for

a scale ranging from 1 to 5), which represents very good prediction performance.

Based on these results, the validity of the WQL hypothesis can be safely claimed.

4.4.3 Complex Web Browsing

After successfully applying WQL to file downloads and simple web browsing as

shown in the preceding section, the aim in this section is to apply WQL to data

from complex web browsing from study B (cf. Section 4.2.3). The difference to

the application of the WQL in the preceding section is that the stimulus in case of

complex web browsing is not the actual waiting time but the downlink bandwidth.

The assumption was that the relationship between downlink bandwidth and websites

of a certain size (the subjects were using the same websites for their tasks throughout

the different test conditions) is linear across different downlink bandwidths, hence

the stimulus would be related to the waiting time or page-load-time the subject

experiences.

Figure 4.8 shows the acquired MOS and the corresponding logarithmic fitting in

dependence of the downlink bandwidth. However, it can be seen that the logarithmic

fitting does not match the MOS values very well with a goodness of fit of D= 0.89

and an RMSE = 0.2856. Also from a graphical impression it can be seen that the

logarithmic fitting does not coincide well with the actual MOS (=measurement)

values. With these results the WQL can not be verified. Recalling the conclusion

from related work derived in Section 4.3.2, that an exponential fitting as postulated

by the IQX hypothesis delivers better fitting results in case of not directly sensible

stimuli (like the download bandwidth), such a fitting was applied to above results.

This is shown by the dashed line in Figure 4.8. Obviously such a fitting does also

perform pretty well on this data.
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Figure 4.8: Web browsing with downlink bandwidth limitation instead of instru-
mented constant page-load-times.

In order to understand why the WQL was not holding for the above example we

analysed a number of additional information gathered throughout the subjective test

such as application level measurement of the page-load-times and network monitor-

ing traces from passive monitoring. These results together with observations made

throughout the subjective tests revealed a number of perceptual challenges and prac-

tical issues that come into play with more complex web browsing and are discussed

in the following section.

4.4.4 Perceptual Challenges and Practical Issues for the Ap-

plication of the WQL to Complex Web Browsing6.

Within this section several challenges are discussed which contribute to the com-

plexity of (close to) real world web browsing and therefore interfere with the WQL

relation between waiting time and QoE.

6This section is based on original work from the author with adaptions as published in [8, 29,
35, 51].
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4.4.4.1 From Pages to Page Views and to Web Sessions

From a technical perspective, a web page is an HTML (Hyper Text Markup Lan-

guage) text document with references to other objects embedded in it, such as

images, scripts, etc. While HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) constitutes the

messaging protocol of the Web, the HTML describes the content and allows content

providers to connect other web pages through hyperlinks. Typically, users access

other pages or new data by clicking on links or submitting forms. Within this basic

paradigm, each clicked link (or submitted form) results in loading a new web page

in response to the respective HTTP request issued by the user, resulting in a new

page view whose QoE is characterised by the time the new content takes to load

and render in the browser. Furthermore, the surfing user typically clicks through

several pages belonging to a certain web site and of course also occasionally changes

sites as well. In this respect, a user’s web session can be characterised by a series

of page view events and the related timings of the stream of interactions as already

shown in Figure 2.7 in Section 2.3.2.

As an example, Figure 4.9 shows the distribution (cumulative density functions)

of PLTs measured on application-level during study B for four different web sites.

In each condition, users browsed through the given website for approx 180 s at a

predefined downlink bandwidth. The results show that even at constant downlink

bandwidths, the user experiences a wide range of PLTs that deviate from each other

by a factor of 10 and more within one session of 180 s. This holds true even for lean

web sites accessed at fast network speeds (cf. Figure 4.9(c)). The main explanation

for this phenomenon is that different page content structures, caching or other first-

time effects (like DNS lookups) cause fluctuations of load patterns and thus waiting

times, even when a client repeatedly accesses the same page. In addition it has

to be mentioned that the content itself has an influence: depending on the actual

weight and complexity of the web content, average PLTs for the same downlink

bandwidth levels can differ considerably. However, end-users typically are aware of

the ”heaviness” of a website and tend to adjust their expectations accordingly.

Further, the subject’s experiencing of differing PLT’s throughout a web session

results in a different QoE formation process on a psychological level. In web sessions

the subject’s QoE evaluation is not based on the experience of a momentary event

(like it has been the case for the earlier discussed simple web browsing and download

tasks) but rather on a retrospective rating of a series of events throughout a web

session (also referred to as episode in [212]). Following [135], the retrospective rating
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Figure 4.9: The cumulative distribution function of application-level page-load-times
over one browsing session (approx. 180 s) and several downlink bandwidths for four
different websites [Chefkoch (a), Expedia (b), ORF (c) and Spiegel (d)].
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of episodic QoE utilises a memory-based approach, resulting in a remembered ex-

perience. The formation of such remembered experiences is based on an integration

process of momentary QoE values. This integration process involves several cogni-

tive processes such as primacy, recency or memory effects [104, 201, 212]. Generally

speaking, these effects describe the influence that momentary QoE events within

an episode exert on the retrospective QoE rating (cf. [212]). For web sessions this

means that (plain) averaging across PLT’s and applying the logarithmic relationship

to the averaged PLT does not consider these effects.

In [35] we have shown that, memory effects do affect QoE in web browsing

contexts, where the perception of the current page-load-time is strongly biased by

preceding page-load-times. E.g., if several preceding PLT’s were better than the

current PLT (which is only slightly higher), it might be rated considerably worse

due to the influence of the memory effect. Such memory effects are also connected to

flow-experiences where a single occurrence of a very unpleasant experience can lead

to a particularly negative impression of the overall process. In the upcoming section

the relevance of such flow experiences in the context of web browsing is discussed.

Time vs. Bandwidth. Another issue related with aforementioned application-

level PLT’s and their measurement is the assumption taken at the beginning of

this study. We assumed that the relationship between downlink bandwidth and

related download time (or PLT) is linear. However, this is not fully applicable

due to the complexity and interactions of the HTTP and TCP protocols with the

network performance (e.g. impact of high bandwidth-delay product on TCP perfor-

mance, impact of TCP’s slow start, congestion and flow control on loading times

of small pages, HTTP pipelining etc., cf. [59]). Although this effect is not strongly

pronounced for the bandwidths used in the studies (described in Section 4.2), it

nevertheless represents a challenge to reliably calculate PLT’s when downlink band-

width is manipulated instead of directly manipulating application-level PLT. This is

of particular interest when real websites are used for subjective tests as direct PLT

manipulation is often not feasible.

Additional to this mapping problem, another technical problem has to be consid-

ered when downlink bandwidth is manipulated or PLT’s are measured on a network

level: Due to the necessary processing of the delivered content through the applica-

tion, in terms of rendering, the network level content delivery time (or network-level

PLT) can differ from the application-level PLT due to the web technology used7

7e.g. plain HTML vs. Javascript based rendering.
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or the use of additional plugins, which is also depicted by the two different times

tTPLT1 (network-level) and tTPLT2 (application level) in Figure 4.10. For display-

ing a requested web page to the user, in addition to the network page-load-time,

the local machine rendering and displaying the web page requires a certain amount

of time. Hence, the application-level page-load-time differs from the network PLT

and may vary dramatically for different types of web pages, e.d. due to the actual

implementation, the used plugins, etc.

4.4.4.2 From Request-Response to Flow Experience

While the former section was devoted to problems on the technical PLT of web

pages, this section addresses the immersive experience dimension of web browsing.

Examples given in Chapter 2.4 and reports from related work as [210] confirm that

web browsing is a highly interactive activity. As a result of the interactions while

web browsing, even new pages with plentiful information and many links tend to

be often viewed only for a brief period. Thus, users do not perceive web browsing

as sequence of single isolated page retrieval events but rather as an immersive flow

experience (cf. [193]). In general, the flow state is characterised by positive emotions

(enjoyment) and focused attention [76] and as a result, heightened human perfor-

mance and engagement [209]. Hence, flow related experiences are perceived more

positive. The notion of flow implies that the quality of the web browsing experience

is determined by the timings of multiple page-view events that occur over a certain

time frame, during which the user interacts with a website and forms a quality judg-

ment. This is inline with comments from the preceding section where it was shown

that web sessions consists of several page-view events. This has a dual influence on

the relationship between waiting times and QoE: on the one hand, flow experiences

cause users to ’loose their sense of time’, resulting in distorted time perception [76]

in the way that people underestimate waiting times. On the other hand, a sudden

instance of overly long waiting times (and thereby interrupting the flow) tends to be

perceived particularly negatively [193,215], which links again to the memory effects

discussed in the preceding section.

4.4.4.3 Perceived vs. Application-Level Page-Load-Time

In Section 4.4.4.1 it has already been shown that the objectively measured page-load-

time on an application level fluctuates strongly for constant downlink bandwidths

(cf. Figure 4.9). However, this is not only the case on a technical level (=application
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level PLT). Even if the application-level PLT would be constant throughout one web

session the perceived page-load-time might still differ between the page views within

the session due to the following reasons:

First, page elements are typically displayed progressively (by the rendering en-

gine) before the page has been fully loaded (cf. tPRs has already taken place although

tTPLT1 or tTPLT2 are not yet reached in Figure 4.10), thus the user’s information

processing activity overlaps with the page load phase, resulting in a rather complex

stimulus. As a consequence, the user’s perception of waiting time and latencies be-

comes blurred by the rendering process itself (which in turn is strongly influenced

by page design and programming) [54, 140, 193]. Second, on a perceptual level, the

duration from request submission until the rendering of the new page starts, i.e.

when the user receives the first visual sign of progress [77, 171] (cf. tPRs in Fig-

ure 4.10) is another relevant factor for the perceived speed of information delivery

that is not covered by the application-level PLT. And third, a page might appear

to the end-user to be already loaded (tPPLT ) although page content is still being

retrieved (until tTPLT1 is reached), due to the progressive rendering of the browser,

asynchronous content loading (AJAX) and the fact that pages are often larger than

the browser window itself.

In order to better understand the relation between subjectively perceived events

and measurable application-level events, Figure 4.10 depicts these events which are

related with above mentioned concept of perceived PLT. The upper timeline in

black describes perceptual events from an end-user point of view, whereas the lower

timeline in blue describes technical events on application or network level. The

different events, using the same color scheme as in Figure 4.10, are defined as follows:

Time
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Figure 4.10: Perceptual events in a web page view cycle from the end-user point of
view. The lower timeline (blue) displays related technical events on application or
network level.
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t0: Is the moment in time when the user requests a new web page (typ-

ically by clicking or pressing enter after having entered the URL of the

web page in the browser’s address bar).

tIHRs: The moment in time when the initial HTTP request is sent by

the browser.

tSBr: The moment in time when a change in the status bar happens

(usually a progress bar becomes visible at this moment).

tBHPr: The moment in time when the first HTML <head> element is

received.

tSgB: The moment in time when the previously viewed web page vanishes

and the content of the requested page has not yet started to render.

tHp: The moment in time when the HTML page is processed by the

browser (Can only be observed on the application level).

tPRs: the moment in time when the first element of the requested page

appears on the screen, independent of the type of element.

tPPLT : The moment in time when from the point of view of the user the

page is sufficiently rendered such that he can access the information he

is seeking for.

tV Src: The moment of time where the visible portion of the web page

(as determined by screen or browser windows size) is fully rendered.

tTPLT1: The moment of time when all objects of the page are downloaded

from the server at the browser’s device.

tTPLT2: The moment of time when the page is completely rendered and

displayed by the browser.

Together, all of the aforementioned three factors contribute to the divergence of per-

ceived PLT (tPPLT in Figure 4.10) and application-level or technical PLT (tTPLT1

or tTPLT2 in Figure 4.10). In order to prove the perceived page-load-time concept

and analyse its consistency across different subjects and to identify the (potential)

relationship between tPPLT and tTPLT1, a dedicated study was set up with the par-

ticipants from study B. In this study the subjects were asked to mark the point in

time, by pressing a dedicated button, when they considered a page to be loaded, i.e.

the subjectively perceived PLT was reached. Figure 4.11 shows the results with the

application-level PLT in yellow and the subjectively perceived PLT in cyan for differ-

ent website types (and three different pages within each type, e.g. front page, search

results and article detail page for Amazon). It can be seen that there are large

differences between technical and perceived PLT time, with ratios
tTPLT1

tPPLT
ranging
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from 1.3 up to 3 (where 1 would be the exact match between subjectively perceived

and application level PLT). In addition it can be seen that the confidence intervals

are pretty small, which can be explained by the fact that the subjects were very

consistent in their judgment on perceived page-load-time for the used web pages.
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Figure 4.11: Perceived subjective vs. application-level PLT for different pages. The
bar labels on the x-axes can be interpreted as follows: A1 stands for ”Amazon” and
”Page 1” (i.e. Amazon landing page), A2 stands for ”Amazon” and ”Page 2” (i.e.
Amazon article page), E1 stands for ”Ebay” and ”Page 1” (i.e. ebay landing page)
etc.

Revisiting the reflections in Section 2.2 regarding the interactional process and

related interactional metrics, it can be concluded that the perceived page-load-time

does represent an interaction related measure. Although it is not distorted by trans-

mission delays (as e.g. the unintended interruptions as shown in Section 3.1.4), it is

strongly related to the interactive nature of web browsing as the (intrinsic or given)

task execution, and hence the resulting interaction process, is strongly determined

by the way the visited web pages behave and how they present information (that

the user is searching for), and to a lesser extent by the respective (application-

level) page-load-times. In terms of relation to QoE, the results reported in [78] have

shown that subjects do rate conditions of identical application-level PLT’s for a given
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task considerably better if the task-relevant element appears earlier. In their study

subjects had to find certain information via navigating through four web pages of

identical application-level PLT’s. On each of these web pages one clickable element

was task-relevant. The appearance of this element was varied within the page load

process between appearing in the middle of the application-level PLT or at the end.

The better results for conditions where the relevant element appeared earlier can be

interpreted such that the subjects were perceiving shorter page-load-times for these

cases.

Summarising, all these different aspects on the perceptional and technical level

lead to practical issues and challenges to measure or estimate the waiting time as

input for the WQL (even if the WQL hypothesis would be valid for web browsing

too). However, through analysis of the results, concepts from related work, and an

additional study, the subjectively perceived page-load-time could be identified as an

interactional metric to be used as potential input for QoE modelling approaches.

4.5 Conclusion and Lessons Learned

4.5.1 Novel QoE Assessment Methodology for Web Brows-

ing

Based on the identified requirements and challenges for realistic web browsing, a

novel QoE assessment methodology has been proposed. This new methodology

establishes an interaction process between the test subject and the website under

test leading to a web sessions that are comparable to interaction patterns in real

world web browsing.

Data acquired within two lab studies that utilised the proposed assessment

methodology for file downloads and web browsing have been compared to data from

a related field trial. The results prove that the data acquired with this method-

ology is capable to deliver reliable and externally valid results for both services

across different contexts. By comparing rating data from a lab study with rating

data acquired in a field trial it was shown that the novel assessment methodology is

able to deliver reliable and externally valid results for web browsing across different

contexts.
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4.5.2 QoE Modelling for Browser Based Applications

In a first step waiting times have been identified as the key influence parameter

in browser based applications working on TCP/IP networks. Furthermore, funda-

mental relationships from psychophysics and their application to QoE modelling in

related work have been reviewed. Together with results from related work on human

time perception from psychology domains that has shown that Weber-Fechner’s law

does actually apply to a number of human time perception problems, this has led to

the formulation of the WQL hypothesis, which quantifies the relationship between

waiting time and QoE as:

WQL: The relationship between Waiting time and its QoE evaluation on a linear

ACR scale is Logarithmic.

With data from the preceding studies in lab and field contexts, the WQL hy-

pothesis could be verified for pure waiting tasks that are typical for simple web

usage scenarios (e.g. file downloading, picture downloads, simple search queries). In

a second step, the WQL was applied to the more complex case of interactive web

browsing, which revealed that the hypothesis does not hold true for this application

as practical issues and challenges prevent proper estimation of the subjective wait-

ing time as input for the WQL. Hence, research question RQ5 can only answered

partially.

In addition, the subjectively perceived page-load-time was identified as an in-

teractional measure that provides information of the relevant waiting time users

connect with their (intrinsic or given) task on a web page. The consistency of this

perceived PLT across different subjects could be shown through results from a ded-

icated study. Therefore, the perceived PLT is a promising interactional metric that

can serve as input for further modelling attempts in the context of web browsing.

4.5.3 Challenges and Practical Issues for Modelling QoE

Based on Waiting Times for Complex web browsing

The failed verification of the WQL for complex web browsing has shown that identi-

fication of subjectively perceived waiting time is not straightforward, and is rooted

in several challenges and practical issues on a perceptual and technical level which

have been identified as follows:
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Perceptual level: On a perceptual level three different challenges appear:

First, throughout a web session the user’s experience is characterised by a series of

page view events rather then single page views and respectively, a series of differ-

ing waiting times rather then one single waiting time. Second, web browsing is an

immersive flow experience, that causes the users to ’lose their sense of time’ and

different page rendering throughout a session blurs the users sense of ’real wait-

ing time’. And third, the subjectively perceived page-load-time and the application

level measured page-load-time deviate strongly. Summarising, all these different as-

pects on the perceptional level lead to practical issues and challenges to measure or

estimate the waiting time as input for the WQL

Technical level: When real websites are used for subjective testing directly

manipulating of the application-level page-load-time is not feasible, therefore manip-

ulating the downlink bandwidth can be used as indirect route to manipulate the PLT

(when file sizes of the web pages are known). However, this leads to two practical

issues: First, the relationship between downlink bandwidth and resulting download

time is not linear. Hence, measuring throughput and extracting waiting time from

the throughput measurement and a given file size cannot be applied. Second, even

if an object is delivered on a network level in a certain (network-level load) time

additional processing steps have to be passed until the object is rendered to the user

on the application level. Therefore, network-level load time and application-level

load time are not identical and further complicate deriving the proper waiting time

as input to the logarithmic relationship described by the WQL.



Chapter 5

QoE Formation for Interactive

Internet Applications1

As already discussed within Section 2.1, QoE as it is defined in [1] is a plurid-

mensional concept that puts the experiencing subject into the focus. QoE related

research is therefore concerned with measuring or assessing the quality as experi-

enced or perceived by a subject, identifying factors that influence this perception,

and finally developing models that are able to predict or estimate QoE. In order

to accomplish this in a proper way, it is essential to understand how the quality

formation process within the human subject is organised. There have been several

attempts to describe the quality formation process, like [132] and [176], which formed

the basis of the quality formation model in its most recent versions as presented in [1]

and [9].

By reviewing the quality formation model of [1] in the following section, it is

shown that this model does not properly consider the interaction process. It con-

siders only a static input signal but not the request-response cycle which is inherent

to interactive applications, as shown in Section 2.2. In a second step, a taxonomy is

discussed that considers interaction performance aspects and their relation to qual-

ity influence factors and quality aspects. Then, a perceptual model is proposed that

shows how such interaction performance aspects, arising from a request-response

cycle between two interacting entities, can be identified. Finally, this perception

model is used to update the QoE formation model of [1] to include the interaction

1This section is based on original work from the author with adaptions as published in [1]
where he was the lead author for section 2 contributing large portions of the text and drawing the
quality formation process figure, [49] where he was acting as the lead author of the chapter and [9]
where he was acting as co-author contributing substantial parts of the text and figures therein.

114
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process and related perceived interactivity features in the quality formation process.

5.1 Quality Formation Process for Static Media

Experiences

In order to understand how experience quality or QoE emerges within human sub-

jects, it is necessary to understand how the (media) input signal is processed into

a QoE score. Based on psychological and neurological knowledge, the perception of

the input signal by the human sensory system and its further processing by higher

cognitive processes into a perceived quality and a respective QoE rating is explained.

Figure 5.1 depicts the elements involved in the quality formation process as

described in [1]. Boxes denote external inputs to the process, circles represent per-

ceptual processes and two parallel lines represent storages for different types of rep-

resentations. This process consists of two paths: a perception path and a reference

path.
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Figure 5.1: Quality formation process as depicted in [1].
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The reference path (green, left hand side in Figure 5.1) reflects the temporal

and contextual nature of the quality formation process and also inherits a memory

of former experienced qualities, indicated by the dot-dashed box in the reference

path. In this memory, perceptual references are stored at different levels: sensory

memory, short term memory and long term memory, with all of them adhering to

different time constants of information retention time. E.g., the short term memory

might provide perceptual references of the primary stimuli in a double stimulus

quality evaluation (cf. [114]). The reference path is influenced by two inputs: 1) the

experienced quality via the human influencing factors, that assigns certain attributes

to the experienced quality, which is then stored in the memory, and 2) the context

and system influencing factors. The latter input influences the adjustment process

which selects an appropriate perceptual reference for the given situation which leads

to a desired nature. In the following reflection process respective desired quality

features of this desired nature are identified.

The quality perception path (blue, right hand side in Figure 5.1) takes a physical

event, triggered e.g. by a physical signal reaching our sensory organs, as an input.

This physical event is converted into neural representations that include charac-

teristic electric signals. These neural representations are transmitted to the brain

via neural transmission. Throughout this transmission they are further converted

into symbolic representations by the neural system (cf. [57]). At this level, internal

references and rules are created in the reference path and linked through the antici-

pation process in the human brain to the neural representations of the input signal,

which leads to the formation of the sensed nature. In Figure 5.1 these processes are

summarised in the sensation process. Further, this sensation process can be also

directly influenced by contextual and system factors. In such a case certain signal

processing features of the sensory organs are activated in order to react to (proba-

ble) emergency signals. The following reflection of the sensed nature is linked with

the identification of emotional, sensory or conceptual quality features of the experi-

ence, and is additionally influenced by the reference path through the anticipation

process. The outcome of the reflection process are perceived quality features of the

input stimulus.

Finally, the desired quality features resulting from the reference path and the per-

ceived quality features originating from the quality perception path are then trans-

lated into the experienced quality on behalf of the comparison and judgment process

(cf. [1]). If a quality rating is demanded from the person, then the experienced qual-

ity has to be described. This is achieved by the encoding process, which assigns
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a certain code, in the form of a verbal description or a numerical descriptor, to

the experienced quality, leading to a quality rating. In terms of external influences,

context, system and human factors are considered2.

However, this quality formation process is targeted rather towards media expe-

riences on a single and static (in the sense of interactivity) input signal and does

not consider actions by the experiencing person nor does it consider interaction

performance aspects. As a result, this approach does not account for recurring

(inter-)actions between two or more entities3, which happens in the interactive

request-response cycle as described in Section 2.2 and its related signals. In the

context of the above described QoE framework, this can not be overcome by mul-

tiple (subsequent) iteration steps of the quality formation process. Such multiple

iterations would consider multiple signals, but still neglect the interaction process

between involved entities (as only one entity is considered), and the deterioration of

interaction cues due to system properties. This emphasises the novel challenge of

including interaction related influence factors into QoE frameworks.

5.2 Interaction Performance Aspects

An approach to overcome the lack of missing interaction related aspects is outlined in

the taxonomy proposed by [161,164]. It incorporates the influence of the interaction

process on the overall quality formation process by introducing an additional layer

of interaction performance aspects which acts as mediation layer between quality

influence factors and perceived quality features. Each of these layers spans over

several stages of the quality formation process, therefore the relationships between

these layers are not one to one and can vary in their strength, depending on the

system, user, or context (cf. [164]). Naturally, such a mediation layer does of course

not fully integrate (inter-)action between entities into the quality formation process,

however it is a simple and efficient way to consider the influence interactivity exerts

on QoE.

These interaction performance aspects result from the process of interaction be-

tween two or more entities and their perception of this process on several dimensions

as depicted in Figure 5.2 and are described as follows:

2A detailed discussion of influencing factors related to QoE can be found in [79]
3Thereby running several times through the respective perception and judgement processes
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Figure 5.2: Taxonomy of influence factors, interaction performance aspects and
quality features, from [164] adapted with terminology from [1].

Smoothness and Interaction Maintenance Effort: describes how fluent and

effortless the users experience the conversational flow. If normal interaction

behaviour has to be adapted as a result of bad system performance in order

to maintain the ongoing interaction as smooth as possible, the interaction will

usually also be perceived as being less smooth. Typically, an interaction has

an inherent pace it establishes, thereby keeping the maintenance efforts of the

interaction parties minimal. However, due to system impairments, the inter-

action pace can be changed, thereby accordingly demanding additional user

effort in order to adapt to the changed pace. For H2M interaction this can

severely impact the flow experience or the experienced smoothness, whereas

for H2H interaction the conversational rhythm can be impaired (cf. [52]).

Pace : is the users perceived promptness of the interactional acts and respective

actions by the other entity.

Response Ability: denotes if it is possible to issue a response following a prior

message (or request) from the system or the other user. Response abili-

ties based on interruptions in H2H interactions can be severely obstructed

by transmission delays, as interruptions may not arrive in time and are not

able to interrupt in the way originally intended. In terms of browser based ap-

plications the necessary information can already be rendered to the user, but

the element relevant for issuing the response (e.g. clickable link or a forward

button) might not be rendered yet. Hence, the response can not yet be issued
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in this case.

Naturalness: is related to the inherent knowledge about how an interaction takes

place in a non-mediated or ideal case.

Comprehension Effort: is required to understand either the other interlocutor

(in case of H2H interaction), or is needed to interpret the response from the

machine. Comprehension can be distorted by e.g. double talk or not rendered

portions of the webpage which might be needed for navigation or information

retrieval.

It has to be noted that the above aspects can not be seen as disjunct factors,

hence overlaps of the different concepts are possible. E.g., naturalness coincides with

smoothness, or response ability can be interrelated with comprehensibility effort.

In terms of quality formation, the output from this interaction performance as-

pects layer is further translated into interaction quality features and constitutes

then an additional input to the comparison and judgement stage (cf. Figure 2.3 in

Chapter 2), where these interaction quality features are further processed in con-

junction with the other (more media related) quality features. Metrics for measuring

these interaction performance aspects have been derived for Internet telephony in

Chapter 3 with the I3R, the UIR and the I3R
AIR

ratio. In terms of perceived quality

features, the perceived page-load-time has been identified as a key quality feature,

not contained in current web QoE prediction models, that is strongly influenced by

the interaction process in Chapter 4.

The information provided by the interaction performance aspects layer is an ad-

dition to the perceived (static) quality features considered in Figure 5.1. What

is still left open is the question how these interaction performance aspects can be

derived or perceived in an interaction process between two or more entities. There-

fore, the following section proposes a perception model that outputs such interaction

performance aspects.

5.3 Perception Model for Interacting Entities

The perception model proposed in this section incorporates (inter-)actions between

two (or more) interacting entities and is depicted in Figure 5.3. It achieves that

by adding an additional output to the perception model and thereby considers re-

sponses of one entity as a reaction to a request by the other entity. The relation
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between the input and output as well as the derivation of perceived interaction per-

formance aspects is described as follows: In the first, sensory processing step, the

input signal is automatically processed and converted into a neural representation,

which is further processed in the perceptual event formation process. This process is

already influenced by remembered perceptual events (reflected in the person’s state

in Figure 5.3) and combines different modalities into perceived events such as utter-

ances, interruptions or other interaction cues. At this stage also the sensed nature

is available as output (for further processing into perceived interaction features by

subsequent processing steps cf. Figure 5.4). It includes not only information of

the input stimulus but also information from the interaction process itself. This

information stems either from the perceptual event formation process or from the

anticipation process, whereas in the case of the latter also the higher level cognitive

processes can participate in the formation of interactional information.

The following stage of anticipation connects information from different processes

and storages, and then decides if certain (inter-)actions should be performed (as

reaction to the input signal). This decision can be twofold: the presence of certain

stimuli (or perceived events) may lead to a direct and unconscious4 (inter-)action

or the decision is based on further processing by higher level cognitive processes.

This differentiation is also related to the different processing of temporal stimuli

as discussed in Section 2.2.2. When higher level cognitive processes are included in

the processing of the input signal, e.g. extraction of semantic information that was

searched for by the user, then conscious processing, and hence the interval timing

system, applies. Contrary, when unconscious processing (within the anticipation

process) causes a reaction then the millisecond timing system applies. The person’s

state includes the physiological state of the person as well as its cognitive state,

whereas assumptions refer to the person’s attitude and concepts (which can be

influenced by e.g. the given or intrinsic task).

This perception model explains the formation of action or interaction between

interacting entities, which then can be measured. Such (inter)actions between two

or more entities form the basis of the request-response cycle introduced in Figure 2.3

in Section 2.2.1, and depicted in blue in Figure 5.3. Within such a request-response

cycle several (inter)actions mutually take place between the interactants, thereby

running several times through each perception and reaction process.

In the setting with two interacting human entities, as depicted in Figure 5.3, the

4Based on the discussion on human perception in [90], processing on this stage is still accom-
plished by unconscious brain processes
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reciprocal (inter) action as result of a certain input stimulus is obvious. However,

the perception model also holds true for cases where only one human entity inter-

acts with non human entities, such as a computer in computer gaming or speech

dialogue systems. In these cases, machine reactions on certain user (inter)actions

are determined by the underlying algorithms, whereas user (inter)actions are formed

according to the same processes as in the human to human interaction setting. An

integration into the quality formation model described in Section 5.1 is performed

in the following section.

5.4 Quality Formation Process for Interactive Me-

dia Experiences

The updated quality formation process is depicted in Figure 5.4 and integrates

the perception model proposed in the previous section. For better illustration the

integrated parts are marked in red. Slight adaptations from the proposed model as

described in Figure 5.3 are: The higher level cognitive processing is contained in the

dashed box in the reference path (left hand side Figure 5.4), the person’s state and

assumptions are reflected in the human influencing factors.

Similar to the process described in Figure 5.1, the first sensory processing step

of sensation converts the input signal into a neural representation. This process

is already influenced by remembered perceptual references from the memory in the

reference path through the anticipation process. Additionally, it combines different

modalities into perceived events such as utterances, interruptions or other interaction

cues. As outcome of this process the sensed nature is available, based not only the

input stimulus but also based on information from the interaction process itself.

This information from the interaction process arises from running through several

interactions within a request response cycle and is stored in the working memory

(reference path). Via the anticipation process it is fed back, indicated by the red

arrow to the sensed nature storage. The sensed nature is then further processed

into perceived interaction features as part of the perceived quality features storage

by the subsequent reflection process.

In terms of (inter)actions of each interactant the stage of anticipation connects

information from different processes and storages, and then decides if certain (inter-

)actions should be performed (as reaction to the input signal). In addition, the

presence of certain stimuli (or perceived events) may lead to a direct and uncon-
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scious triggering of (inter-)action, indicated by the red arrow from sensation to

(inter)action.

This updated model of the quality formation process now fully integrates the

interaction process between two or more entities (only one depicted in Figure 5.4),

which can be extended easily by adding more entities and connecting their inputs

and outputs accordingly. Also interaction performance aspects are reflected as they

can exert influence on the sensed nature, which is then further processed through

the reflection process (perception path, right hand side in Figure 5.4) into perceived

interactivity features (as a sub-feature of the perceived quality features). In the

context of this thesis, this updated model can now be used to describe QoE formation

for the two prototypical services.

For quality formation in human-to-human conversations, conversational (inter-)

actions of both interactants can be described by using two instances of the model. In

terms of the E-model modification proposed in Section 3.3 the additional inputs sT

and mT, which are derived from mean(I3R), can be related to the perceived quality

features in Figure 5.4. Two human interactants connected through a delay affected

VoIP system will, after a while, sense that they are not able interrupt the other

person. Hence, their internal quality formation process will sense low interaction

performance in terms of their response abilities. As a result the perceived interaction

features will deviate strongly from the desired interaction features as stored in the

reference path and lead to bad experienced quality.

Regarding browser based applications, it allows to describe the interaction be-

tween a human user, which can be represented by the updated model, and a machine

in form of an interactive website or a download portal. When the user requests a

certain page, the page starts to load and the counter in the higher level cognitive

processing within the user is started. Next, the elements that appear on the screen

(as response to the request) are processed, by the quality formation process, into

certain representations within the user’s brain. When the perceived nature of one of

these representations matches the desired element (=nature) the user was searching

for (e.g. a link to further navigate on the page), the user takes (inter)action and

clicks this link. Now the running counter is stopped and its content represents the

subjectively perceived page load time. Finally, this time is then compared to the

expected load time (desired quality feature) and the outcome of this comparison is

a certain experienced quality.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Quality-of-experience (QoE) of interactive applications transmitted over TCP/IP

networks has recently gained considerable attention, and is influenced by transmis-

sion delays due to TCP/IP’s retransmission characteristic. This network-induced

delays (and respective waiting times) are particularly critical for interactive In-

ternet applications. Interactive applications typically establish a request-response

cycle between two or more entities. In case of transmission delays, this interac-

tive process is deteriorated. The impact of the temporal impairment depends on

the application type (e.g. Internet telephony or browser based applications) and

the interactivity level of the application. Recent QoE concepts and related mod-

els fall short in considering the influence of the impaired interaction process, as

they are targeted towards signal fidelity of static media signals as main factor de-

termining QoE. Therefore, appropriate QoE assessment methodologies considering

interactivity related impairments and their measurement are needed. Datasets ac-

quired through such methodologies could then be used to derive QoE models that

incorporate interactivity metrics and thereby enhance their prediction performance.

In this thesis, the impact of transmission delays on interactive Internet applica-

tions has been analysed. As a starting point, Chapter 2.4 reviewed existing QoE

concepts with respect to their integration of interactivity related aspects. This re-

view revealed that, despite the claimed multidimensionality of QoE and the broad

consideration of several different influencing factors, interactivity related influenc-

ing factors are often neglected in existing QoE models. In order to better address

this dimension, a commonality of interactive processes in such applications has been

identified, the request-response cycle. As this request-response cycle is inherent to

interactive applications in general, it represents an ideal object of study, as con-
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clusions regarding its deterioration and the relation to QoE would be, in return,

applicable across interactive applications in general. Based on transmission delay

as most important impairment in TCP/IP networks, the influence of delays and

waiting times on the request-response cycle was chosen as primary focus for the

analysis of QoE for interactive services. In terms of temporal stimuli processing

within the human sensory system, related work from human time perception psy-

chology revealed the existence of two different timing systems. These two systems

differ strongly in their stimulus processing characteristics. In the context of inter-

active Internet applications, the millisecond timing system is applied for delays <

1 s, and the interval timing system is used for delays > 1 s. To study the delay

impact for both these timing systems, two prototypical applications have been se-

lected: Internet telephony where typical delay ranges are below 1 s, and browser

based applications where the related delays are often longer than 1 s. The chapter is

concluded by an analysis of existing QoE assessment methodologies and its consid-

eration of the request-response cycle. Based on that analysis, related challenges and

requirements for QoE assessment methodologies have been derived that have to be

met, to properly assess QoE of interactive services and interaction related metrics.

Chapter 3 addressed the influence of transmission delays on human-to-human

conversation and its relation to conversational quality. As a starting point, a com-

munication theoretical discussion revealed interruptions as a key interaction cue used

for controlling smooth interaction in human conversations. Hence, new conversa-

tional metrics, which are able to identify the influence of delay on human-to-human

conversations, and which consider interruptions, are proposed: The I3R metric, the

UIR metric and the I3R
AIR

ratio. In order to prove the applicability of these metrics

for capturing delay induced conversational problems in human-to-human VoIP con-

versations, two subjective studies were conducted. The data acquired with these

studies has then been used to first prove the applicability of the proposed metrics

to capture the delay influence on conversational behaviour, and second to derive a

conversational prediction model with improved prediction performance compared to

state-of-the-art models. Based on these results, updated delay thresholds for high

interactive and low interactive conversations were proposed.

The second prototypical application, browser based applications, was analysed

with respect to QoE in Chapter 4. In order to address the lack of QoE assessment

methodologies enabling proper interaction for browser based applications, a novel

test methodology was proposed. Two lab studies and a field study were used to

verify the ability of this methodology to deliver reliable and externally valid results.
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In order to derive a QoE model for these services, the WQL hypothesis postulates

that the relationship between ”Waiting time and resulting QoE is Logarithmic”,

which is a form of the Weber-Fechner law used in psychophysics. Using the data

acquired by the three studies, the WQL was verified for file downloads and simple

web browsing. Contrary, in the context of complex web browsing it was shown that

the WQL hypothesis had to be rejected. A thorough analysis of interactions and

respective perceptual events revealed a number of challenges and practical issues on

a perceptual and technical level. In this analysis, the subjectively perceived page-

load-time was identified as an interaction based measure of waiting time, that is

influenced by the content and the task the user follows in a web browsing session.

Finally, Chapter 5 identified five interaction performance aspects that should be

considered in a QoE perception model to capture interaction related impairments.

Consequently, a perceptional model was proposed that allows to detect these in-

teraction performance aspects for interactions between two or more entities. In

addition, it was shown that this model is also able to describe (re-)actions to (con-

versational) input signals in the form of output signals, which then serve as a news

input signal for the other interacting entity and vice versa. Thereby, interactional

processes between two or more entities can be explained. This perception model was

then integrated into an existing model of the quality formation process that was ini-

tially proposed for static input signals. By this modification, the updated model,

can be used to describe also interactive quality formation processes, and considers

interaction performance aspects for the formation of its QoE output.

Considering future work, related work and results acquired in Chapter 3 indi-

cate that casual human conversations are not severely impacted by transmission

delays in terms of conversational quality. However, all of these results have been

acquired in dyadic interaction settings with conversations not lasting longer than

three minutes. Therefore, future work on the topic of conversational quality should

address the following questions: 1) How do transmission delays in human-to-human

conversations impact conversations of different duration in terms of conversational

quality? E.g. are longer conversations more prone to be disturbed by transmission

delays, as the (mental) adaptation load fatigues the participants? 2) What influ-

ence has the number of interlocutors on interactional problems and conversational

quality, respectively, in delay impaired conversations? E.g. Will a larger number of

interlocutors demand a higher degree of control (inter-) actions by the participant

to maintain a stable conversation? This maintenance can be severely disturbed by

the transmission delays. 3) Do interlocutors sense the impact of the transmission
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delay on other dimensions than conversational QoE? E.g. how do the participants

perceive the personality of the other interlocutor for different transmission delays?

Finally, future work on conversational quality should address interactional metrics

as input parameters to a new model that does not carry the legacy of the E-model,

and therefore allows for more reasonable relationships between interactional metrics

and resulting QoE.

The results presented in Chapter 4 as well as results from related work revealed

empirical evidence that in case of not directly perceivable impairments, the expo-

nential model postulated in the IQX hypothesis performed pretty well in terms of

fitting performance. However, a theoretical foundation why this is the case is miss-

ing, as well as an identification of the relationship between the observed parameters

(= not directly perceivable impairments) and the actual psychophysical stimulus

that is processed by the human sensory system. In terms of complex web browsing,

the WQL hypothesis had to be rejected due to numerous reasons. The major reason

identified was the difference between the technical page-load-time, that was used

as input to the logarithmic model postulated by the WQL, and the subjectively

perceived page-load-time. Further studies that utilise this subjectively perceived

page-load-time could help to identify if the WQL holds true for complex web brows-

ing with this input parameter or if other factors not considered in the results of this

thesis do influence the QoE perception for that application.

On an application overarching QoE level, the updated quality formation model in

Chapter 5 provides guidance and a starting point for the development of novel QoE

models, that incorporate interaction performance aspects for different interactive

services.

In the larger context of QoE research, there are several topics which will be of

high importance in the near future. The assessment, understanding and modelling

of QoE for highly interactive services is certainly one of them. As interactive and

time variant services are growing by large, QoE prediction models that consider

interaction performance aspects and stimuli of longer durations, will be of particu-

lar interest to ensure proper prediction performance for such services. Due to the

proliferation of resource intensive services, network and service providers struggle

to enhance and optimise their networks in terms of customer satisfaction. Accu-

rate and actionable QoE models will enable these stakeholders to better manage

their high-performance infrastructure in an active way. Such an active management

guarantees that scarce resources can be allocated to services and customers that

momentarily demand these resources, and thereby assures high quality experiences.
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Satisfied customers will in return be less annoyed, show increased loyalty and will

be less inclined to churn.
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